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Editorial 

It was gratifying to rece i ve some 
feedback on my editorial on recycling. 
CSee Russ Nobbs's letter.J Who'd a thunk 
I'd get support for non-computer ramblings? 
Well. with that kind of encouragement, 
here's more food for thought. 

AD Open ufter fo Oaeter Oats 

Quaker Oats Company 
Post Office Box 9003 
Chicago, IL 60604-9003 

Greetings, 

I have been a long standing loyal consumer 
of your Old Fashioned Quaker Oats . I was 
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announce that they had a hazardous chemical 
in it! Sounds like Prop 65 might benef it 
all of us. 

Announoeznents 

Bob Bybee has just announced an upgrade 
to the PolyEmulator. For EGA and VGA 
users, PM.EXE version 1.3 now supports true 
PolyGraphics using a spec i al character font 
file. The user can program custom 
character sets as well. The upgrade fee to 
prior own.er s of Version 1 . 1 or 1 . 2 is 
$20.00. Contact Poly Peripherals, 5011 
Brough am Court, Stone Mountain . GA 30087. 
Phone 401-498-3556. 

Letter a 

proud to announce to all my friends that Polyletter 
vour product had a 100% recyclable 

February 15, 1990 

container. 

Unfortunately, I can no longer make that 
claim. With the introduction of plastic 
rims on your boxes, you are moving in a 
direction OPPOSITE to what is needed for 
preserving our environment. You force me 
to switch to bulk brands. If you restore 
the oriQinal packaging design with a string 
to open the boxes in the near future, let 
me know and I'll return to buying your 
oats . But, don't wait too long. I may get 
comfortable with a new brand, one with 
environmental sensitivity, and g)ve them 
deserved loyalty. -- Sincerely , Ralph E. 
Kenyon, Jr. 

Speakino of the environment, how about 
that Prop 65 California just passed? As I 
understand it, companies are required to 
provide "reasonable notice" to the general 
populace if they produce a product 
containing hazardous chemicals or if they 
discharQe hazardous chemicals into the 
environment. Perhaps one of our California 
readers can say more about it. I heard on 
ABC News that the makers of Liquid Paper 
chanQed their product formula rather than 

Ralph, 

I meant to tell you that it was a good 
editorial in 89/4 on recycling. Finding 
ways to recycle as much as possible is an 
important job we~ need to do. There is 
no "a'#ay" when we "thro'# things away". 

As a small business doing a lot of mail 
order shipping, we actively solicit used 
packing material from neighboring 
businesses. We have one recycler supplying 
us with packing material they collect and 
use plain old newspaper we bring from home 
when shredded packing is not available. 

A computer friend was surpr i sed by our 
bins of aluminum and glass next to the 
office refrigerator. He said he guessed 
"it wasn't worthwhile for big business to 
bother with that kind of recycl i ng " . 
said I thought the big businesses needed to 
be the first to do it to set the ~t a ndards 

for industry. 

I 'm often in publ ic bui ldin g s f or 
conv ent i ons, or even parks a nd 5 chuol 
campuses and see aluminum cans d 11u gld5b 
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bottles in the trash or gutter. Where are 
the "glass only" and "Aluminum only" bins 
in these pub I ic places? 

I recently subscribed to the new 
"Garbage Magazine" which begins to show 
some solutions to these problems. 

As you may remember, I adopted WordStar 
on my CP/M machines and have stayed with it 
on my DOS machines. As WordStar has added 
features, I've been pleased to see that 
they have finally gotten around to adding 
some of the early Poly Edit features. I 
now have ESC <chr> shorthand that works 
very much like the Poly. There is also a 
"OJ that does flush right like fORMAT's 
ljrJ justify right command. The undelete 
feature C"U> only marked blocks that have 
been undeleted so I still miss being able 
to undelete one or two characters 
"overruns" when I hold down the back arrow 
key. Oh well, some of the other features 
kind of make up for it. And, really, 
Ventura is a lot more powerful than format 
ever was.... Keep up the good work. 
Russ Nobbs, Spokane, WA. 

Benohznarks 
by Bob Bybee 

I must thank you for the extensive 
coverage given to PM, my PolyMorphic 
Emulator program, in the last issue of 
PolyLetter. PM has been a "best seller" 
for me, thanks in part to your support. I 
have received good feedback from my 
customers, and PM seems to be doing well in 
the field. 

When I began the PM project, I wasn't 
really expecting the thing to run at high 
speed. I expected that to run close to the 
speed of a "real" Poly, I would need to use 
a hardware solution, such as a V20 chJp or 
a plug-in Z80 board. PM surpassed even my 
expectations when I ran some benchmarks 
recently, and discovered that a fast 
386-based PC can actua 1 ly run PM faster 
than a Poly! The software-only solution, 
PM, has succeeded. 

My benchmarks were two BASIC programs: 
one that added up all numbers between 1 and 
1000, and one that performed a "prime 
number sieve" of 1000 integers. I admit 
these are simple benchmarks, but they do 
represent compute-bound programs with no 
disk activity . They should provide a good 
index of BASIC program performance, and at 

least a rough measure of other CPU-bound 
programs. 

Here are my results, with a "real" Poly 
equalling 1.0: 

relative 
V20: 0. 10 
286: 0.57 

386/20: 0. 91 
Poly: 

386/25: 
386/20C: 

1.00 
1.06 
1.10 

CPU performance 
NEC V20, 4.77 MHz 
80286, 10 MHz 
80386, 20 MHz 
a "real" Poly 8813 
80386, 25 MHz 
80386, 20 MHz w/cache 

Note: a "real" 4.7 7 \'t Hz IBM-PC using an 
8088 should be somewhat slower than the V20 
tested. A "turbo" PC or XT clone that can 
run at 8 to 10 MHz should fall some-where 
between the V20 and the 286 speeds shown. 

Now, how does PM's disk speed compare 
with a Poly's? A PC's disks are generally 
much faster: 

A PC floppy is about 1.8 times as fast as 
a Poly SSSD 5" floppy. 

- A PC hard drive is 3 to 6 times as fast 
as a Poly hard drive. 

A true system performance measurement must 
include both disk 1/0 speed and CPU speed, 
weighted according to how much of each a 
"typical" program uses. One test which 
does this in the PC-clone world is the 
Norton SI <System Information> program. SI 
compares the CPU speed of a system to that 
of a 4.77 MHz IBM XT, and calculates the 
Computing Index <CD for that system. <A 
system with a Cl of 2.0 would run twice as 
fast as the proverbial XT.> Likewise, it 
measures the Disk Index <DI> of a system 
compared to an XT, then calculates an 
overall Performance Index <Pl> using the 
formula 

Pl = C0.66667 •Cl>+ <0.33333 •DI> 

Th is weights the over a 11 performance, ..,ith 
CPU speed being twice as important as disk 
speed. No benchmark can really be said to 
be •typical" for all purposes, but SI is 
widely accepted for comparing PC clones. 

Using that formula for Pl, and assuming 
we're comparing a fast PC hard disk to a 
Poly hard disk <so that PM's Disk Index is 
6.0), here is how PM measures up on various 
PCs: 
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overal I performance 
Po I y: 1.00 
V20: 2.07 
286: 2.37 

386/20: 2.61 
386/25: 2.71 

386/20C: 2.73 

Of course, these figures pretend that a 
fast disk can make up for a slow CPU. 
Depending on the program, this may be true 
in some cases. 

I have not yet had the opportunity to 
run PM on an 80486-based machine. But I've 
heard that such systems run 2 to 4 times 
the speed of an 80386. Given that, PM 
might potentially run at a Performance 
Index of 4.67 times as fast as a Poly! 
Anyone who has access to a '486 and would 
like to try this, give me a call. 

There's an old saying in this business: 
"Benchmarks don't lie, but liars write 
benchmarks." I realize that the only way 
to get a true measurement of how your 
programs wi 11 run on a given system is to 
actually run them. But I hope this gives 
your readers a feel for what PM can do in 
the real world. Most people using a PC for 
serious business work today would choose at 
least a fast '286, and preferably a 
'386-based system. PM can give good 
performance in any of these environments. 

Thanks again for publicizing PM, and 
continued best wishes for Polyletter. 

When I first read Bob's benchmark 
claims, my only experience was with timing 
my clone at both 4.77 and 8 MHz. I am 
running a NEC V-20 cpu on my clone and when 
the turbo mode is turned off, it/ runs at 
4.77 MHz, just like an ordinary PC. My 
earlier timing comparisons produced a 
difference of about 1:16 in timing, but 
using a different benchmark program. Since 
I had gotten a 1:16 timing ratio, Bob's 
c I aims didn't seem quite to agree with my 
experience. 1:16 is .0625; Bob had claimed 
.10 as his emulator cpu performance factor. 
There is a 40~ difference. .0625 doesn't 
round up to .1 O: it rounds up to .07. So, 
'#here did Bob get his .10? I ask. 

Well, decide to run one of Bob's 
benchmark programs to see if the result was 
very different from \olhat I had experienced. 

He said he added up the numbers from 1 to 
1000, so I tried the follo\oling program. 

10 FILE:2,LIST 
20 PRiil "PRESS AIY KEY vtt£1 READY", \Z•llP<1> \PAllT 
30 Z•TIME<O> 
40 FOi 1•1 TO 1000 \X•X+I \llEXT 
50 PRiil TIME<0>/60 
60 PAllT:2,CllAt<7>, \PAUSE 30 \GOTO 60 

I ran the program '#ith the TURBO mode 
OFF and by using the s\oleep second hand on 
my watch for the timing. I also ran the 
programs with timing points which read the 
real-time clock and reported •more 
accurateN times. My s\oleep second hand 
results agreed to within a second of the 
internal timing measurements, so I present 
the more precise figures as possibly being 
more accurate. I also ran the program on a 
Zenith 386/25 machine. Here are the 
results. 

Poly £!1l1tor 4.77 1.0 ll!z 25 lltz 386 
8.41 SeCOMI 5.18 Seconds 

Dividing the Poly's performance by each of 
these by the gives the computing index 
<Cl>. 

Poly Elll1tor 4.77 1.0 lltz 25 lltz 386 
t.00 .067 .133 t.43 

The above results should be pretty good, 
since no Disk 1/0 Is required during the 
timing portion of the program. 

To get some results for the disk 
performance I ran the Poly Sniff command, 
\olhich just reads the disk, one sector at a 
time, looking for errors. Since this 
operation does almost nothing except read 
the disk, it should give a fairly close 
result <provided no errors are detected). 
ExeclAISt has the capability to specify the 
starting sector on the Sniff command. For 
this ~est on the floppies, I executed the 
fol lo\oling command. 

Sniff 1 150 

This instructed the system to read 150H 
<336> sectors, one sector at a time. On 
the hard disk, I upped the amount to 900H 
sectors, but divided the result by 6.857 to 
obtain a comparison for the floppy figure. 
Dividing each of these into the Poly's 
Floppy disk time gives the Disk Index 
relative to a Poly 8813 SD machine . Here 
are the results. 
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floppy 
Hird disk 
Hird disk 

Poly 
63 
27 
3.94 

Ell 4.77 Ell 8.0 
58 33 

155 110 
22.6 16.04 

Sniff 150H Sectors 
Slliff 900H Sectors 
Sniff 150H Sectors 

lel1tive Dist Perfor111nce Index <DI> 
Poly fD Poly HO Ell 4.77 fO EM 4.77 HQ Ell 8.0 FD EM 8.0 HQ 
1.00 16.0 1.09 2.79 1.91 3.93 

Look at the Poly Hard disk performance 
factor! Wo"'! No "'onder I'm spoiled! 

Note: I got the same time, <63 Sec.> on 
both SA-400 floppies, and 96tpi floppies. 
The performance limit seems to be in the 
rotation rate and the data transfer rate 
for the single density controller. The 
Rotation rate is the same for PC drives, 
but the data transfer rate is doubled. 
Hence, we should expect to see about 1/2 
the Poly's time as a limiting factor. The 
step rate for the pc drives is 6ms "'hile 
the step rate of the Poly drives is 40ms; 
the Sniff test does not exercise this 
difference very "'ell. We can't assume that 
a faster step time will dominate the disk 
performance. I couldn't think of a way to 
exercise this without involving a tot of 
computing time as well, so I kept it 
simple. 

I also used the Sniff test on 720K 3.5 
inch floppy drives on both my clone and the 
Zenith. The result was remarkable. 

Sniff test - 150H sectors 720K floppy 
Clone 

4.77 8.0 
60 33 

Zenith 
25Miz 386 

33 

Bob gave us a formula for combining 
computing index and disk index to obtain an 
overall performance index. 

P I = C 0 • 6 6 6 6 7 • C I > + ( 0 • 3 3 3 3 3 • ID I > 

Here are the combined results using the 
figures I obtained. 

Configuntion 213 • Cl + 11~ • ~I = Pl 
1.84 Poly FD 213. 1.00 + 113 • 1.00 :i: 1.00 
1.84 Poly HD 213. 1.00 + 113 • 16.0 • 6.00 
4.77 V-20 FD 213 •• 067 + 113 • 1.09 • .408 
4.77 V-20 HD 213 •. 067 + 113•2.79 = .975 
8.00 V-20 FD 213 •• 133 + 113 ' 1.91 = . 725 
8.00 V-20 HD 213 • • 133 + 113 • 3.93 : 1.40 
25Mllz 386 FD 213 • 1.43 + 113 • 1.91 = 1.59 

Let's compare these to the figures Bob 

reported . 

Relative CPU ~erformance CCI) 
Bob's results Polyletter 

V20 0. 10 NEC V20, 4.77 !Wiz .067 
V20 NEC V20, 8 . 00 MHz .133 
286 0.57 80286, 10 !Wiz 

386/20 0.91 80386, 20 !Wiz 
Poly 1.00 a "real" Poly 8813 

386/25 1.06 80386, 25 !Wiz 1.43 
386/20C 1.10 80386, 20 !Wiz w/cache 

overal I Qerf ormance index ( p I> 
Polyletter 

Bob's Floppy/Hard 
Poly 1.00 <1.84 MHz> 1.00 I 6.00 
V20 2.07 <4.77 MHz> .408 I .975 
V20 <8.00 IW'lz> • 725 I 1.40 
286 2.37 -----------

386/20 2.61 -----------
386/25 2.71 <2stJHz> 1.59 I----

386/20C 2.73 -----------
Well, to quote Bob's Quote, "Benchmarks 
don't lie, but liars "'rite benchmarks." 
So, there you have the results of t"'o 
different liars. We agree on one thing -
Poly's run at 1.00. Who ya gonna believe? 
Field results are probably the best index 
of performance, so send in any actua I test 
results you get. But, describe the 
s i tu at i on i n de ta i I so we ca· n see ex a ct I y 
what the observed results measure. 

P.H BUG 

While fooling around with the Emulator 
and PMU going to DOS, I returned to Exec 
only to get the familiar <Error 0306> . 
Wow! Ho"''d that happen? No disk or door 
open! On the hard disk no less! Well, I 
rebooted and tried again. But, I realized 
what I had done. When I had gone to DOS 
using PMU, I had changed the default 
directory to something other than the one 
where PM.EXE and SYSTEM.PM live. The 
result, is that when I "'ent back to PMU 
with the EXIT command from DOS, and then 
went back from PMU to Exec, the emulator 
couldn't find its system disk file . The 
best way to avoid this "bug" is to restore 
the PM.EXE default directory before 
returning to the emulator. 

I also found a way to get back in 
without rebooting. I hit CTRL-Z and 
brought up the front panel. Then I set the 
program counter to USER with the command 
SPJ3200. Then a G for "GO" put me back in 
PMU. The DOS command got me back to DOS , 
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and I set the path back to its desired 
value. Of course, you must be running in 
ENABLEd mode to do this. 

Also, some people might argue that this 
"bug" is just an unimplemented desirable 
feature. Suffice it to say, knowing one 
way to get into trouble, and how to recover 
from it adds to our ability to use the 
system effectively. 

Printer Sharing 

I've had a pc-clone for some time now, 
but haven't done very much with it. I've 
transferred files back and forth to the 
Poly, and have converted some Poly BASIC 
proqrams to run under DOS; but, that's 
about al I. I have recently begun swapping 
text files with associates, and have begun 
to use Word Perfect on the clone; but unti I 
just lately, I never bothered to print 
anything directly from the clone. I would 
send the file to the Poly first; then I 
would use the Poly to print the file. Now 
that I have the Poly Emulator running on my 
PC-clone, I will want to print directly 
from the clone to the printer. But, I want 
to continue to send files back and forth 
from the Poly to the clone. Here's how. 

Let's see, the requirements are to be 
able to send files back and forth between 
the Poly and the clone; to be able to print 
directly with the Poly; and to be able to 
print directly with the clone. But, I 
don't want to have to plug and unplug 
different cables all the time. I won't 
mind having a couple of switches to flip, 
but I don't want to have to change any 
wiring. 

I had an "A-B-C-D" switch connected to 
the Poly. One terminal went to my label 
printer. -- I have two printers connected 
to the Poly, one on each of twd printer 
mini-cards. One is my main document 
printer, a very nice DataProducts 8050 
color printer, which has a black ribbon in 
it and is loaded with standard 8-1/2 by 11 
paper. The other is a Prism-80 and is 
loaded with continuous feed labels. I can 
switch between them with the Printer 
command, and have command files and Gnomus 
macros written for this purpose. 
Anyway, the "A-B-C-0" switch was connected 
to one of the Poly's printer mini-cards; it 
was also connected to the label printer, 
the clone, and a test plug. 

Because the Po l y ' s header was crossed, 
the cab le I made up to go between the clone 
and the Poly just had straight wires. The 
Poly did all the crossing. Also, all the 
printer cables were straight through too. 
This meant that these cables could not be 
used to print from the clone . The cables 
needed to be crossed. But, I needed 
straight cables to continue to talk to the 
Poly. 

The solution I hit upon seemed pretty 
neat. I needed to have a switch which 
would connect the Poly to the printer, the 
clone to the printer, or the Poly to the 
clone. The wires from the Poly to the 
printer needed to be straight through, as 
did the ones between the Poly and the 
clone. But, the wires between the clone 
and the printer needed to be crossed. 

At first I wanted to do this with one 
switch. It would have to be a "Y" switch 
with 3 positions -- A-B, A-C, or B-C. 
Well, I haven't been able to find one like 
that. I hit upon using t'Wo switches, an 
"X" switch and an "A-B" switch. I got an 
"X" switch from Al Levy and set it up so 
that the "X" siwitch would be connected such 
that in one position it had the Poly 
connected to the clone, and in the other 
position it had the Poly connected to a 
printer AND the clone also connected to a 
printer. I put the "A-B" switch connecting 
the one printer to the two "X" switch 
outputs. When the "X" switch had the 
printer cables connected to both computers, 
the "A-B" switch let me select wh ich 
computer got to use the printer. 

Now, the cable going from the poly to 
the "X" switch is straight, as is the one 
going from the clone to the "X" switch. 
So, when the "X" switch has the Poly and 
the clone connected, they can talk to each 
other. Also, the cable going from the 
"A-B" switch to the printer is the original 
straight one I used between the Poly and 
the printer. Because the cable going from 
the clone to the printer must be crossed, 
the present configuration leaves only one 
place to put it. It must go between the 
"X" switch and the "A-B" switch. While I 
was at it, I made a general cable with all 
the pairs crossed, not just the ones the 
printer would need. The end resu lt i s what 
is called a 'null-modem' cable. I can 
disconnect this cable and connect it to 
another pc and have a null-modem . 
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By inserting the null-modem cable 
between the 11 x• switch and the "A-B" 
switch, I can use it to make the proper 
cross-overs needed between the clone and a 
printer. Now, when I set the "X" switch to 
connect the computers to printers, one 
"A-B" s._.itch position goes straight through 
to the Poly, or crossed through to the 
clone. But , when the "X" switch is set to 
connect the computers, it is straight 
through. Two switches let me put my 
printer on line with either computer, or 
let me connect the computers to each other. 

PrialfiN DJ1plq• 

Well, once again, it's PC bashing time! 
Bob Bybee announced an upgrade to the Poly 
Emulator <Version 1.3) for EGA and VGA 
users which gives one "true" Poly graphics 
when running the emulator. Of course I 
just had to have the upgrade right away. 

When I first looked at Bob's graphics 
implementation, my first reaction was "This 
just doesn't measure up to the Poly!"; the 
graphics characters aren't s lmi I ar enough 
at all. They aren't sharp enough, and 
don't have all the definition of Poly 
graphics. So, I took a look at his font 
file and compared them to my printer 
graphics files I had created for printing 
Poly graphics characters on the printer. 
They just didn't match. Bob's characters 
had double wide dots and a corresponding 
loss of definition. The Poly's "I" Just 
doesn't have a "fat" stick! I'm not 
faulting Bob for just adopting IBM's 
character font and filling It in with a 
couple of missing characters, his product 
is a reasonable implementation of Poly 
graphics, given the limits of the IBM font. 

It turns out that the IBM EGA display 
uses an 8 by 14 dot matrix to dis'-'lay 
characters, while the VGA display uses an 8 
by 16 dot matrix. The character font uses 
a two dot wide philosophy to display 
vertical lines or dots. Bob says that a 
character is too dim when only one dot is 
used for the width, but I disagree. Also, 
the 14 <or 16> dots of vertical resolution 
includes the blank lines between the 
characters. 

Most EGA characters blank the top two 
rows and the bottom three rows of dots to 
provide the vertical space between 
characters. This leaves the characters 
displayed in an 8 wide by 9 high dot 

matrix. But because a two dot width 
philosophy is used, this gives an effective 
resolution of about 6.5 wide by 9 high. It 
._.ouldn't be only 4 wide because the two 
dots of ane width could be placed at 7 
positions, and two such vertical bars could 
only . be placed in 6 positions. <I'm 
assuming only one dark dot is needed 
between bright pairs.> Averaging gives the 
6.5 figure. 

How does this compare to the Poly? 

Years ago, a program was included in an 
early Polyletter "disk of the month" which 
reproduced the Poly character matrix. The 
program, by John McGaw of Anchorage, 
Alaska, displayed the Poly char.acter font 
exactly as it was in the Poly VTI Character 
Generator Roms. The Poly uses an 8 wide by 
11 high dot matrix for characters and uses 
a single dot philosophy. 

By comparing the character dot 
resolution by height and width, the Poly 
gets a relative character resolution factor 
of 1.225 over the IBM EGA display <as the 
current EGA font is implemented>. If we 
compare areas, the Poly has a resolution 
factor of 1.5! 

The Poly's resolution is actually better 
than EGA because of the number of dot rows 
bet ... een rows of characters. The Poly 
blanks 4 rows of dots, for a total 
character display matrix of 8 wide by 15 
high dots. Poly' s low resolution graphics 
uses 4 dots wide by 5 dots high for each 
pixel. EGA is only capable of 8 wide by 14 
high; so, once again, a pc-clone is a step 
backward from the Poly! Of course, with 
its 80 by 25 display, the pc-clone can sho._. 
95% more characters than the Poly . 
Personally, I'd settle for fewer, but 
better looking characters any day . 

I want to see the familiar crisp Poly 
font on my emulator as well as on my Poly . 
After a 11, we Poly users are just not used 
to sett I ing for second best. 

We II, I remembered John's program and 
promptly got it out. I modified it to send 
it's output to a file in a manner 
compatible with Bob's EGA font file. Then 
I rep I aced a II the Poly characters i n the 
EGA font file with the font generated by 
John's program. Bob had a I ready removed 
the 15th row of dots from the middle two 
graphics characters, so these were ok as 
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is. Then, I copied this new font file back 
to the Clone and named it POLY.fNT. Cl did 
all this edit vork on the Poly itself.> To 
approximate the Poly's original display, I 
selected the color combination of B-WHITE 
on BLACK. Wowf Such an improvement! Now, 
it LOOKS like a Poly display with a bright, 
crisp high definition character font. 
There is a 25% loss of separation between 
ro'#s of characters. but that's not bad 
considering we get the true Poly Character 
font. 

Of course there is one weird special 
effect when one uses the DOS command in PMU 
to exercise a DOS program. The Poly 
character font is st i 11 connected, so DOS 
application programs, which use the IBM 
extended character set, get Poly graphics 
characters instead. A BOX around text in a 
pop-up program becomes a line of Poly 
graphics characters instead. It's a small 
price to pay for having the true Poly font 
on the Emulator. 

If anyone wants the Poly .fNT file for 
their emulator 1.3 upgrade, send me $5 and 
it's yours <Specify Poly or PC disk>. 

HELP! 

In this section I share Yith you the 
help system files I have built up over the 
last few years. <The entire system is 
included with Abstract Systems Exec.> 

HELP COllAIO TYP£ 
HELP file for 1y1t• c-114 1 TYP£1 

Tiie "TYPE' c-114 displ1ys 1 file Oft t'• syst• screen. 
"TYPE" Viits 1fter e1ch p19e vith •:•. At t•e •:• ESC exits. 

Syntax: "TYPE l<n<p1tb<file.TXJ 0 <RETUtl> lsee HELP PRllTJ 
'n' is 1 drive nllllber and file is 1 text file . 

"TYPE lfilel" displays 1 file on tbe sy1t• resident' drive. 
'TYPE l<n<filel" displ1ys 1 'file' on drive 'n'. 
"TYPE l<n<p1th<fil1J• displ1y11 'file' on drive •n• in• 

in swbdirectory pit•. 

Mini111 sizes •r• Ex111Ple ·r <2<LETTERS<Dict• 

ltELP cc.AID UIDELETE 
HELP file for syste11 c-114 1 Ull>£LETE0 

Tiie 0 UID£LETE1 c-nd undeletes 111 •elete• files in 1 

directory. 

Syntix: "UIDELETE l<n<p1t~<file . DXJ 1 <RETURI> lsee ARISEJ 
'n' is i drive nUlller an• file is a directory file. 

"Ull)ELETE lnJ• undelete1 ill •eleted files on •rive 'n'. 
"UIDELETE • und1lete1 files on t~e sy1t• resi.,nt drive. 
"UIDELETE l<n<p1t•1• •~letes files OI drive 'n' ind 

in sub•irectory ,.t,. 

liai ... 1iz11 'UI" EJ..,11 1 UI <2<LETTEIS.DX" 

For Beginners 

The Poly WordMaster system presents 
options using a menu system. It is 
possible to use the Poly exclusively in a 
word processing mode just by selecting 
options from the menus. But, when you turn 
on the Poly and get the '$' prompt, it 
would be nice to know what you can do. 

But, knowing what you can do depends, in 
part, upon knowing what's there to do it to 
or with. Poly's <and other computers> 
store stuff in files on disks • The files 
are indexed in a directory. There are two 
main types of files. One kind of file is a 
program which can be "run". The other kind 
contains data or stored information. These 
can include text files, data used by 
programs, etc. 

When the computer is first turned on it 
goes through a process called "booting up", 
in which the main operating system program 
takes control. The Poly'& operating system 
resides on disk, so a Msystem disk• must be 
in drive I 1 for the Poly to complete the 
boot-up process. Once the Poly is 
booted-up, it then waits for you to tell it 
what to do. Each choice is started by 
entering a system command. What are the 
choices for a Poly? 

The Poly has 38-42 choices, depending 
upon which version of the operating system 
you are using. Most commands are the same 
in all versions. I have been publishing 
detailed help files for various system 
commands, but for the present purposes we 
only need a brief description. I have 
arranged the system commands into 7 
functional groupings. 

1. Directory Commands. 
These commands affect the contents or 
display of directory information. These 
commands affect or operate on entire 
directories, including the main directory 
of a disk. 'LIST', 'list', and 'DIRECTORY' 
list the names of files in a directory; 
'DIRECTORY' sends the output to the 
printer. 'DLIST', '#hich is not in early 
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operating systems, Ii sts the deleted files 
in a directory. 'UNDELETE' recovers all 
deleted files in a directory. 'SetSys' 
marks all files in a directory as "system" 
files . 'UnSys', which is only in 
Exec/(AISJ, marks all files in a directory 
as "non-system" files. The '#' <wild card 
path> command sets the wi Id card to a drive 
or drive and subdirectory (# <2<SUB>. 

2. File Handling Commands. 
These comm ands a 11 ow performing various 
operations with files. 'EDIT' allows 
creating or changing some files. 'TYPE' 
"types" the contents of a file on the 
system screen; 'PRINT' "prints" a copy of a 
file on the printer; 'COPY' allows making a 
copy of a file; 'RENAME' allows changing 
the name of a file; and 'DELETE' allows 
deleting a file. 

3. Printer Control Conwnands. 
These commands allow controlling the system 
printer. 'PAGE' instructs the printer to 
move to the top of the next page; 'Printer' 
allows connecting different printers, 
displaying or changing different printer 
parameters, etc. ; and 'WRITE' <which is 
only in Exec/lAlSJ> allows sending a 
comment from the keyboard direct to the 
printer. 

4. Program Control Commands. 
These commands permit controlling the 
operation of the program loaded into 
memory. Just typing the name of a program 
<NAME> tells the system to run that 
program. A running program can be 
interrupted with the <CTRL-Y> interrupt 
command . This stops the program from 
running <in most cases>. The 'GET' 
commands allows loading a program into 
memory without starting it. The 'START' 
command allows starting or restarting a 
program which is already loaded into 
memory . The 'REENTER' a I lows reenter(ng a 
program which is already in memory. The 
'CONTINUE' allows resuming a program which 
has been interrupted with the <CTRL-Y> 
command. The 'SAVE ' command lets one 
"save" a program or data from memory to 
disk. The ' DUMP' comma-nd makes a printed 
copy of the program in memory using 
hexadecimal numbers. The 'ZAP' command 
"erases" the program in memory . And, the 
'RESET' command resets the computer stack 
pointer to the beginning . The 'Restart' 
command, which is only in Exec/(AlSJ, 
allows resuming an aborted command file. 

5. Keyboard Processing Commands. 
These commands a I low changing the way the 
keyboard processes characters. The 'fold' 
command te 11 s the keyboard to "fo Id" lower 
case letters into upper case; this command 
remains in effect until cancelled. The 
'flip' command tells the keyboard to "flip" 
the case of letters typed from lower to 
upper and from upper to lower; this command 
remains in effect until cancelled. The 
'FULL' command cancels the effect of the 
'fold' and 'flip' commands. 

6. Disk Maintenance Commands. 
These commands help with the maintenance 
and administration of diskettes. The 
'INIT' command is used to initial i ze 
("format" in IBM parlance.> a disk before 
data can be stored on it. The 'DNAME' 
command allows putting a name on a disk. 
'PACK' recovers the space occupied by 
deleted files . Once a disk is PACKed, 
deleted files can no longer be recovered. 
The 'IMAGE' command allow making a copy of 
the entire data contents of a disk. And, 
the 'Sniff' command reads the used portion 
of a disk looking for errors. 

7. System Functioning Commands. 
These commands affect the way the system 
operates, or provides access to add itiona I 
information about the system. The 'Auth' 
command controls security and access, 
allowing adding and changing users and user 
passwords. The 'boot' command allows 
rebooting or booting to another drive after 
the system has been running. 'DISPLAY' 
shows some specific system informat i on. 
'ENABLE' and 'DISABLE' control access to 
certain system information, more powerfu I 
<and risky> commands, and the FRONT-PANEL 
<CTRL-Z>. <CTRL-Z> brings up the machine 
language FRONT-PANEL and allows direct 
access to the low-level monitor <not for 
the beginners>. The 'SQUEAL' and 'DONT' 
commands, which are in early Exec's and in 
Exec/{AISJ instruct Exec to report <or not 
to> single density disk errors as they 
occur. 

Those are the things the Poly waits for 
you to tell it to do. How does it f i gure 
out what to do? Well, it looks at what you 
type in. It first checks to see if you 
have typed in a command . If so, it goes 
ahead and does the command. If what you 
typed isn't a command, the Poly assumes you 
want to run a program, so it looks for a 
file with the name as you have typed it. 
If it is a runnable file, it goes ahead and 
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runs it. If the file is not runnable, it 
assumes that it is a file of commands and 
enters command file mode to execute the 
commands in the file. If it didn't find 
the file, then it tells you "I can't find 
that file." 

Whenever it can, the Poly translates all 
known error messages into human readable 
text. 

There are two ways for a beginner to 
start using the Poly. One way is to use 
the WordMaster system: the other is to give 
commands to the operating system <from the 
'$' prompt>. The WordMaster system is 
limited to word processing operations, but 
is easy to use because of its menu-driven 
orqanization. Using the Poly Operating 
System reQuires learning what the 
possibilities are and which ones you will 
want to try. You needn't master a 11 the 
commands to get useful work from the Poly. 
With just 'EDIT', 'TYPE'. 'PACK', 'DELETE', 
'COPY', 'RENAM£', and 'PRINT' you can get a 
hell-of-a-lot of mileage out of a Poly as a 
simple word-processor. A sports car can be 
driven only to market. 

If anyone out there still considers him 
or herself a "beginner" feel free to drop 
me a line or call asking any questions at 
a 11. Be anonymous if you must, or request 
anonymity. But, as I say to my classes, 
"The only 'dumb' question is the un-spoken 
one." 

Bug Note 

HELP BUG Sio-1 

Abstr1ct Syste111 Bu91ote 014.0 ~1nu1ry 24, 1983 

Sio.PS 

Sio.PS has a bug in the kill foutine. 
Whenever the printer driver software 
connects a new printer driver, or when it 
re-connects the printer driver, the 
"disconnect" function is first called by 
Prnt.OV before loading the new driver <or a 
fresh copy of Sio.P-S>. With handshaking, 
or slow printers, the transmit buffer may 
still have characters in it waiting to be 
sent by routines which are active at the 
interrupt level. The kill routine does not 
check to see if the buffer in empty <that 
all characters have been sent> before 
shutting down the USART. This resu I ts in 
the failure to print a few characters when 

a command file is used to restore the 
printer driver. The fol lowing is a command 
file sequence in which the bug shows up. 

SPr SET 
Lines per page <form size>? 66 
Characters per I ine <page width>? 132 
Lines for TOP margin? 3 
Lines for BOTTCJ.1 margin? 3 
Offset for left EDGE? 6 
SPRINT a-text-file.TX 
$PAGE 
$Printer Normal 

Usually, the PAGE command is lost. 
Sometimes, part of the last line of 
a-text-file.TX is also not printed. 

To avoid this bug, do not restore the 
printer driver using the Printer Normal 
command, or do not restore the Printer 
driver from the command file. I have 
adopted the practice of leaving the last 
RETURN out of the command file. To finish 
the Printer Normal command, I must hit 
RETURN from the keyboard. This allows 
enough time for the remaining characters to 
be sent before the USART is shut down by 
the disconnect routine. 

Advertising 

Commercial advertising rates are $50 ror a 
full page, $25 for a half page, and S 15 for 
a quarter page . Anything smaller is $3.00 
per column inch. A column is 3-3 /4 inches 
wide by 10 inches tall. A ful l page is 
7-5/8 inches wide. Noncommerc i al ads by 
subscribers are free. 

Entire PolyMorphic System User Manual, 
System 88 User's Manual with Exec / 96 
addendum, &. System 88 Operation Essentials 
On IBM disk. Al Levy, 516-293-8358 

FOR SALE: Poly 8810 box with power supply 
and mother board. $50 plus shipping. 
Charles A. Thompson, 2909 Rosedale Avenue, 
Da 11 as, Texas 75205-1532, <214)-368-8223 . 

DISKS - ~EMS - P~ - SOF~ARE - SPELL 

1. MAXELL diskettes: 5-1/4' 10 h1rd sector -- $15 per box. 
2. Used diskettes: 5-1/4' 10 h1rd sector -- $0.SO each. 
3. H1yes Micr0110det1 100 <300 b1ud S-100 interna l moae~ l S30 . 
4. H1yesSys 110det1 sof tv1re Cfor the Micr0110de• 1001 SJO. 
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5. A•str1ct Syste111 Exec <Enh1nce11ents l bugs corrected> 935. 
6. Abstr1ct Syste111 PrOllS <Enh1nce11ents l bugs corrected> 935. 
7. PolyGtot libr1ry Vot11111e1: $6 e1ch; 5 or 10re - 95 e1ch. 
8. H1yes Sllirt10de11 12008 <11111 c011p1ti•te intern1t> $68. 

A•str1ct Systt11S, etc., 191 Vllite Oiks Ro1d, 
Vitli111Stovn, llA 01267, Phone: <413> 451-3597 

<Send 91.00 for 1 tOllplete c1t1log--lfree vith 1ny order!.) 
<Mite checa or 11e1ney order p1y1•te to R1lph Kenyon.> 

Bit Buoket 

There once was a bit, 
who I ived in a byte 
with seven other bits. 
The space was tight, 
the digits all hit, 
but the ntmber was right! 

Hints 

According to John R. Neal, standing the 
MS drive units on the right side makes them 
work much better. This takes the weight of 
the heads off the media. 

PolyLetter 
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The Other Guys 

Poly's COMP-DISK program compares two 
disks. On the PC and compatibles, the 
program DISKCOMP.COM does the same . 
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Editorial 

received a very long letter with many 
questions in it. Since most of the 
questions are of interest to our readers, I 
am devoting a large portion of this issue 
to the letter and my reply. If any of you 
have things to add to the discussion, 
please write in. 

Also new in this issue is a printed 
parrot. Al Levy was kind enough to scan in 
the PolyLetter delivery bird. <The 
ferocious one in whose talons your Label is 
held each issue.) Mr. Squock must still be 
cut out and pasted on. I was ab le to print 
the bird using WordPerfect. Unfortunately, 
WordPerfect still doesn't know my printer 
well enough to give the nice justified 
proportional typeset appearance you have 
been used to. WordPerfect wants to insert 
literal spaces like FORMAT does and make 
irregular spaces between words. I'll work 
on it in the future. 

Speaking of Mr. Squock and the big bad 
bird, we need a name for the other bird. 
Send in your suggestions. 

Letter:s 

Dear Ralph, Mar 28, 1990 

First of all, our letter to you of earlier 
this year has not apparently reached you. 
This is probably due to confusion at our 
end. We are a designated training route 
for the U.S. post office, where they train 
people who are less than adequate, i.e. 
already trained but needing more training. 
I got your note two days ago and will send 
it and check today. I look forward to 
hearing from you soon. 

Enjoyed your letter and listings of what 
is available. I feel glad to have such a 
resource to aid me in having Poly up and 
running. I apologize for any questions 
that may seem primitive. My understanding 

MAR/APR 1990 

is indeed primitive. 

My check of 18.00 for a subscription 
renewal is enclosed. I will order more 
when . my needs are clearer. My first need 
is also a new 89/4, PolyLetter, while 
mostly readible, came apart or was abused 
by the U.S. Pretzel Service. I would like 
a more complete copy for my records. 

I have been using a "difficult" copy of 
MAILIST, which is tricky to say the least. 
It does not pass Sniff or Checksum and we 
still use it anyway, have for years as a 
matter of fact. I just hope we never need 
to use those sectors that are not 
functional before we get a new copy. Is 
another copy or new Maillist program is 
available or if there is a version of it 
which you have upgraded? Or could we just 
get a copy of it from someone? Ours is the 
Exec 95 which came with the Poly when we 
bought our last upgrade. 

I am sending this letter on disc a long 
with a print out because I thought that 
might simplify your response. You may just 
edit my files with your answers or write a 
note. 

Just finished reviewing PolyLetter from 
my first issue, in 82 till now. It was 
joyful, exhausting and amazing. We Poly 
owners have really been involved in 
history. We own the first and best of the 
first genera ti on of home computers. Wh i I e 
not a programmer from the beginning, today 
I feel really privileged to be involved and 
done so much to keep things running through 
all the difficulies of low support, finding 
software and generally being capable to 
solve simple problems. 

I find I do not respect those who have a 
down computer and no idea what to do but 
take it in only to find out that the power 
cord was loose or some such s i 11 i ness. We 
know the systematic approach to get our 
Polys up and running from a very elementary 
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point of vie'#. Some of the Polyletter 
stories of fixing a do'#ned Poly leave me 
feeling a'#ed with their levels of 
expertise. 

As someone who trained first on the IBM 
1401 series, a 16 K monster which with 
peripherals: tape drive, card reader punch 
and printer (itself the size of a large 
freezer chest) which would fill most double 
garages, I appreciate the progress . That 
monster '#as incredibly primitive, but in 
1965 we thought the IBM was wonderful, 
especially those who had to work on the 
previous generation machines. 

I have just finished a rev iew of my Poly 
letter files, all but the first few issues, 
just for memories sake and to prepare for 
this letter intelligently . I have been a 
resident of PolyWorld for some 8 years now. 
Due to a lack of technical suppport, it has 
been rough at times. I have gotten a 
portable for my business to carry extensive 
files. I prefer the Poly and plan to keep 
it running. 

I just read Frank Stearns article from 
POLYLETTER # 82/5 on the Poly being Ii ke a 
the 57 chevy or the DC-3 in ten or fifteen 
years, an absolute classic. Today that is 
only a fel# years from no'#. I plan to have 
my Polys running. 

My suggestions for improving Polyletter 
are to put out the basics from time to 
time, such as either an index to how-to 
articles or a regular series such as has 
been started several times. 

It might be nice to have handouts, 
pamphlets to aid people in doing upgrades, 
like a disc upgrade handout, similar to the 
excellent disc drive care and ma intena nee 
series in past Polyletters. 

I am a Pol.y owner using four working 
computers. We have original style drives 
<90k), 8813/8810 <upgraded> with several 
75s, a 76 and an 81 Proms, using a Exec 
version 95 WordMaster or an old Maillist 
<73 or 76?> for all applications. On 
CPU's 'w'e have mostly F's with two 0.3's and 
one E. For Disc Drives we have B's, one D 
and three E's . 

The fol lowing I isting represents some of 
my main questions, starting with a need for 
sever a I new Proms: 

For the Proms, I want whatever '#ill 
support an 8 inch upgrade. I am not 
particularly interested in fast ones nor in 
highly sophisticated ones that require many 
modifications. 

Which is the simple way to increase my 
disc storage the most effectively in the 8 
inch format? 

want to expand to a 7 drives for one 
machine to sort through a II of my discs . I 
am very unsure how to proceed . I want to 
know the disc expansion capabilities and 
requirements for changing SSSD TO OSSO OR 
DODD and which of these conversions is 
needed to use the 8 inch floppies or MS . 

As I remember it, one conversion, most 
likely to OSSO, took only different drives 
and doubled the storage space. Then there 
was the change to SSDD which took ROM 
changes, board changes and new discs which 
I thought was also needed for the 8 inch 
drives. Are these correct? To get both 
options, i.e. DSDD, which I think is the 
96 tpi situation we would need all three 
modifications, to the board, to the drives 
and to the ROMs. This does not seem 
necessary to me. If possible, I would just 
like to get the larger format 8" drives and 
add them to an existing 8813 system. What 
does this entail? 

On the drive upgrades, it might be fine 
to have them on single sided discs as the 
need is not for cramming as much in as 
possible onto a disc but to simplify 
sorting of a number of alphabetical files 
of some length that are presently out of 
sequence. 

Here are a number of questions regard i ng 
the programs you offer. DX questions: How 
do we copy DX files other than manually 
file by file? I will have to do this soon 
on many, many discs. The main pro j ect 
involves copying 130 separate files of ten 
items each from single density floppies to 
a larger mass storage . Also I will want to 
copy whole discs as subdirectories onto the 
larger disc drives when they are installed . 
I want to make this as simple as practi c a I . 
Do you have such a program or is th i s 
already built up into Abstract Systems 
Exec? 

In Polyletter Nov/Dec 88, p 2, you ta l k 
of DIRCOPY.GO. in an article on moving DX 
files, seemingly within a disc for across 
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disc movements at a later date. On which 
type of disc is this file located? I 
assume this will move a OX file along '#ith 
'#hatever else is on that disc, is that 
correct? Can it be used selectively, which 
I doubt from the title itself. 

Abstract Systems Exec questions: 

First of all, is this a Basic disc or is 
this a WordMaster Oise? We use Wordmaster 
almost exclusively and so that is needed 
for our usages. I will probably be 
ordering AS Exec when '#e get the 8 inch 
drive upgrade handled or dismissed, 
probably mostly to copy DX files if this is 
needed. 

I hope to upgrade two of my systems to 8 
drives <I '#ant a back up> and I understand 
that your Exec would be compatible with 
this change. 

Abstract Systems Exec, seems to need no 
ma nu a Is. You also offer a used ma nu a I, at 
\ofhat cost? I \ofould like the manual if it 
\ofould ans\ofer some of my questions. 

Doub le column: I have a I arge inventory 
listing of libraary books that I want to 
print in a double column mode. Is there a 
simple poly program to print Exec files in 
two columns from a non-Wordmaster file C\ofe 
used tabs for spacing>? 

Italics, do you have a program that 
enables us to print in italics on any 
printer or just on the IDS Prism? 

Modem program: My purpose would be 
mostly to communicate to my office when I 
am a\ofay as my hearing impairment does not 
allo'# me to use the phone. Which is my 
best FTP program replacement, if any for 
basic modem communications? I have various 
programs \ofith the clones but \ofant one '#ith 
the Poly. Ideally, I would like one that 
is typical of the P.C and so reduce the 
learning needed for myself and others. I 
do not like the idea of having to put in a 
jumper, so I assume it would be FTP-Hayes? 
I seem to remember more modem programs for 
the Poly in the index of PolyGlot Library 
but not sure of what that all means. Not 
kno\ofing '#hich is best I am assuming the 
Procomm from PolyLetter 89/2 is probably 
best. Do you feel this is correct? 

Am correct that your MICROMOOEM-100 is 
an i nterna I modem or is it just a board to 

aid in the communicat i ons rather than to 
use the serial port? Because of the 
auto-dial function, I assume it is a full 
modem . FTP Hayes or Procomm '#OUld \ofork 
best with this? 

Inventory control, I am assuming that 
the Inventory listings in Basic \ofOUld have 
tot a Is per room, tota Is per category and/or 
a grand total. Is this correct? Which 
would be the easiest to use? I am assuming 
this is something I would like to do on 
Poly rather than the Clone . PolyGlot V -17 
seems to have the latest version , is this 
" better" than for instance the programs on 
V-02 and V-06 PolyGlot library? 

On to PC type questions: I no"' have an 
use my PC using Microsoft Works for a minor 
Database with client notes. I disl i ke the 
program. What I want is a Poly type \oford 
processor that gives me a Wordmaster like 
screen or a simple $ type prompt which I 
can just type into like Poly. What I find 
is a bunch of word processing bells and 
whistles that make something so simple on 
my Poly into a nightmare of d i fferent 
keystrokes. I wonder \ofhat the best 
emulation of the Poly WordMaster i s for 
those Poly owners who have had to sw i tch . 

Frank Stearns had an art i cle about 
Microsoft Word, which seems to answer my 
question but I want further responses if 
appropriate. 

If there is any problem in this matter , 
please call my wife, Carol, collect, 
preferably in the early afternoon our time . 

Thank you for your consideration and 
time in these many matters. 

Here is hoping for some '#Onderfu l nesses 
in your life, -- Richard Wagner, Dallas, TX 

Dear Richard, 

Thanks for the long and wonderous 
letter. I hope I can answer all your 
questions . But first, here's one new 
"pretzel " on the way. Thanks for renewing . 

MAILIST - I don't think it \ofas changed 
by Poly in years. It was just re - saved in 
the new BASIC format each time . Let me 
know the Version number it signs up w i th 
and I'll see if I have a copy of t hat 
version: I'll put it in BASIC C04 or C03 i f 
you wish. 
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• 
I've actually seen an IBM 1401 back in 

1966 at Miami University when I was a 
student. It was in the back room even then 
because the School had begun to use the 
<then> new IBM 360. 

I've occasionally put some time into 
working on a comprehensive index for 
Polyletter. Special indexes to articles on 
hardware and software sound like good 
ideas. I'll work on it. 

Most of Po ly's upgrade documentation was 
in the form of ECN's <Engineering Change 
Notices> and often included step-by-step 
modifications to the system. However, one 
needs to be fairly savvy with hardware in 
order to figure out which ECN's have been 
installed in any particular machine or on 
any particular board. There were also some 
ECN's which are not "serial". For example, 
there were some early ECN's which were 
incompatible with each other. When it 
comes to upgrading a system with one of 
these early ECN's installed, a technician 
needed to figure out how to install a later 
ECN by using steps which do not exactly 
match those specified in the documentation. 
If this sounds difficult, that's because it 
is. Some of them I haven't got figured 
out. 

Adding to the problem is the fact that I 
don't have all the ECN's issued by Poly. 
Many were issued with no explanation at all 
of the purpose. In most cases the boards 
worked better with the ECN installed, but 
the good news is that most work without the 
ECN i nst a I led. The Fie Id Service Ma nu a I 
had many of the ECN's in it. 

In regard to system proms, here's the 
scoop. Poly's first system proms were 
version 75, which basically just added Disk 
1/0 routines to the 4.0 Monitor used by the 
original Poly-88. These proms were in the 
first 8813, which had the capability of 
running up to 3 SH SSSD drives. 

Shortly after introducing the 8813, Poly 
developed their 88-MS 8" drive units for 
Mass Storage <MS>. The MS used the larger 
8 11 drives and the new doub I e density MFM 
data encoding method. The drive also had a 
higher data transfer rate, and required 
more precise timing than the 8080 was 
capable of . Poly's solution was to give 
the 88-MS its own intelligent controller 
with a Z-80 on board . While the Poly Does 
NOT support OMA, the new double density 

controller achieved the same effect by 
taking up part of the Poly's address space 
for its Disk 1/0 processing. The 8080 
would copy data onto the Double Density 
controler card and then wait for a signal 
from the contro Iler that data transfer was 
done. To accomp Ii sh th is, the D io code in 
the ROMS had to be re-written . Version 76 
is that first version. While they were at 
it, Poly also changed the SD code to allow 
for two sided single density 5 " dr i ves . 
But, the disk controller must be modified 
to take advantage of this. All three 
single density drives in the system must be 
either single sided or double sided . 

To add an MS unit to a Poly 8813 with 
PROMS version 76, all one must do is to 
plug the new controller card into the Poly, 
and plug in the drive unit . It had its own 
power supply, so must also be turned on. 
Two such units can be daisy chained 
together making drives 4 thru 7 . 

Proms version 76 is the first version 
for SSSD plus 8" MS, or OSSO plus 8" MS. 
The new version 76 roms looks to see if the 
controller card is present: if so it tries 
to boot of drive 4 . If that fails it goes 
back to drive 1. 

Later, Poly realized that the new double 
density controller could be made to operate 
the newer 5" drives <which could support 
double density> with a few modifications 
and with a new controller PROM for the 
Z-80. <The double density contro Iler has 
its own PROM for the Z-80 -- a 2716 EPROM . > 

Poly decide that 8813's with these type 
of drives could also have 88 MS units on 
them, so the Double Density 5" drives '#Ould 
rep I ace the SSSD drives and contro ler. A 
few minor enhancements and bug corrections 
were made to the system Proms and the new 
PROMS were version 81. Of course, single 
density disks can't be read by the double 
density controller, and vice versa. 
Version 81 is Poly's final "One size fits 
all" rom which comes in 2 flavors. One i s 
for SD drives with 8" MS drives. The othe r 
is for DD drives with 8" MS drives. Both 
work '#ithout MS units attached . 

All of Pol1's PROllS .ban bags. 

The SSSD versions all have a "multi 
sector bug" in the Disk read/write log i c so 
that a bad sector in the middle of a multi 
sector read or write wi 11 not be detected. 
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That's why your MA ILIST seems to run. The 
bad data is read incorrectly, but because 
of the multi-sector bug, the roms fail to 
report the error and, fortunately, the bad 
BASIC program code is never used. The 
Sniff command correctly reports the bad 
sector because Sniff only reads one sector 
at a time. 

The 8 11 disk read/write logic has a bug 
in the data transfer logic which opens an 
interrupt window during critical data 
transfer processs. A CTRL-V during this 
open window can result a locked up system 
which does nothing. 

ASRC>o4 A2 corrects both these bugs, 
as well as adds some enhancements. 

You could add System-88 MS units to any 
8813 with proms version 76 or 81, or you 
could get ASROM A2 proms . The single 
density controller cards all work with all 
versions of the roms <except the DD 
version). Later versions work better 
because modifications to the disk 
controller enhanced the operation of the 
controller . The storage data format was 
never changed. Poly's MS units can be 
fitted with single sided or double sided 
drives. The controller recognizes a signal 
from the drive to determine which size it 
is. 

When Poly developed the hard-disk 
system, they created the Volume Manager 
software, which uses the Vmgr.OV overlay 
and Driver.DD programs. These software 
enhancments a I lowed connecting the hard 
disk to drives 1 thru 7. The way this 
worked is that Poly's seven drives, 1-7, 
became "log ica I drives" . Each drive also 
had a "physical device" number as well. 
For example, the first three 5u drives were 
physical devices 1-3. MS drives 4-7 were 
physical device 4-7. One hard disk device 
number was 15. The volume manager assigned 
a physical device to a logical drive 
number. For example, my hard disk is 
divided into several volumes, and one of 
them is assigned to logical drive 1 <the 
boot drive> . 

A side benefit of the volume manager is 
that additional drivers could be added to 
al low connecting various types of drives. 
Poly had one additional Driver.DD which 
included the code for the SSSD 5" drives. 
The arrangements provided for by Poly 
allowed 5ingle density 5" drives with an 

MS, or double density 5" dr i ves with an MS, 
but with the ability to add a single 
density controler and drive. 

I enhanced the SD flavor of the 81 
version proms and corrected both bugs 
mentioned . My enhancements were made 
available as ASROM version A2 <A1 is 
superseded). I also created versions of 
ASROM which would take advantage of the 
fact that later drives could handle 40 
tracks and a version which would handle the 
faster step times of modern drives. 
Finally, I wrote a version which would 
handle the 96 tpi drives. Mind you, these 
are all single density mode. But the 
drives store more and are faster. I'm told 
by users that the basic read/write 
algor i thm for the asrom proms is faster 
than Poly's. The loop for multi-sector 
reads and writes is more efficient. 
ASROM's are fully compatible with Poly's SD 
flavor of version 81 proms, but are free of 
the Dio bugs in the Poly proms. 

have also developed versions of 
Driver.DD which will allow booting on SD 5" 
drives and have the driver code for the 
double density 5" drives. <Poly only 
offered a driver which booted on double 
density proms.> 

There are different versions of the 
single density controler around. Revision 
E is the latest. The improvements which 
upgraded from Revision C included a better 
data separator circuit. The revision C 
controller will not work on the 96 tpi 
drives. The higher track density causes 
too much noise for the old circuit. As a 
result, the 96 tpi ROMS requires a single 
density controler revision E. I'm not sure 
about Revision D. Unfortunately, I don't 
have an ECN which describes the change. 

There are no changes required to the 
controler cards to switch between roms 
version 75, 76, 81, and ASROM A2-A5 . The 
only change to the controler is when it is 
modified from single sided to double sided. 
And, this only requires cutting two traces 
and installing two jumpers; it's a very 
simple modification . By the way, IBM 
compatible drives can be used in the Poly 
as is. If the double sided modification to 
the controller is not installed, these 
drives would not be fully utilized, but 
they would do the job. 40-Track ASROMS, 
together with the double sided controller 
modification would give 800 sectors per 
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drive, and allow complete compatibility 
with Poly's SSSD format. 

The 96 tpi ASROM's disk format is 
incompatible with Poly's standard 48 tpi 
format. ASROM-96 systems can read the 
first track <which includes the root 
directory> of standard Poly disks. To read 
and write the 48 tpi disks in 96 tpi drives 
requires skipping every other track, and I 
have software to do this. The soft...,are, 
called Dio-35, allows reading and writing 
standard Poly format disks in 96 tpi 
drives. With the 96 tpi format, one gets 
1600 sectors per drive. With my Vmgr .OV, 
which allo'#s reading double density drives, 
I get compatibility '#ith Poly's 5" formats 
as well as fast, large storage on 5" 
drives. 

In regard to sorting... One can sort 
files spread out on multiple disks, but it 
might require a lot of swapping. One can 
use a sort and merge technique. Sort each 
file then merge t'#o sorted files to a 
larger output file. I'd need to kno'# more 
about your operation to recommend more. 

In answer to your .DX questions. Poly's 
program DIRCOPY.GO will copy all files from 
a drive or from a subdirectory to any other 
drive or subdirectory. BACKUP.GO does the 
same thing, but only copies files '#ith the 
new bit set. <SETNEW.GO and CLEARNEW.GO 
allow setting or resetting the ne'# bit.> 
Both DIRCOPY.GO and BACKUP.GO can be told 
to replace existing output files '#ith the 
same name. My HELP section covered 
DIRCOPV.GO in PL 89/6. DIRCOPY.GO and 
BACKUP . GO both came with Poly's system. 
Since you have Exec/95, you should already 
have them. If you don't, let me kno"' and I 
can get you copies. DIRCOPY is basically 
for copying all files from a sub-directory 
or from a drive to another. Suppose you 
wanted to transfer or copy all files on a 
5" disk into a subdirectory named "TEXT" on 
your MS drive # 5. You could put the 5" 
disk in drive 3 and then you would use the 
syntax: 

DIRCOPY <3 <5<TEXT 

Suppose you '#anted to do another disk into 
the same subdirectory. When DIRCOPY was 
done, you could put the new disk in drive 3 
and repeat the process. If DIRCOPY finds 
the same file name in the output directory, 
it complains and asks if you want to delete 
it. If you say no, DIRCOPY asks for a new 

output file name. You can tell DIRCOPY to 
automatically delete files with the same 
name by putting an asterisk on the command 
line after the output file path thus: 

DIRCOPY <3 <5<TEXT • 

When you do this, DIRCOPY automatically 
replaces any files with the same name. If 
the files are the same size, DIRCOPY will 
copy the ne'W file on top of the old one. 
BACKUP '#Ork s exactly Ii ke DI RCOPY' except 
it only copies files with the new bit set. 
I use DIRCOPY to make my first backup of a 
directory on the hard disk. After than, 
when I make any changes to any files in the 
directory, I use BACKUP. Edit, COPY, 
Scopy, and BASIC will all set the new bit 
on new or changed files. When BACKUP runs, 
and it copies <backs up> a file, it clears 
the new bit. 

DIRCOPY.GO makes copying 'Whole disks 
into subdirectories a piece of cake. Both 
DIRCOPY and BACKUP create subdirectories as 
needed on the output drive. But, they both 
wait until they have copied all files 
first, 'Which leads me to the article you 
mentioned. 

The article is in PL 88/6, Moving 
Subdirectories, is "not for the weak 
hearted". There is substantial risk of 
destroying a disk when attempting that 
procedure. The first three paragraphs of 
that article are all that I recommend to 
anyone who does not consider him or herself 
an expert. Here are those three paragraphs 
for your immediate pleasure. 

One annoying property of the program 
DIRCOPY.GO is that it copies all the files 
first and then copies subdirectories. The 
problem with this is that Gfid has to go 
'#ay out on the disk to get the 
subdirectory. This adds to the lookup 
time. 

One way to avoid this is to create all 
subdirectories first and then run DI RCOPY. 
I have done this by creating a dummy file, 
X . TX, '#ith only one space in it and then 
COPYing it from one subdirectory to the 
next until all the desired subdirectories 
are created. Then I delete all copies of 
the file and pack the disk. <I usually 
create a command file to do the job.) 

No'# when use DIRCOPY, all the 
subdirectories are already created and at 
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the begining of the disk, so lookup time is 
saved. This is easy to do on 5-1/4 inch 
drives as there cannot be too much data on 
the disk to copy. On larger disks, however 
the process may take quite a bit of time. 
DIRCOPV is much slower than IMAGE. Cfrom 
"Moving Subdirectories" -- PL 88/61 

Ever see the little sign "Plan ahead" with 
the last three letters trailing off? When 
you know you are going to need 
subdirectories on a drive, whether it be a 
backup drive or a working drive, it's a 
good idea to create the directories first. 
This will insure that they are near the 
beginning of the disk and will save look-up 
time later. I recommend creating a couple 
of spare directories also. Then when you 
need one, you can just rename one of the 
spares to the desired name. 

Regarding Exec/fAlSL •• My system is 
the complete set of modifications to 
System-88, the operating system, and 
includes modified commands. Included are 
Dfn1.0V, Dfn2.0V, Dfn3.0V, Exec.OV, 
Gf id.OV, Prnt .OV, and Setup.GO. A 11 errors 
reported in BugNotes have been corrected in 
this version of Exec, and new commands 
<HELP, UnSys, WRITE, and Restart> have been 
added. Also, DONT & SQUEAL have been 
restored and DLIST is recursive for 
sub-directories. 

The System-88 LIST command has been 
modified to prevent scrolling past 
protected portions of screen. It knows how 
many lines are available and only uses that 
many lines when parts of the screen is 
protected. 

Abstract Systems version of LIST also shows 
the number of free directory entries, so 
the program Space.GO is no longer needed. 
Also, in ENABLEd mode the flags for each 
file directory entry are shown <D for 
deleted, S for system, and N for new>. 
With the flags, you can see just which 
f i I es to use CLEARNEW or SET NEW on before 
using BACKUP. A ':' is used instead of a 
'.', and typing ESC will exit <no need for 
CTRL-V>. 

Like the LIST command, the System-88 TYPE 
command has also been modified to prevent 
scrolling past protected portions of 
screen . A ':' is used instead of a . , 
and typing ESC will exit <no need for 
CTRL-V>. 

Abstract Systems version of Sniff shows 
the current sector being tested. It erases 
the sector number if the sector was ok. It 
also leaves the last sector number tested 
on the screen if you exit with a CTRL-V . 
Also, you can tell Sniff what sector to 
start with. If the starting sector is 
larger than the size of the disk, Sniff 
checks the entire disk. It defaults to the 
used sectors. 

Sniff d ssss 

will start checking with sector ssss on 
drive d. With this enhancement, the program 
SNIFFALL.GO is no longer needed. 

The "UnSys" command allows one to designate 
all files in a directory as 'non-system' 
files. Like "SetSys", it prompts for the 
directory name, which may be a drive 
number. "UnSys" then clears the system bit 
on all files in the specified directory. 
The system must be in the ENABLEd mode. 

The Restart command re-starts a command 
file which has been interrupted or aborted. 
In restores the command file mode flag and 
allows continuing the command file with the 
next command. <Restart cannot restore 
programs which take control of the CTRL-V 
interrupt.> 

The "WR I TE" command sends text di re ct to 
the printer. This command affects only the 
printer which is selected. "WRITE Ctextl" 
prints Ctextl and a carriage return on the 
selected printer. 

The "SQUEAL" command sets a flag which 
tells Exec to report single density disk 
errors. Whenever Exec is invoked, any 
previously unreported disk errors are 
displayed: 

Error 102: 0002 
Error 103: 0004 
Error 104: 0001 

The "DONT" command resets a flag which tell 
Exec not to display disk errors. "DONT" 
cancels the action of "SQUEAL". 

The HELP command searches for a text file 
of help information and displays it on the 
screen. The help files may be on any 
drive. "HELP enamel" displays the help 
file information in file "<?<HF<name . HF". 
- Example: HELP COMMANDS. - <DEFPATH is 
not changed by HELP.> "HELP Cdirl enamel" 
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displays the help file information in the 
file "<?<HF<dir<name.HF" - Example: HELP 
COMMAND LIST - Custom help files can be 
added by the user. 

In ans..,er to your explicit question, my 
system can have BASIC, or WordMaster added 
to it. You ..,ill probably ..,ant to install 
one of each for different purposes. What 
..,orks best for you ..,i 11 depend upon ho.., 
much of the operating system you need to 
have "on-line" and ..,hether you ..,ill be 
using the MS drives primarily for data or 
as the system drive. If you ..,ant to boot 
on the MS drive and have "the entire 
system" on it, it's best to create custom 
directories and install the operating 
system. My suggestion is to create half a 
dozen sub-directories by the procedure 
mentioned above and to copy operating 
system file onto the drive using Futil 
<..,hich uses SCOPY>. My subdirectories are 
"u" for utilities, "c" for command files, 
"BS" for BASIC programs, "OT" for data 
files, "WP" for WordMaster, and "SD" a 
spare directory Cwhich is no\11 half full of 
miscellaneous stuffl. 

Exec uses the following overlays: Gfid, 
Exec, Emsg, Ofn1, Ofn2, Ofn3, Prnt, & Pack. 
The BASIC overlays are: Berr, Bslv, Bfun, 
Bdir, Xref Edit uses Efun. Asmb uses Amsg. 
The printer driver uses Sio.PS System 
programs include Setup.GO, Edit.GO, 
BASIC.GO, Asmb.GO, and WPS.GO 

To optimize the speed and storage of your 
system you should decide ho.., it's going to 
be used. For example, If you never do any 
assembly language programming you could 
omit Asmb and Amsg. If you always use 
BASIC programs, you should put the BASIC 
overlays on ahead of Exec. 

In any case, Gfid should be the first 
overlay copied onto the disk. "Gfid" 
stands for "Get File IOentifier" and is 
used by almost everyone else to lookup 
files. It saves disk steps if Gfid is 
almost the first thing on the disk. What 
gets used most next depends upon you. If 
you spend lots of time in Exec, copying, 
listing, deleting, etc, then Exec's files 
shou Id be next. But, If you go right into 
a BASIC program and hardly ever use Exec, 
then the BASIC overlays should be next. If 
you are a dedicated WordMaster user, then 
Exec's files should be next, followed by 
Efun and the WP sub-directory. Once the 
overlays are installed, then you should put 

on Sio.PS, and any other printer driver 
modules. Finally, install Edit, BASIC and 
Setup. CTake heart, you only need to do 
this once.J Make a backup of your installed 
system and put it away for safe keeping. 

The rest of the programs you may ..,ish to 
install would depend upon your needs. If 
you're like me, you'll ..,ant practically 
every program ever written on the system 
drive! I can do it on my Hard disk, but it 
would fill up a double sided 8" disk and 
then some. We 11, you choose ..,hat you ..,ant, 
and how often you will be using it. Put 
the ones used most often on first to save 
lookup time. But, it hardly matters on 8" 
drives: they go pretty fast. The savings 
is in wear on the stepping system. 

In regard to manuals... Everything in 
Exec/fA:Sl \llOrks as described in Poly's 
Manuals, but better. I have created a help 
file for every command and program in Exec, 
and have included help files for all 
enhancements. The information is available 
on-line just by typing HELP from the Exec 
"$" prompt <provided you have the help 
disks in some drive on the system>. The 
used manuals I have are Poly manuals, ..,hich 
you most likely already have. The manuals 
listed in PL 88/3 are still available at 
the prices listed -- note shipping charges 
to cover mailing costs. Chances are you 
already have most of them. 

Doable Cola .. Printing 

It would be a simple matter to write a 
BASIC program to read the file and put t..,o 
lines together. It \olould depend upon 
\olhether you "'anted to alternate left to 
right or to split the file half and half. 
Your printer driver would need to be set up 
to handle the long lines, or they would be 
truncated. On my printer I can select 17.5 
characters per inch. Then 8 1/2 inches 
..,ill fit 148 characters per line. First 
set up the parameters: 

$Pr SET 
Lines per page <form size>: 66 
Characters per line <page width>: 140 
Lines for TOP margin: 3 
Lines for BOTTCM margin: 3 
Offset for left EDGE: 8 

If you don't do this, Sio will truncate 
long I ines. Here are two programs to print 
in double columns. 
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"ere'& 1 left ind right progr1a. 
10 DIM Lt<1:64>,Rt<1:64>,Ft<t:31> \FILE:2,LIST 
20 llPUT "File to print?" ,Ft \FILE:4,0PEl,F$,llPUT 
40 READ:4,L$ \IF Lt··· THEI PRllT "lick to ",CALL<O> 
60 READ:4,R$ \PRllT:2,Lt,CHR$C9),R$ \GOTO 40 

Here's i ha If and ha. If progr11 
10 DIM L$(1:64>,Rt<1:64),F$(1:31> \FILE:2,LIST 
20 llPUT "File to print?",F$ \FILE:4,0PEl,F$,llPUT 
30 FILE:5,0PEl,F$ \llPUT "Ho~ 111ny itetlS in the file?",I 
40 FILE:S,POS llT<<l+1>12l+1 
50 READ:4,L$ \IF Lt··· THEI PRllT •aack to •,CALL<O> 
60 READ:5,R$ \PRllT:2,L$,CHR$(9),R$ \GOTO 50 

Ital ios 

In regard to •.• First, the printer 
must be capable of printing italics. I 
only have ita I ics on my Data Products 8050 
printer. The IDS prism is not capable of 
italics. I have written code into 
format.GO which recognizes the ( ita I 1 and 
lnitall commands and which outputs the 
correct control codes for the DataProducts 
8050. On other printers, (itall defaults 
to fwull. I could modify this to include 
the italics codes for other printers, but 
would need to know what those codes are. 

Modem programs... Procomm is a PC program; 
it does not run on the Poly. We have used 
Procomm on PC's while talking to a Poly. 
Programs which run on the Poly depend upon 
what kind of modem hardware you have. 
FTP.GO will run an external modem, but is a 
plain vanilla program designed to talk to 
FTP.GO. It doesn't dial and can't save 
ascii files. It can only send and receive 
to another Poly running FTP. FTP-Hayes is 
a modification which uses the Hayes 
MICROMODEM-100. Both programs can talk to 
other systems in a straight terminal mode. 
The program is designed for half duplex 
mode, so echos its o\lfn outgoing characters 
and must be modified for use \lfith systems 
that provide echo characters. 

The MICROMODEM-100 is an internal modem 
which plugs into the Poly's backplane. The 
advantage of any internal modem is that it 
\lfOUldn't use the serial card interface. 
Extern a I modems use a seri a I port so must 
take the place of the printer. If you are 
lucky enough to have two serial cards, one 
can be dedicated to the modem, but there is 
only one serial port in the Poly, and if 
the modem were connected to it, the printer 
would be disconnected. The advantage of 
the MICROMODEM-100 is that it doesn't take 
away the ability to use the printer while 

using the modem. 

HayesSys allo\lfs using the MICROMODEM-100 
to send and receive ascii files, to log the 
incoming data to the printer, and to place 
the call by dialing for you. With a 
M ICROMODEM-100 and HayesSys, you cou Id sit 
down to your Poly and type in CALL <number> 
and it would dial the number and "'ait for 
the modem link to be established. Then you 
"'ould on-line with the receiving system and 
could operate it just as if you "'ere in the 
office. If you "'anted to receive some 
stuff from the office you could set the 
Poly to log ~he incoming to either the 
printer or to a disk-file. You could also 
send stuff to the office computer <in ascii 
mode). 

If you had an external, Hayes compatible 
modem, then Bob Bybee's SM.GO program could 
do the job, but "'ithout the ability to use 
the printer. Bob's program also supports 
XMODEM file transfer protocol. The 
MICROMODEM-100 is also limited to 300 baud. 
I do have one U.S. Robotics 1200 baud 
internal modem which I have used and wrote 
some software for. The tradeoff seems to 
be one of speed vs price. If you buy a 
MICROMODEM-100 and use HayesSys you "'ill 
get off cheap, but the transfer speed wi 11 
be slow. 

Inventory... PGL-V-17 is an upgrade of 
PGL-V-02. PGL-V-06 is something written by 
someone other than Poly. I do not know 
much about any of them. 

PC questions... There are many public 
domain or shareware word processing systems 
for the PC which don't have a lot of bells 
and whistles. One which ha~ the edit 
program and the print program separate i s 
PC Write. It has several bells and 
whistles. A very simple editor is called 
FRED <FRee EDitor>. It doesn't even have 
Poly Edit's features. 

Let's hear from our readers on what they 
use for editing on the PC. 

Advertising 

Commercial advertising rates are $50 for a 
full page, $25 for a half page, and $15 for 
a quarter page. Anything smaller is $3 . 00 
per column inch. A column is 3-3 / 4 inches 
wide by 10 inches tall. A full page i s 
7-5/8 inches wide. Noncommercial ads by 
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Po l yMorphic 8813 needs home. Make offer . 
Con...,ay Spitler, P. 0. Box 385, Fillmore, CA 
93016-0385 

Ent i re PolyMorphic System User Manual, 
System 88 User ' s Manual '*'ith Exec/96 
addendum, & System 88 Operation Essentials 
On IBM disk . Al Levy, 516-293-8358 

FOR SALE : Poly 8810 box '*' i th power supply 
and mother board . $50 plus shipping. 
Charles A. Thompson, 2909 Rosedale Avenue, 
Da II as, Texas 75205-1532, <214>-368-8223. 

DISKS - IWlOEMS - PRC.MS - SOFT'tlARE - SPELL 

1. MAXELL diskettes: 5-1/4" 10 h1rd sector -- S15 per box. 
2. Used diskettes: 5-1/4" 10 h1rd sector -- so.so e1ch . 
3. H1yes Micr0110det1 100 <300 baud S-100 intern1I 1K1det1) $30. 
4. HayesSys 110det1 softv1re <for the Micr0110det1 100) $30. 
5. Abstract Systeas Exec <Enhance11ents l bugs corrected) $35. 
6. Abstr1ct Systeas PrOllti <Enh1nce11ents l bu9s corrected) $35. 

Poly Letter 
1 91 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, HA 01267 
(413) 458-3597 

Address Correction Requested 

7. PolyGlot Library Vol1111es: S6 e1ch: 5 or 111>re - $5 e1ch . 
8. Hayes s.art110det1 12008 <IBM COllPltible internal> $60. 

Abstract Systeas, etc. , 191 Vllite 01ts Ro1d, 
Villia1stovn, MA 01267, Phone: <413> 458-3597 

<Send $1.00 for 1 COllplete c1t1lo9--lfree vith any order! . > 
<Mike check or 110ney order pay1ble to Ralph Kenyon.> 

Bit BuoJcet 

Some claim that "bit" stands for 
1tlnary digi1. 
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Editorial 

More than once a reader has suggested 
that the content of Polyletter was too 
technical. I would be happy to include 
articles and discussions of a less 
technical nature; but, no one has recently 
sent me any, nor suggested specific areas 
they would like to hear about . 

Topics which were requested and have 
been published include; assembly language 
article governing the use of WHO, WH1, 
Ckdr, Msg, etc; what happens when BASIC is 
saved with SAVEF, or SAVEP; UNSAVEP; how 
would CP/M be of use; Front Panel; assembly 
language; drive service; keyboard service 
;hardware update recommendations; source 
lists; communication software articles; 
file transfer to other computers; file 
interaction with non-Poly machines; more on 
PClones; more articles on transitioning to 
PC software; more articles on hardware 
<boards, etc.); more articles on languages: 
relocatable files. 

Many of the requested topics were of a 
more technical nature. Perhaps those of 
you who would like to see some less 
technical articles would write in with the 
topic areas of your interest. I can serve 
you best if you tell me what you'd like. 
Write or call. 

I ' ve added the masthead to the portions 
of Polyletter which were scanned in and are 
printed graphically . This issue has a 
review of PC Outline and my revised 
s Ii st.GO program. A coup le of issues ago I 
sounded off on recycling. The response was 
encouraging. Here I go again. 

Recycling is good, but it's not the 
answer. Our real priority ought to be to 
stop the production of waste at the source 
and to only produce reusable products. 
Toward that end I have begun notifying junk 
ma il sources with the following letter 
which I urge you to adapt for your own use. 

MAY/JUN 1990 

Greetings, 

As you are aware, our environment is now 
seriously threatened by global warm i ng , 
increasing pollution, and the decrease of 
ways and places to dispose of waste. 
Recycl i ng is not the answer, but merely a 
short-term stop-gap measure that does not 
address the cause of the problem, but 
attempts only to treat the symptom . The 
real cause of the problem is the production 
and consumption of material 1.#hich is 
destined to become waste after only one 
use, or without being used at all. We need 
to educate our 1.#ays of looking at things 
and our ways of living and to begin to 
produce and consume only products 1.#hich fit 
in a continuous and renewable use cycle. 
Toward that end I am examining a 11 products 
received with the view to terminate, at the 
source, any which fall into this category . 
The vast majority of mail-order catalogs 
fit into this category. 

Unfortunately, the catalog you send to 
me fits into the category of non-use or 
minima I use. I have not ordered from you 
recently, and do not anticipate doing so in 
the forseeable future. Please code my name 
on your list as a person or firm wh i ch is 
not to receive any advertising or other 
promotional mailings. This will save you 
the expense of sending me the material, me 
the expense of disposing of it, and the 
environment the expense of its production 
and disposal. If and when I need products 
such as you advertise, I will contact my 
local reference librarian for a list of 
producers of the des ired product and ""i 11 
solicit a one-time-only catalog for those 
future needs. In the meantime, it is more 
important that we begin to reduce the 
production and distribution of products 
which have only a limited life before they 
become waste. 

My name may appear on your list in any 
of the following forms: ... 
The affected address are: 
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Please code any variations on these 
names and address to be excluded from al I 
mailings. 

Sincerely, 

By the way, if you print your own labels, 
you can use the return envelopes sent with 
some junk mail for your own purposes. <No, 
i· t ' s no t a s i g n o f b e i n g " ch e a p " ; i t' s a 
s i gn of awareness that every little bit of 
energy saved contributes to stopp i ng global 
warming!> But, be careful to cross out or 
cover up any bar-code. I sent out one of 
these envelopes and the Post Office sent it 
to the bar-coded address instead of the 
printed one! 

Letters 

PolyLetter June 7, 1990 

Frankly, most of Polyletter content is 
"over my head" or has little relevance. I 
do not want to convert to a PC, but in that 
case you would be most helpful. I have 4 
8813's and 3 hard disks. Can fix nearly 
all problems. James Salinger, 
Cincinnati, OH. 

Frankly, I'm happy to hear from someone who 
has no intention of converting to a PC. 
expect to use my Poly for a tong time to 
come. Unfortunately, many readers are 
converting to the PC and want to hear about 
"painless" ways to get there. The Poly and 
System-88 w i 11 remain Po lyletter's dominant 
theme for some time to come, but we wi 11 
provide some PC conversion support too. As 
far as the Poly goes, it's still my first 
love . You mentioned fixing things. Please 
take some time to jot down some of the 
problems you have fixed and how you fixed 
them. Share the result with the rest of us 
<see the next letter>. Ed. 

Dear Ralph, June 29, 1990 

I'd l i ke to see more pictures. Also, 
what are common causes of breakdowns of 
hardware, other than poor connections 
<which can be fixed by cleaning> and failed 
voltage regulators? -- Karl Thomas, Elk 
Grove , IL. 

Dear Karl, -- Other than drives going out 
of alignment, media wearing out, and an 
occasional memory chip getting fried by 
static electricity, I've had only one 
failure that could not be traced to either 

a failed voltage regulator or poor or dirty 
connections between either the boards or 
the chips. That problem was \llith my 
Printer mini-card. One of the chips \llent 
bad. When the printer card was selected, 
it would throw the system into the front 
panel . One such failure was the 8T97 chip, 
which can be replaced by a 74LS367. 
Another failure 'w'as either the 1588 or the 
1589, but I don't remember which. The 
serial test plug and the SERIAL-TEST.GO 
program make trouble shooting th i s board 
quite easy. But, enough of my ramblings. 
Let's hear from our readers. What kinds of 
problems have YOU had? People want to 
kno'w', and how to fix them. -- Ed. 

sl ist.GO 

Lately, I have begun to have problems 
finding files on the Poly. I am running a 
hard disk with many sectors and several 
volumes . Each one of the volumes has many 
subdirectories, so finding a particular 
file becomes a chore now. 

I have also been using my XT clone more 
lately, and I llke the convenience of the 
flexibility of the DOS DIR command. DIR 
can take as arguments wild cards in both 
the file names and in the file extension. 
"DIR • . TXT", lists files with "TXT" 
extension. "DIR name" lists all files with 
any extension but named "name". "DIR 
???.TXT" lists all files with three letter 
names and the extension "TXT" . 

I have been using my "slist 1.X" program 
which produces a list of all files in all 
subdirectories in sorted order, but it did 
not allo'w' selecting files. Recently I 
decided to rectify that and have enhanced 
slist to allow the same kind of flexibility 
that the DOS DIR command does. My updated 
program, slist 2.0 now includes all the 
flexibility of the DOS DIR command and 
more . I have been trapping sl ist's output 
with the Printer LOG command and Printer 
File. This allowed me to edit the list to 
remove mi see 11 a neous junk, and then SORT 
the list in another order. CSee the 
article PACK-CRASHJ. To save all that 
editing, I decided to give the upgraded 
slist program the capability of sending its 
output to the printer. I can also tell 
slist to limit it's work to a particular 
drive and subdirectory. 

One thing I am often interested in i s 
which files have the NEW bit set for 
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backing up. gave slist a s-witch to tell 
it to list only ne-w files. It can also 
list only deleted, or system files, or any 
combination thereof. The real boon came 
from the ability to select -which files to 
display. If you give slist a file name it 
-will display only files beginning -with the 
same letters as specified. A question mark 
will match on any character, just like in 
DOS. The possibilities will be a bit more 
apparent if I sho-w you the syntax for 
executing slist and for reentering the 
program. The program has 3 parameter 
fields. Each may be omitted and has a 
default value. 

sl ist 11 12 53 
s I i st I <d< I path I I I la•:la11e. EX:• .EXI I /OS•P I 
REE lla•:•a11e.Ex:•.EXI l/OSIPI 

The first parameter field is the drive or 
drive and path field which tells slist 
which files to select from. This parameter 
may be a drive number, a drive and 
subdirectory path, or may be omitted. If 
omitted the default is the entire system 
drive. 

The second parameter field is the select 
file name. If this parameter is omitted, 
"•.??" is assumed. All files -will be 
listed in this case. If the first 
character is anything but "•", the file 
name -will be checked character for 
character for a match until the given 
characters are exhausted . This has the 
effect of searching for file names -which 
begin -with the given letters . A question 
mark matches on any character. Here are 
some examples The first parameter is 
omitted, so the folio-wing examples alt 
search the system drive. 

sl ist la11e.EX 
stist lu 
slist ?A 

slist •.TX 
SI ist ?71. 

Searches for an exact 111tch 
Searches for files beginning vith •111• 
Searches for files having an "A" in the second 

position 
Searches for all files vith the extension •rx•. 
Search for three character file na11es. 

The third parameter gives the s-witches and 
select -which files to list and whether to 
send the list to the printer. The stash 
identifies this parameter field. The 
actua I parameters may be any combination of 
"D", "N", "S", or "P" in any order. "P" 
instructes slist to send the output listing 
to the printer instead of to the system 
screen. "D", "N", and "S" select files 
with the Deleted, Ne-w, or System bits set. 

The system must be enabled to accept these 
options. The default is a l l files in 
enabled mode, non-system and active files 
in the disabled mode. In the enabled mode , 
the switches restrict the listing to those 
files with the appropriate bits set. 

slist 1•s vii I I ist nev or system files in enabled 10de. 
slist /I viii I ist all files vhich need to be backed up. 
sl ist /0vi11 I ist al I deleted files. 

All in all, slist.GO has been more and more 
useful to me as time goes on. It makes 
finding files on large capacity disks much 
easier. If anyone wants a copy, send me 
$5. 

PACK-CRASH 

We 11, one of my greatest fears happened. 
The system crashed while it was packing a 
large disk \ilith many files. Recovery was a 
real horror story. The moral of the story 
is "Backup before you pack original disk" . 
However, .., i th a few too Is, I recovered 
everything. "How'd ya do it?", I hear you 
ask. 

We must first try to backup the entire 
disk, if possible. This can be done by 
changing the next disk address field to the 
size of the disk. When you are looking at 
the root directory with SuperZap, the next 
disk address <Nda) is the next to the last 
and the second from the last bytes on the 
top line. These are in byte reversed 
order. Pack '#ill have changed this to 
point at where the next free disk address 
is supposed to be when the pack process 
completes successfully. So, if Pack 
crashed, it will actually point at some 
spot earlier than the end of your data. We 
can set this to the highest possible value 
for each type of disk drive in order to 
backup the entire contents of the crashed 
drive <hoping there are no media errors>. 
Here are the value for various disk sizes. 

Drive type Size Hex Reversed 
1. PM SSSD 5 350 15E OE 01 
2 . PM OSSO 5 700 2BC BC 02 
3. PM SSDO 5 700 2BC BC 02 
4. PM 0500 5 1400 578 78 05 
5. PM SSDD 8 2464 AOO 00 OA 
6. PM DSOD 8 4928 1340 40 13 
7. AS SSSD 5 400 190 90 01 
8. AS OSSO 5 800 320 20 03 
9. AS S596 5 800 320 20 03 

10. AS 0596 5 1600 640 40 06 
11. IS SSQO 5 1600 640 40 06 
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12 . IS DSQO 5 3200 CBO 80 oc 

Drive type number 1, 4, 5, and 6 are the 
most common. Once you use Szap to change 
the Nda bytes i n the root d i rectory, 
l i st i ng the drive should sho"" the disk as 
being fu l l . Type 1 dr i ves will show 350 
sectors in use ; type 4 drives will show 
1400 sectors i n use; etc. Now, IMAG will 
copy the ent i re drive, bad directories and 
all, unless there was a media error. Jn 
that case, you will need to use RECOVER to 
recover the good sectors. You may be able 
to fix the bad sector by wr i ting it with 
Szap, but that won't always work. Let's 
assume we have our backup <or are risking 
destroying the data>. 

To recover from a pack-crash 'We should 
understand what Poly does during the pack 
process. First she reads all directories 
and builds a list of pointers to contiguous 
spaces on the d i sk <or to the holes, 
depending upon how you look at it>. Then 
she updates the directories by removing 
delete file entries and updating the disk 
address locations. Next she '-1rites out the 
updated directories . Finally, she begins 
reading and writing the blocks of data 
which must be moved down to f i II in the 
mi ssing spaces. She i s so smart that she 
can even find out when you have reduced the 
size of a file -- perhaps with Szap. <This 
was necessary for the case of a deleted 
directory. > But, if you lose power before 
the process is completed, your file 
directory entr i es wi II point at where the 
files are supposed to have been put in the 
final process and not where they actually 
are when the crash happened. 

One thing to notice is that the files 
are on the disk strictly in disk address 
order. This is true even if the directory 
entries are scattered throughout different 
directories . What we need to see where the 
process went wrong is a complete listing of 
files, together with their subdirectories. 
And, this list must be in the order that 
the files are on the disk. Fortunately, we 
can get such a listing, but it takes a 
coup le of steps. My s I ist.GO program reads 
all sub-directories on a disk and sorts the 
f i les by name order . But, in the ENABLEd 
mode, i t includes the disk address i n the 
sort. Our first step is to run slist 
C1Jhich I have renamed usl" since I use it 
so often> on the offending drive. 

Two things can happen. The one we hope 

for is that the program w i 11 run correct l y 
and g i ve us our sorted list . Th i s wi ll 
only happen i f no directories were moved. 
The other thing that might happen i s that 
sl reports "D i sk d i rectory destroyed !". 
This is likely to mean that when s l looked 
up a sub-directory, what it found was the 
contents of some other file. Of course, 
the checksum doesn't match because the area 
pointed at by the disk address i sn't where 
the di rectory i s anymore. Here's 'Where we 
must do some patching. Record the disk 
address where the system says the offending 
directory is located . <Remember, because 
of the crash, the directory is actually 
farther out on disk and hadn't been moved 
down yet.> Now, bring up Szap and set the 
disk address to the address where the 
directory i s supposed to be. You can 
expect to see the contents of some other 
file. Begin scanning ahead with Szap until 
you find the d i rectory . When you find it, 
make a note of the disk address where you 
do find i t . 

Now ""e must update the directory entry 
for the parent directory which pointed to 
the wrong place. Set Szap to look at that 
directory and find the directory entry 
which names the mis-located directory . 
Move the cursor to the disk address field 
in this directory entry and change it to 
the actual address where the directory was 
found. <Remember that the address bytes 
are reversed -- lo byte first, h i byte 
second.> We're not done yet. We need to 
correct the checksum for the directory we 
have just changed. Back up with Szap to 
the first sector of this directory and h i t 
CTRL-C, which tells Szap to compute and 
replace the checksum. <If you are in the 
root directory, Szap automatically does 
this for you.> 

After we have corrected directory 
address, run sl again. If there were more 
directories moved we may have to repeat the 
process above . Keep repeating it unti I a 11 
moved directories have been found and 
corrected and sl runs correct l y to 
completion. 

Once this is accomplished we need to 
save our sorted listing . I did th i s using 
Print - to-a - file, which is connected t o 
Printer "Fi le" on my system . Select some 
other drive than the damaged one, or you 
are likely to write over the files you want 
to recover. I suggest using a clean new 
floppy for the process. Anyway, 'We must 
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capture the output of sl into a file. 
did it with the fol lowing commands . 

First I set Pr i nt-to-a-file to output to 
a file called "SL" on dr i ve 2 with the 
command "Printer File <2<SL.TX". Next, I 
told Poly to LOG the disply with the 
command "Printer LOG". Then I ran sl on 
the offend i ng drive. It gave me a listing 
on the screen in sorted order of the files 
on the bad disk. Cl kept having to press 
the space bar to keep paging the display). 
When all files were displayed, I closed the 
capture file with the command "Printer 
Null". The next thing to do is clean-up 
the capture file. When sl stops after a 
page, it displays a colon on the screen: 
when you press any key, it deletes the 
colon and displays the next page. But, 
Printer LOG captures both the colon and the 
delete character in the file . So, I EDited 
SL.TX and removed all the " : •" pairs from 
beginning of the lines where paging 
occured. I also removed any form feeds 
generated by the printer driver, and any 
other extraneous lines, such as the 
"Printer Null" at the end of the file. The 
result is a nice clean listing of all the 
files on disk with the i r subdirectories: 
unfortunately the list is in alphabetical 
order by file name -- we need it in disk 
address order. 

The next task is to re-sort the file 
using SORT.GO. SORT can be told which 
column to sort on and the disk address 
starts in column 6. The command 

"SORT /+6 <2<SL.TX <2<FL . TX" 

into disk address 
i t easier, I printed 

could refer to it 

will resort the list 
order. Just to make 
out a copy of FL so 
wh il e continuing with the next step. 

The next stage in the process is to 
start looking for misplaced files. We use 
Szap on the offending drive and scan 
forward, looking at the disk address and 
the file on our printed list and comparing 
it to the address in Szap. Of course, to 
do this, we must have a pretty good idea of 
...,hat is i n each file on the disk. 

Sooner or later we w i ll find a file 
wh ich isn't located were the listing says 
it is supposed to be. Make a careful note 
of the d i sk address where it is actually 
found next to the address on the list "'here 
it i s supposed to be . Cross your fingers 

and hope that you r are near the end of the 
li st! We must continue this search for a ll 
the remaining files on the list: make a 
note of the actua I address ...,here the file 
was found next to every remain in g f ile. 
The process can be shortened a b it by using 
the size of the file to skip ahead to where 
the next file might be located. 

Once you have the complete list of disk 
addresses '#hich must be changed, we can 
begin entering the changes. We use Szap to 
go to the subdirectory where the file i s 
listed: then we change the disk address in 
the file directory entry to the correct 
value <byte reversed>. Finally we go to 
the first sector of the directory and 
compute a ne..., checksum <CTRL-C>. 

After the file directory entr i es are 
updated, we need to TYPE each file which 
has been changed to make sure that we have 
actua 1 ly made the change correctly. There 
is one special case you may find "' i th the 
last file which seemed to have been in the 
correct location. Be sure to check this 
one carefully. There are only three 
possibilities. The whole file is moved 
down and it is intact <not very likely), 
the beginning of the file has been cop i ed 
down and the entire file is still i ntact 
farther out on disk, or, and th i s is the 
harder case, the beginning of the file has 
been moved down wile the ta i I of the file 
is till further away. If the first case 
holds no further correction for this file 
is required. If the second case hold, "'e 
need to change the disk address to po i nt at 
the later location where the entire file is 
actually located. 

The third case is most likely. In that 
case you wi 11 have to use Szap to f ind both 
the beginning and the end of the file. 
Make a note of the first sector address and 
the last sector address <as found by SzapL 
You will need to do some hexadec i ma l 
arithmetic >with these numbers. Add 1 to 
the last sector address and subtract the 
first sector address. This w i ll be the 
total number of sectors that the split file 
spans . This time you need to use Szap to 
update the size of the file so that i t 
includes both the beginning and the end of 
the file <We'll EDit it later to remove the 
excess> . As an alternative, you could use 
RECOVER to copy the entire spl it file to 
drive 2. If the file >was not an editable 
file, use RECOVER; >we'll need to sort out 
the pieces and reassemble it using another 
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technique which I'll save for another 
article. 

At this stage you should be able to TYPE 
any file on the offending disk and see 
'#hat's supposed to be there, except in one 
case, you may see some duplication or some 
extra garbage in the middle of the file. 

At this point you should have corrected 
all the directory entries which were 
incorrect. You are now ready to cross your 
fingers and pack the disk again. Providing 
there are no media errors on the disk, one 
does not occur during packing, and you 

·don't lose power again, you should get 
everything back where it belongs. Since I 
got my hard disk for my Poly, I have 
faithfully kept up my backup disks. I have 
a backup disk for nearly every subdirectory 
on the hard disk. But, as Murphy would 
have it, I was packing the hard disk before 
backing everything up, and had several new 
files I needed to have. I actua I ly caused 
the problem; I leaned over the computer and 
bumped the load button while it was 
packing . But, I recognized with horror 
'#hat might happen if the power went down 
during a pack. 

I am probably not the first and won't be 
the last to have this happen. The early 
Apple computers had a RESET button right on 
the keyboard and people often hit this, 
losing their program in the process. But 
whether you lose power, or push the load 
button, the recovery process is the same. 

The Other Guya 

I've been working on converting a Poly 
program to GWBASIC. The Poly PLOT command 
posed one conversion problem. used the 
PC LOCATE ROW.COLUMN to replace the Poly 
PLOT X,Y,F command. 

Poly graphics run from 0 to 127 for the 
X value and O to 47 for the Y value with 
the lower left corner of the screen being 
the 0,0 point. The third parameter on the 
Poly PLOT command turns the pixel on or off 
with a 1 being on. Much of the time the 
Poly PLOT command is used to locate the 
cursor before printing a field of text, so 
the value of F doesn't matter. It is 
usually written over by the next PRINT 
command. When PLOT is being used for this 
purpose, there is a direct conversion to 
the PC LOCATE command. 

The PC BASIC LOCATE command uses the ROW 
going from 1 to 24 and the column going 
from 1 to 80 'With the top left corner being 
the 1, 1 point. When you are converting 
Poly PLOT statements to PC LOCATE 
statements for text positioning you may use 
the follo...,ing formulas. ROW=<47-X>l3+1 and 
COLUMN=X/2+1 where X and Y are the Poly 
plot arguments. This leaves your plot in 
the first 64 columns and the first 16 lines 
of the PC screen. I suggest doing the 
entire conversion first, and then moving 
things around later. 

PC Outline 

Poly users who are used to using Edit 
and Format, or WPS, are hard to satisfy 
'#hen it comes to finding word processors on 
the PC. I have begun to use PC Outline 
<PCO>, and think it deserves consideration 
by any Poly user '#ho uses a PC. It is 
quite different from Edit and Format, but 
has several things going for it that make 
it easy to use. 

PC Outline is a "what you see is what 
you get" <WYSIWYG> word processor. It ...,as 
primarily designed to facilitate ...,riting in 
the top-down style which starts with an 
outline. As such it can be useful i n 
'#riting structured programs, lists with 
sub-lists, etc. It would be particularly 
useful in writing complex contracts ...,ith 
all the "but, whereas, and so forth" 
clauses, etc. 

Two big plusses are the ease 'With 'Which 
it can be configured for individual 
printers, and the fact that up to nine <9> 
'#indo'#s may be open on up to 9 files at a 
time, and text can be moved, or copied from 
window to '#indow. PCO may also be used in 
a TSR mode, in which case text can be 
exported and later imported to another 
file. 

All of PCO's facilities are accessable 
through pull-down menus and sub-menus . 
Many commonly used facilities are also 
available directly through the use of 
control characters or function keys. Here 
are the control character definitions 

"A - find Again "B - move Block 
"C - Copy block "D - Delete Family 
"E - Erase Block "F - Find string 
"G - Insert Toggle "H - Hide children 
"I - Indent "J - Join elements 
"K - Key define "'L - Lose children 
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"'M - Move out I ine 
"'O - Indent and Hang 
"'Q - Copy Fami I y 
"'S - Save Outline 
"'U - Divide 
"'W - Move Family 
"'Y - Delete Line 

"'N - New element 
"'P - Pr i nt 
"'R - Replace 
"'T - Text Style 
"'V - Center 
"'X - Unindent 
"'Z - List Windows 

As you wilt note, many of the functions are 
mnemonic, like Poty's Edit. But, if you 
forget what any one does, you can always 
activate the pu I I down menu and find the 
appropriate funct i on. Each menu item has 
the appropriate control character shown so 
you may refresh your memory and learn 
qu i ckly the fast access method. Most of 
the above brief explanations are fairly 
self explanatory, but some merit more 
discussion. 

Because PCO is outline oriented, it is 
designed to allow editing whole blocks of 
outline elements; several commands allow 
doing this easily. "Hide children" causes 
the children of an outline element to be 
temporar i ly invisible. This allows one to 
see the outline structure in a more 
abstract form. PCO also has a "hide-text" 

Shi ft Left - Word left 
Shi ft Up - Up one out I ine entry 
Shi ft Down - Down one out I i ne entry 
Shift Home - Top Fi le 
Shi ft End - End Fi I e 
Shi ft Pg Up - Paragraph Up 
Shi ft PgDn - Paragraph Down 
Sh i ft DEL - Delete to end of 
Shi ft INS - Insert/Overwrite 

"Home - Top Fite 
"End - End Fi le 
"'PgUp - Jump to parent 
APgDn - Text hide toggle 

Ii ne 
toggle 

Gray Plus - Hide Chi tdren Toggle 
Gray Minus - Zoom 
ARight - Delete word r i ght 
ALeft - Delete word left 

The Zoom command above changes the size of 
the current window from full screen to 
partial screen and back. This is useful 
when you have more than 1 window open and 
you want to see the windows in relation to 
each other. Jumping between windows is 
accomplished with the Alt key and the 
window number. 

feature . Between these two features Alt 1-9 - Switch directly to Wi ndow # 
practically any level of abstraction of a 
document may be viewed. Let's took also at 
the function key definitions . The function 
keys are defined as follows. 

Unshifted 
F1 Help 
F2 Mark current 
FS Promote Current 
F6 Indent Current 

Control + 
"'F1 under Ii ne on 
"'F2 under Ii ne off 
AF3 bold on 
AF4 bo Id off 
"'FS italics on 

F? Promote Marks 
FB Indent Marks 
F9 Copy Marks 

F10 Move Marks 

function key 
"'F6 italics off 
"'F? superscript on 
"'FB subscript on 
"'F9 both scripts off 
"'F10 unexpandable blank 

Alt + function key 
aF2 Clear marks 
aF9 Copy marks 
aF10 Move marks 

Shifted function keys 
sF1 static Date sF2 live Date 
sF3 static T i me sF4 I ive Time 
sFS doublestrike on sF6 doublestrike off 

Also, the cursor keys operate as fol lows 

Shift Right - Word right 

Some of Poly's ESCape defin i tion 
features are available in PCO. CTRL-K 
allows you to define a key. There is no 
equivalent to Poly's "ESCAPE colon" 
infinite repeat. 

PC Out Ii ne is distributed as sha r eware 
and can be gotten from the various vendors 
of public domain software. Mind you, PC 
Outline is NOT public Domain. You are 
expected to register your copy if you 
decide to use it. 

As good is PCO is, it is not bug free. 
found a couple of bugs that could be 

gotten around . The serial port support 
does not work. To print a file to a serial 
printer, you must select output to a file 
and print from PCO to a file. PCO gives 
the file the name of your out Ii ne with . PRN 
as its extension. You may then exit from 
PCO and use the DOS copy command to pr int 
the file. 

llaHgiD(I f'SR Progra•s 

TSR programs are programs which 
Terminate and Stay Resident . Th e 
terminology comes from the PC world . We 
Poly users, who invented Personal Computer 
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TSR programs, called them memory resident 
uti I ities. 

The first TSR programs on the Poly were 
device drivers. Back on the Poly-88 a 
printer driver utility called "BPRINT" was 
loaded on top of a portion of BASIC. 
BPRINT connected routines to allow BASIC to 
access the serial port. Later, the concept 
of BPRINT was imported to the earliest Exec 
as serial device driver capable of driving 
a couple of different printers. Printer.GO 
was composed of a resident portion and a 
transient portion. The resident portion 
loaded below user memory: the portion 
extending into USER memory was the 
transient program. In the latest Exec's, 
the resident portion is in Sio.PS, and the 
transient portions has been split up into 
Prnt.OV and Setup.GO. Prnt.OV also has 
copies of a part of the resident portion 
which it installs during boot up. Printer 
has been made a command in Exec, so 
accessing the Printer driver "looks the 
same" to the user in a 11 version of Exec. 

But these device drivers all needed to 
operate in a particular location in memory. 
Other early device drivers -- Abstract 
Systems Filer.GO, Poly's Snag.GO, etc. 
also operated in a fixed location in 
memory. The problem with this is that only 
one program can live in one location in 
memory at a time. We would like to be able 
to connect more than one of this type of 
program at the same time. The earliest 
attempts at this took two approaches -- one 
for tiny programs, and one for larger 
programs. The tiny program approach took 
advantage of some free memory on the CPU 
card. Control-U, which copied the screen 
to the printer, was one of these. Another 
is a clock program which keeps the time on 
the screen. In order to manage these 
programs, one needed to have the source 
code and change the load and start address 
for each program so that each one loaded 
after the previous one. In some cases one 
might cut into the system stack and send 
the Poly into Hyperspace. A variation on 
this theme ca I led for loading the program 
into user memory and copying only the small 
part down into the appropriate location. 
At one time I had three of these programs 
all connected at once and all living on the 
CPU card. Of course, I had to re-assemble 
all three each time I changed one. 

The second approach, for large programs, 
was to set the load and start addresses to 

a high memory area, and then to reset 
MEMTOP to protect the program. Poly's 
early debugger program <adb.GO> and Gnomus 
were examples. But, these programs had to 
be assembled to load an run at different 
addresses, depending upon how much memory 
the user had. They also had to be 
assembled at different addresses to prevent 
conf I ict. 

The need to reassemble programs 
depending upon the user's amount of memory 
is most cumbersome. Gnomus and adb were 
not released to the public. Poly kept them 
for in-house purposes. However, Poly began 
an ambitious project to update the early 
menu-driven word processing disk. The 
first menu-driven WordMaster disk used an 
overlay to load and execute system 
over I a ys, FORMAT, and Ed it: but, the more 
sophisticated Edit and FORMAT required more 
shared memory to do away with the questions 
and implement a wholly menu-driven 
approach. For this project Poly invented 
the relocatable assembler <See "Relocatable 
Files" in PL 89/6). The new WordMaster 
would use several relocatable files which 
would be loaded into high memory, but which 
would still allow Edit, FORMAT, or Setup to 
run in USER meory. 

Once the relocatable assembler was 
available, it became easier to write 
programs which could be moved up under 
MEMTOP and protected. The early programs 
written to take advantage of this simply 
copied the WordMaster loader and patched it 
to load .RL files into high memory. No 
provision was made to disconnect most of 
the early TSR programs. To disconnect the 
high memory TSR programs, it was necessary 
to re-boot the system. FUNCTIONS.RL, and 
KISS.RL are examples. These TSR utility 
programs which interface to BASIC cannot be 
removed except by re-booting. 

Abstract Systems did have a ClockOff.GO 
program to disconnect Clock .GO. But, th is 
program was specifically designed to 
disconnect one of the tiny programs which 
lived in the CPU memory area. It could not 
be used for disconnecting high memory 
programs. WordMaster II however, was 
written to disconnect itself and return the 
freed memory to the user. WordMaster 11 
however, is not strictly a TSR program. 
It's more of a shell which allows runn i ng 
specific other USER programs. One can't 
leave WordMaster and have it remain 
resident. But. WordMaster does load TSR 
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modules into high memory and unload them as 
you select menu options. 

Poly finally adapted adb.GO to the 
relocatable philosophy and created ROB.GO, 
which was d is tributed with the second 
release of the System Programmers' Guide. 
ROB . GO CRelocatable DeBugger> did have a 
provision for disconnecting itself. Poly's 
ROB.GO did have a bug in the disconnect 
routine; it did not reset the single-step 
interrupt vector upon exit. Aside from 
this bug, it could be disconnected. ROB 
returned the freed high memory to the user. 
I know of no other Poly program which was a 
relocatable TSR program. 

I had rewritten the Clock program to use 
high memory, but wanted to be able to 
easily disconnect it . If Clock is running 
and you try to use Szap.GO, Clock will 
write on top of Szap's Error data or the 
top right portion of Szap's display. I 
wanted to disconnect clock before using 
Szap . Since Clock was in high memory, I 
couldn't use ClockOff or even a similar 
strategy to disconnect it . ClockOff 
wouldn't know where to find Clock or what 
MEMTOP was. Also, suppose ROB was loaded 
after Clock -- we wou I dn't want the act of 
disconnecting Clock to unprotect ROB! I 
began to think of high memory as an 
upside-down stack. I would "stack" TSR 
programs up there one at a time, and remove 
them in reverse order. Also, to save disk 
access time, I wanted to be able to 
re-activate a disconnected TSR program 
provided it was still in memory. 

To accomplish this, I give each TSR 
program both connect and disconnect code. 
It also keeps a flag of data to tell 
whether it is activated or not. The first 
code in the program checks the flag to see 
whether it is connected or not. If it is 
not connected, then it installs itself. If 
it IS connected, then it de-installs 
itself. In both cases, it changes the flag 
to reflect its new status . 

The connect routine saves any old 
vectors which this program wi 11 connect to, 
resets MEMTOP to protect itself, and 
installs its own vectors where appropriate. 
For example, Gnomus connects itself to WHO. 
It also marks the flag "installed". 

The disconnect routine restore any old 
vectors it may have been connect to, resets 
MEMTOP to point past itself, and marks the 

flag "un i nstalled" . Since I 'm runni ng out 
of room, I' ll explain just how this works 
i n conjunction w ith Exec's standard 
commands i n the next i ssue . CTO BE 
CONTINUED> 

Advertising 

Commercial advert i sing rates are $50 for a 
full page, $25 for a half page, and $15 for 
a quarter page. Anything smaller is $3.00 
per column inch. A column is 3-3/4 inches 
wide by 10 inches tall. A full page is 
7-5/8 inches wide. Noncommercial ads by 
subscribers are free. 

Po lyMorph ic 8813 needs home. Make offer. 
Con\¥ay Spitler, P. 0. Box 385, Fillmore, CA 
93016-0385 

Ent i re PolyMorphic System User Manual, 
System 88 User's Manual \¥ith Exec/96 
addendum, & System 88 Operation Essentials 
On IBM disk. Al Levy, 516-293-B358 

FOR SALE: Poly 8810 box with power supply 
and mother board. $50 plus shipping. 
Charles A. Thompson, 2909 Rosedale Avenue, 
Oa II as, Texas 75205-1532, <214)-368-8223. 

DISKS - ~EMS - PRCMS - SOFTWARE - SPELL 
••• New Low Prices ••• 

1. MAXELL diskettes: 5-1/4" 10 hard sector -- SIO per box. 
2. Used diskettes: 5-1/4" 10 hard sector -- S0.50 each. 
3. Hayes Micr0110de11 100 <300 baud 5-100 internal 110de11l S20. 

<If you don't have a 110de11 this is a cheap vay to go.> 
4. HayesSys 110de11 softvare (for the Nicr0110de11 IOOl SIO . 
5. Abstract Syste111 Exec <Enhancements l bugs corrected> $30. 
6. Abstract Systet1S PrOllS <Enhance11ents l bugs corrected> S35. 
7. PolyGlot Library Volumes: S6 each; 5 or 110re - S5 each . 
8. Hayes SlllrtlOdell 12008 <IBM COllPatible internal) $40. 

Abstract Systet1S, etc., 191 Vhite Oaks Road, 
Vitlia1Stovn, MA 01267, Phone: C413l 458-3597 

<Send $1 .00 for a COllPlete catalog--lfree vith any orderl .l 
(Mike check or 10ney order payable to Ralph Kenyon.> 

Bit BuoJcet 

ran out of "bits of \¥isdom", so 
thought I'd run with a bit of "horse 
sense". Ever wonder where the expression 
"getting the bit in his teeth" comes from 
and why it means running away w it h 
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something? The "bit" is the cross bar 
1Jhich is placed in a horse's mouth and is 
connected to the reins . The cross bar 
normally fits in back of the front teeth 
and presses against the tender parts of the 
mouth . Pulling on the reins puts pressure 
on these tender parts and a 1Jell tra i ned 
horse 1Jill turn 1Jithout needing enough 
pressure to cause pain . But, an under 
trained rider may pull on the reins enough 
to cause the horse pain. Also, an 
under-trained horse '*' i 11 often not respond 
1Jithout a strong enough pull to cause pain. 

Horses may sometimes be ab le to 1Jork the 
b i t around in their mouth until they gets 
i t in their teeth. Pull as much as you 
like, the horse 1Jith the bit in his teeth 
can go 1Jhere he likes and is, for practical 
purposes, out of control. "Getting the bit 
in his teeth" has come to be used to 
describe the situation 1Jhen someone takes 
charge and runs out of control. 
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Editorial 

It just dawned on me that PolyLetter has 
published over 10 years of issues. For 
some reason I was thinking we had another 
year to go to complete a full decade -- not 
so; we're there already. PolyLetter was 
started in 1980 by Mark Sutherland, then of 
Atlanta, GA, 4 years after PolyMorphic 
Systems entered the marked with a ful I 
f I edged computer . 

The very first publication of PolyLetter 
actually was a one-page letter individually 
addressed to selected users, and i ncluding 
a two page enclosure: it was mailed on 
February 6, 1980. The first "proper" issue 
of PolyLetter included 6 pages of programs, 
hints, program reviews, announcements, a 
list of free programs from Poly, and 
advertisements. The Parrot on the 
Masthead, now known as "Mr. Squock", 
didn't appear until the next issue. 
Speaking of Birds, we still need a name for 
the ferocious one on the cover. Send in 
your suggestions. 

Well, I've gone through the first 60 
issues of PolyLetter and prepared a 
comprehensive index to the first decade. 
It's too big to print in one issue, so I'll 
publish it in parts. But, for those of you 
who \olOUld like to get the rest of it 
faster, as well as a fast way to find 
things in it, I have put the entire list in 
the next PolyGlot library volume. See "In 
the Public Domain" elsewhere in this issue. 

Letters 

Dear Ralph, September, 1990 

How's th i s for a product announcement: NEW 
POLYMORPHIC EMULATOR RUNS AT TEN TIMES THE 
SPEED OF A REAL POLY. 

Really? Well, not yet. But it could now 
be done. I was reading a Zilog data book 
yesterday and discovered that they now 

JUL/AUG 1990 

bu i Id a 20 MHz Z-80 processor, \olh ich \olOU Id 
be roughly 10 times as fast as a Poly . To 
take advantage of this, of course, one 
would have to build a CPU board to hold 
that Z-80, along with some very fast 
memory. 

Ah, dreams. That project is probably never 
going to be built due to lack of demand in 
the Poly world. But it no"' COULD be built. 
Ho"' \olould you like to see your BASIC 
programs run 10 times faster? Ho"' quick 
can your quicksort really run? Anyone 
really want to know the answers to these 
questions? Probably not. -
Other news: I recently left Telecorp to go 
back into the hardware design field; I'm 
now with a company called Scientific Games. 
They're based in Atlanta and they operate 
the equipment for the state lotteries in 
several states . My job <at least initially> 
wilt be designing the point-of-sale 
terminals that print and verify the lottery 
t i ckets. I may eventually be doing some of 
the firmware programming for these 
terminals too, and if so, the job w i ll be 
much like the one I had at Chromatics . A 
little hardware, a little software. My ·new 
number at work is 404/984-7810: home is 
still 498-3556. Bob Bybee, Stone 
Mountain, GA. 
CAh dreams, yes. See "The New System" in 
PL 86/4 -- Ed.I 
Po lyLetter August. 7 , 1990 

Keep it up! Poly still runs once a 
week. I'd like to see more answers to PC 
questions -- PC editors WordStar, QEDIT, 
DBASE, PC files, Clarion, Venture, Corel. 
-- Russ Nobbs, Spokane WA. 

lfuaging f'SR Programs 
Continued from PL 90/3 

My TSR memory management protocol has 
the connect and disconnect code as the very 
first code in the program. By having the 
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connect and d i sconnect code as the first 
code in the program, Vie can take advantage 
of some peculiarities of the 8080 and 
Poly's Exec. For the 8080 "00" i s a 
machine language NOP <No OPeration> . The 
8080 does nothing and moves up to the next 
byte . For Exec, the "ZAP" command c I ea rs 
out USER memory a II the way up to MEMTOP by 
making every byte "00". Exec also has a 
" START" command which tel Is the system to 
execute the program i n USER memory. If Vie 
START the program Vlhen there is nothing 
there, the 8080 Vl ill race through all those 
00 bytes and eventually get up to the 
protected program Vlhich is past MEMTOP . 
Since the ZAP command only affects USER 
memory, the lowest program above MEMTOP 
Vl ill be still in memory, and the 8080 will 
beg i n executing i t . Of course, Exec i s 
smarter than that. It keeps track of when 
a program is loaded. Under ordinary 
circumstances, if you try to START after 
you have ZAPped, Exec will say "Nothing to 
run!". Of course, Exec also knows that 
human's are smarter, so has a way for us to 
override this limit. If we ENABLE the 
system, Exec will figure that a smart 
programmer knows what he or she is doing 
Vlhen he or she tells Exec to START. In 
that case, Exec ..., i 11 go ahead and START. 

So, I wr i te a 11 my TSR programs so they 
can be disconnected from Exec with the 
ENABLE, ZAP, START, command sequence. 
<Some of them may be immediately 
re-installed by "START"; edit is an 
example . > By using ZAP and START, the 
lowest program in memory wi 11 be executed 
first. This i nsures that TSR programs are 
removed from the "high memory stack" in the 
r everse order that they are installed. 
Here is the generic memory management 
portion of my TSR programs which may be 
restarted. Note: this is for the body of 
the program and does not include the 
loader . 

REFS SYSTEM. SY 
RH MOOOP 
REF Nsg 

AELOC 

Beg in EQU S-1 
Start LXI H,Status 

MOY A,N 
OQA A 

JIZ Discon 
Install MVI N,OffH 

LXI H,Begin 

;MEllTOP vtlen installed 

;ff = connected 
;Protect 

SHLD IOTOP ;our code 
LXI H,con ;Tell 'ell 

CALL Message ;ve're connected 
;Other connect code goes here 

RET 

Discon MVI M,O 
LXI H,End 
SHLD IOTOP 
LXI H,dis 

;OO 2 disconnected 
;Clear the 
;protection 
;Tel I 'eta 

CALL Messa9e ;ve're disconnected 
;Other disconnect code goes here 

RET 

;The 11ain pro9ra11 code goes here 

Message PUSH H 
LXI H,Prog 
CALL "59 
POP H 
l!llMsg 

Prog DB 'TSR pro9r .. •,o 
dis DB 'dis' 
con DB 'connected', 13,0 -
Status OS t 
End EOU S-t 

;Installed= ff, lot installed= 00 
;NEJITOP vtlen not installed 

EID 

lov, SOii! progra11S 111y be such that they 9Ustn't be 
restarted. SOiie self llOdifying pro9r111S are an ex111111e. Others 
111y change NEJITOP by grabbing big buffers, or have very 
extensive initialization code vllich ve don't vant sitting 
around just cons1111ing 1M1110ry. In this case, I vrite code vll i ch 
allovs the progr111 to be disconnected, bvt doe1 not allov it 
to be reconnected. Here is the ttneric -ry •nao•nt 
portion of ay TSA pro9r1111 vlllch 11ay be rest1rted. 
•ote: this is 
for the body of the protrl9 1nd does not include the loader . 

REfS SYSTEM.SY 
IEF MOITOP 
REF Ms9 
IEf Vtra 

RELOC 

le9in EQU S-t ;MOITOP den instil led 
Instill LXI H,St1tu1 

MVI M,Offff ;ff c connected 
LXI H,Di1con ;'rotect 
SHLO MOITOP ;otr code 
LXI It, con ;Tel I •• 
CALL lless19e ;ve're connected 

;Other connect co4e goes ltere 
RET 

Discon LXI H,St1t1s 

·• 
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lllY A ,It 
ORA A 
~Z V1111 ;Atre1dy disconnected! 
~I lt,O ;00 • •isconnected 
LXI H,End ;Cle1r the 
SHLD NEMTOP ;protection 
LXI H,dis ;Tel I 'etl 

CALL Ness1ge :ve're disconnected 
;Other disconnect code goes here 

RET 

;The 111in progr111 code goes here 

Nesnge PUSH H 
LXI H,Prog 
CALL Msg 
POP H 
# lbg 

Prog DI 'TSR progrtm ',0 
dis DB 'dis' 
con DB 'connected', 13,0 

Stitus DS 1 
End EQU H 

EID 

;Installed• FF, •ot instilled• 00 
;llEMTOP when AOt installed 

Vtlen these progrtaS are filled out vlth 1ppropri1te code, 
Asllll.GO viii produce a reloc1table file . <You 11Ust specify th1t 
the output file is to hive extension '.AL' because Poly never 
made ASllb thats.art.> Once you have a reloc1table file, you 
can convert it to a self relocating progrtm using MlkeAel, or 
you can load it directly vith LoadAel.00. <Exec/IA:SJ knovs 
how to load and execute a .RL file.> 

Vith this 11e110ry 111n1ge11ent strategy, 1ny nllllber of TSA 
progralfi 11y be 'stacked up' in high 1e110ry 1nd be unst1cked 
in reverse order. Of course, cert1in prec1ution1111st be taken 
in vritint the TSA progr .. to 111te sure it only uses its ovn 
llellOry -- but that's another story for 1nother ti11e. 

Baaio Pointer 

Vant to 1ake sure the user gives you 1 deci1al fraction on 
input? Here's hov you can get the •point' 1cross. Vhen you get 
to the point vhere you vant to input the 111111ber, put the deci111I 
point into the keyboard buffer first. Then, when BASIC stops to 
get input fro• the user, it vi ii get the point first.Here's 1 
si1ple exilj)le progra1 

10 o• ERROfl PRl•T "Input error.'\Z=CALLCO,';') 
20 OUT 0,CHA$C24>t'.'\!1Elt CTRL-X to clear buffer first 
30 l•PUT 'G ive 1e the deci111 part ',A 
40 PRl•T 'Your n1111ber is'~ GOTO 20 

Thanks to Charles Steinhauser for posing 
this problem. <Of course, some users could 
make the "'hole effort pointless by hitting 
the DELETE key first.> 

Seri•l rs. Parallel 
by Bob Bybee 

Some of PolyLetter's readers have asked 
me about serial and parallel pr i nters . 
What's the difference? Why has the 
industry moved a"'ay from serial-interface 
printers? Which is better? Let's took at 
some of these issues. 

First, how does a serial interface 
di ff er from a para lie I one? On an IBM-PC, 
both use a 25-pin connector, so you'd think 
they "'ould be comparable at least i n the 
number of "'ires used. But no, the 25-p in 
connector was chosen by IBM just because it 
"'as readily available and "'ould fit on the 
rear of the machine. Neither the serial 
nor the parallel interface actua lly uses 
all 25 pins. <On some IBM AT machines , the 
serial port is on a 9-pin connector!> 

So let's look at how serial and parallel 
interfaces actually function. We have to 
start by understanding how data is sent to 
a printer. Data is sent in bytes":' and a 
byte is 8 bits. <You've heard this one 
before.> But what's a bit? Hmmm.. . let's 
not worry about it too much. Think of it 
as a rock. Just remember we have to thro"' 
8 rocks, from somewhere to some...,here else, 
before a character gets printed . To pr i nt 
the name POLY, which has 4 chara c ters, "'e'd 
have to throw 8 x 4 = 32 rocks. 

There are two types of bits... oops, 
mean rocks. Let's think of them as white 
rocks and black rocks. By sendi n g them in 
different combinations, we can make 
different characters print on the pr i nter. 
The order in which we throw t he rocks is 
important too: white-black is d i fferent 
from black-white, as far as th e printer is 
concerned. 

In a serial interface, we ha v e .on e man 
throwing rocks. To make a chara c ter print, 
he has to thro"' 8 rocks, as "'e said. But 
in a parallel interface, "'e have 8 me n all 
thro...,ing their rocks at the same time. All 
else being equal, it's going to be faster 
for 8 men to throw a given number of roc k s , 
than for one man to throw them a 11. So i n 
theory, a parallel interface ~ n be faster 
than a seria I one. 

But the "men " are actuall y wires in a 
cable , and it's going to take 8 w ires for a 
parallel interface, and only one for a 
serial interface . So the cab l e we need for 
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parallel is going to be more expensive. 
That becomes important only for very long 
cables . 

The earliest printers had serial 
interfaces. Why? Because they weren't 
usually just printers. They \I/ere printing 
TERMINALS, with a keyboard too. And one of 
those, with a modem, was what you needed to 
dial into a mainframe computer, and that 
was the only way most of us could get 
access to a computer at all, 15 years ago. 
When we started getting our own small 
computers, the easiest way to get a printer 
was to buy one of these terminals. Some 
companies built terminals with and \l/ithout 
a keyboard, and you could save a little 
money buying the keyboard-less version \I/hen 
possible. But a serial interface was just 
about standard equipment. 

One company that bucked this trend was 
Centronics. They built printers with 
parallel interfaces, for connecting to 
min i compute rs and mainframes. The term 
"Centronics interface" became just about 
synonymous with "parallel interface." When 
IBM introduced their PC, they provided it 
'With a parallel interface that could plug 
i nto a Centronics printer. 

But IBM always has to do something 
squirrelly. The standard connector on a 
Centronics printer was a 36-pin job. IBM 
decided they didn't like that <or it didn't 
fit "Well on the rear of the PC>. So they 
outfitted their parallel interface with a 
25-pin "D"-type connector, just like all of 
the serial ports in the world. They also 
designed a special cable that had their 
25-pin connector at one end, and a 
Centronics connector at the other end. 

from then on, just about every printer 
in the \l/orld has used a para I tel interface. 
It 'Would be suicide to sell a printer today 
that didn't have an IBM-PC compatible 
interface on it. <Unless you're Apple .•. 
that's another story.> And as it turns 
out, it's a little cheaper to build a 
parallel interface than it is to build a 
serial one . 

There's also fewer hassles with hooking 
up a parallel printer. Plug it in. That's 
all. With a serial printer, as many Poly 
o'Wners know, you have to worry about how 
the serial port cable is wired, what ' s the 
baud rate, ho\11 does the handshaking work, 
and so on. On the Poly, there's also the 

problem of that little "serial header" plug 
inside the machine, \l/hich can be "Wired in a 
variety of \!lays. 

If you want to connect a parallel 
printer to your Poly, you have several 
choices. Some printers also have a serial 
port installed as standard equipment; if 
so, just use it~ That's the easy way out. 
But not too many printers have this. Some 
offer a serial interface as an option, 
usually costing $50 and up. 

The other way is to buy a 
serial-to-parallel converter box, which can 
take the data from your Poly's serial port 
and convert it into what a parallel printer 
needs. You can get a simple one for about 
$50. I've interfaced one of these cheap 
ones to a Poly and a Panasonic KXP-1180 
printer <which cost about $180 and provides 
darn good quality for a 9-pin printer>. 
That's probably the least expensive "Way to 
put a new printer on an old Poly these 
days. -

If you want to spend a little more , you 
can get a "print buffer" box which has 
memory in it, and "absorbs" data com in g 
from the Poly as fast as the Poly can send 
it. Then it slowly feeds that data out to 
the printer, so you can start using your 
Poly again while the printer prints. These 
print buffers are primarily designed to 
free up your computer while your printer 
runs, but they often have the add i t ion al 
feature of giving you a serial input port 
and a parallel output. These start at 
around $200. 

If anyone needs help \l/ith this kind of 
interfacing project, let me know. !Bo b c an 
be reached at Poly Per i phera ls , 
404/498-3556. Note: Al Levy offered s uch a 
buffer for sale in PL 89/3. Al say s he 
sti 11 has one or t\l/o around.] 

Announaeznents 

Tussey Computer Products has chan g ed 
it's name to Swan Technologies . Swa n is 
located at 3075 Research Driv e , Stat e 
College, PA 16801. I recently he a rd a 
report on nation a I TV w h i ch id en t i f i e d 5 wa n 
Technologies as providing the best c ustomer 
satisfaction on repairs for a ma il o rder 
firm. The name change was becau s e more 
people had heard about their Swan l i ne of 
computers than the old company name i tself. 
Swan announced that all systems are n o w 
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available i n tower as well as desktop 
models, and price reductions on 386 and 486 
systems. Contact Chris Perantoni at <814) 
238-1820. 

In the Public Dornai n 

PGL-V-33 contains a complete index of 
the f i rst 10 years of Polyletter, as well 
as a complete l i st o f all programs i n the 
PolyGlo t Library . Included is IA:SJ 
Search, a fast search program which will 
search for any text string you want. It i s 
not case-sensitive, so will find all 
combinations of upper and lower case in the 
file being searched . 

Disk PGL-V-33 has 5 files on it, 55 free entries. 
350 sectors in use, 0 sectors deleted, 0 sectors free. 
Size Addr La Sa flags lame . 

4 7 101 101 Hf .DX 
3 B 3200 3200 I Search.GO 

259 E 0 0 I POLYLETTER-llDEX.TX 
74 111 0 0 I POLYGLOT-LIBRARY-llDEX.TX 

15D 2COO 2COO I HELP.GO 

Poly utter - the First 10 Years (part 1 J 

•a• Requires Drive BugMote 006.0 
I HELP 
16 by 64 display 
16K Ne1ory board bug 
16K Ne11ory Card Update 
1983 Author Index 
1983 Index 
1983 Subject Index 
1984 Author Index 
19B4 Index 
1984 Resale Value of a Poly 
19B4 Subject Index 
80386 S-100 boards by LOiiis 
8048 Cross Asse1bler 

Ralph Kenyon 
Ralph Kenyon 
Nark Sutherland 
Nark Sutherland 
Ralph Kenyon 
PolyLetter 
PolyLetter 
Polyletter 
PolyLetter 
Polyletter 
Russ lobbs 
PolyLetter 
Al Levy 

86/5/08 
86/2/06 
80/4/02 
80/4/02 
86/6/03 
84/1/06 
84/1/06 
84/1/06 
85/1/05 
8511105 
86/3/04 
85/1/05 
8711/05 
8711/08 

8048 Cross assellbler c01111ents Ron Moffatt 87/4/04 
8080 Architecture Ralph Kenyon 88/3/04 
8080 Asse1b I y codes Ra I ph Kenyon 88/3/05 
8080 Emulation History Bob Bybee 89/5/06 
88-MS Nark Sutherland 80/1/04 
88/HD Polytlorphic SystetlS 81/4/02 
96 tpi PROMS Ralph Kenyon 84/5/02 
? HELP Ralph Kenyon 86/2/06 
A Good Printer for Po I ys Po I yLetter 82/4/05 
A lote fr1111 Poly Gordon fur.an 80/2/01 
A Tvo Drive-8810 Modifying the R<JlS Bob Bybee 84/3/02 
A Two-Drive 8810: Mechanical Bob Bybee 84/2/04 
A Viev fr1111 C<111dex Pol yletter 83/3/06 
Abort.GO progra1 description PolyGtot 89/2106 
About PolyLetter Nark Sutherland 80/3/01 
About Public D011a in Software Ralph Kenyon 86/2/05 
ABSTRACT SYSTEMS POLICY Ralph Kenyon 87/6/05 
ACCURATE-DIVIDER .BS Program Description 86/5/09 

ACT «A><C><T» Report Al levy 8711/05 
Adding a So l id State Disk to Poly John J. Warkentin 85/2/03 
Adding a Sol id State Dist to Poly John J. Warkentin 85/4/03 
Adding a Solid State Disk to Poly John J. Warkentin 85/5/06 
Adding Mass Storage to Polys Polyletter 82/6/03 
Address List: Polyletter Subscriber Charles Steinhauser 86/1/04 
Adventure Maze Map Ralph Kenyon 86/2/07 
Adventure Patches Ralph Kenyon 85/5/03 
ALTAIR Bob Bybee 81/5/03 
AnatOlly of a Bad Memory Chip Ralph Kenyon B6/4/04 
And the Bit Goes On <8 bit serial> Don Barrett 84/3/04 
And the torch has passed Charles Steinhauser 85/2/01 
And the Torch is Passed Bob Bybee 83/6/01 
APR 80 Dist of Month I isting 
APR 80 Dist of Month Listing 
ARCSll bug 
ARISE.GO 
ARTIL.BS progra1 description 
ASCII CHART 
ASCII table 
ASll Bug 
As•b Tutorial 
As1b.GO Housekeeping 
Assembly code in BASIC string 
Assetlbly codes for the 8080 
Assembly Langu1ge Input - WHO 
Assetlbly Language Interface: BASIC 
Asse•bly language OP-CODES 
Assembly Language Output - WH1 
Assembly language Progra1 
Assetlbly Language References in PL 
Asse•bly Language Tutorial 
Assembly Langu1ge Tutorial 
Assembly Source for Sio.PS 
AUG 80 Disl of Month listing 
AUG 80 Dist of Month listing 
Aut011atic linefeed Disable 
Back Issues of Polyletter, Prices 
BACKG~.BS progra• description 
Backslash and FORMAT 
Backspace and FORMAT 
BACKUP.GO progra• description 
Bad Mellory Chip: An1t011y Of 
BAGELS.BS Progr111 Description 
BASE.BS Progra• Description 
BASES.GO description 
BASIC ASll Bug 
BASIC Asse11bly language Interface 
BASIC bug in ARCSll 
BASIC Bug STOP 
BASIC C02 Enhance11ents 
BASIC C04 
BASIC CALLS to system 
BASIC COS Bug 
BASIC COS bug 
BASIC Dati Types 
BASIC DEF fl [I i•inate Cursor 
BASIC Error processing 
BASIC Fil[ bugs 
BASIC Function Drav a Border 

8012106 
Polyletter 8411 /06 
Ralph Kenyon 88/2/09 
Ralph Kenyon 87/ 1/04 
Bob Bybee 81/6/05 
Mite Stanford 80/5/ 13 
Ralph Kenyon 88/3/06 
Ralph Kenyon 83/2/07 
Ralph Kenyon 81/3/08 
Ralph Kenyon 87/3/06 
Don Moe 80/4/07 
Ralph Kenyon - 88/3/05 
Ralph Kenyon 86/4/06 
Ralph Kenyon 86/5/07 
PolyLetter 8113/02 
Ra I ph Kenyon 86/4/06 
Ralph Kenyon 86/4/06 
Ralph Kenyon 86/6/03 
Ralph Kenyon 80/4/09 
Ralph Kenyon 81/1/06 
Ralph Kenyon 88/1/05 

80/4/08 
PolyLetter 84/1/06 
Bob Jones 87/1/04 

87/3/06 
Bob Bybee 81/6/05 
Al Levy 86/~/01 
Al Levy 86/3/02 
Chuck ThOllpSOn 81/6/04 
Ralph Kenyon 86/4/04 

8714/07 
8715/08 

Polyletter 83/2106 
Ralph Kenyon 83/2/07 
Ralph Kenyon 86/5/07 
Ralph Kenyon 88/2/09 
Polyletter 82/1/05 
Polyletter 81/1/01 
Chuck Thotapson 83/4/08 
Don Moe 80/4/07 
Ra I ph KellfOn 83/3/07 
Ralph Kenyon 88/3/08 
Ralph Kenyon 86/6/05 
Marl Sutherland 80/1 /04 
John Warkent in 81/2/03 
PolyLetter 81/2/03 
Al Levy 86/ 1107 
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BASIC function ll«lO Russ lobbs 81/4/04 Bug in BASIC Sii Ralph lenyon 83/3/07 
BASIC function To Skip Lines Charles Thotlj)son 86/1/06 Bug in BASIC WRITE Ralph Kenyon 83/1/03 
BASIC function To Strip Blanks Charles ThOllPSOn 86/1/06 Bug in boot Ralph Kenyon 83/1 /03 
BASIC function Yes or lo Jonathan Vol fret 81/3/06 Bug in Edit Exit Ralph Kenyon 83/3/07 
BASIC function: Recursion Ralph Kenyon 86/2106 Bug in Edit Input Ralph Kenyon 83/3/07 
BASIC llPUT Bug Ralph Kenyon 83/1/03 Bug in FTP Ralph lenyon 83/3/07 
BASIC Input bug Buglote 001. I Ralph Kenyon 86/2106 Bug in Gf id I Ra I ph Kenyon 83/3/07 
BASIC L[I input: Buglote 008.0 Ralph Kenyon 8616101 Bug in Gfid Enter Ralph Kenyon 83/3/07 
BASIC LOAD ti1es COllparison John Wartentin B1/2/08 Bug in 01 ERROR Po I yLetter 83/2/07 
BASIC Machine Language Cal Is 80/3/03 Bug in PACK Ralph Kenyon 83/1/03 
BASIC Progra• COPYLllE.BS A I Levy B6/1/02 Bug in R<* 81 Ralph Kenyon 83/1/03 
BASIC Progra1 HAIOl-G.BS Ralph Kenyon B6/5/08 Bug in Sio Input Ralph Kenyon 83/3/07 
BASIC Program HAIOl.BS Ralph Kenyon 86/2/06 BUG Index HELP Abstract Systet1S 89/2/09 
BASIC Progra• Maintenance Hints Ralph Kenyon B6/5/08 BUG OUT - Buglote 24 Ralph Kenyon 88/1/09 
BASIC Progra .. ing Ralph Kenyon 86/6/05 Bug: The First Ralph Kenyon 86/5/05 
BASIC Progra1s: Fast Loading Ralph Kenyon 86/6/10 Buglote 001. 1 BASIC Input Ralph Kenyon 86/2/06 
BASIC READ Bug Ralph Kenyon 83/1/03 Buglote 002.0 REIAME vith ••• bug Ralph Kenyon 86/3/06 
BASIC Reviev Po I yLetter 8512/05 Buglote 003 .0 Double Error Message Ralph Kenyon 86/4/08 
BASIC SHORTHAID Frank Stearns 81/1/04 Buglote 004 .0 PR<JIS Dio Read Error Ralph Kenyon 86/4/08 
&ASIC Sii Bug Ralph Kenyon 83/3/07 Buglote 005.0 Pact Syntax Failure Ralph Kenyon 86/5/08 
BASIC Sii bug Ralph Kenyon 88/3/08 Buglote 006.0 •1• Requires Drive Ralph Kenyon 86/5/08 
&ASIC Softvare Maintenance Hints Rilph Kenyon 86/5/08 Buglote 007.0 NS Controler Ports Ralph Kenyon 86/5/08 
BASIC String initializing Ralph Kenyon 88/1110 Buglote 008.0 BASIC LEI input Ralph Kenyon 86/6/07 
BASIC system calls Bob Bybee 80/5/04 Buglote 009.0 Pact Error: IO Abort Ralph Kenyon 86/6/07 
BASIC Time Cloct Dan DeForest 8013108 Buglote 010.0 Edit exit bug Ralph Kenyon B7/1/07 -BASIC User Defined Functions Charles ThOllPSOn 8211/08 Buglote 011.0 ROB exit bug Ralph Kenyon 8713/08 
BASIC User Defined Functions Charles Th011pson 86/1/06 Buglote 012.0 boot bug Ralph Kenyon 87/4/10 
BASIC Variables Ralph Kenyon 86/6/06 Buglote 018.0 - FTP Abstract Systet11s 89/3/09 
BASIC WRITE Bug Ralph Kenyon 83/1/03 Buglote 033.0 - DIGITS Abstract Systeas 8913105 
BASIC-USER-FUICTIOl-TABS.BS Prograa Description 86/5/09 Buglote 039. 1 - EDIT-5 Abstract Systet1s 89/5/09 
BASIC-USER-fUICTIOIS.BS Progra• Description 86/5/09 Buglote 13 - ARCSll Ralph Kenyon 88/2/09 
BATTLESHIP.BS description Bob Bybee 81/3/05 Buglote 15 - Sii/COS Ralph Kenyon 8813/08 
Beginners, For Abstract SystellS 89/6/09 Buglote 16 EDIT-2 Ralph Kenyon 88/3/08 
Big Boot of Photo Copier HUllOr Rev Polyletter 85/2/03 Bugllote 17.0 Sio.PS Abstract Syste•s 8911 /09 
Binary Device Rilph Kenyon 88/3/10 Buglote 24 - OUT Ralph Kenyon 88/1/09 
BIORHYT!te-1.BS Progra1 Description 86/5/09 Buglote SAYE on Exec/83 Mark Sutherland 80/3/02 
BIORHYTHM-2.BS Progra• Description B6/5/09 BUGS HELP Abstract Systeias 89/2/09 
BIORHYTlll.85 description Bob Bybee 8113/05 Bugs in BASIC C03 Ralph lenyon 8211 /06 
Bit Buctet PolyLetter 85/5/01 Bugs in Exec/93 PolyLetter 81 /2/03 
Bit Bucket PolyLetter 85/6/01 BUGS! Ralph Kenyon 8311103 
Blinking Load Light PolyLetter 82/4/02 BusinessYision II PolyLetter 89/3/01 
Bob Bybee's lev Address Bob Bybee 86/3/02 Buying Poly's Softvare Source Bob Bybee 86/3/02 
Bllllb Shelter Mart Sutherland B0/3/06 Bypassing FORMAT.I• Ralph Kenyon B6/S/10 
Bomb Shelters Russ lobbs 8114/08 Bypassing the printer driver Chuck ThOllj)SOn 81/3/05 
Boot Reviev Charles Gross 81/5/03 C, an introduction Bob Bybee 88/3/01 
boot Bug Ralph Kenyon 83/1/03 C, More Ralph Kenyon 88(4/01 
boot HELP Charles Th011Pson 80/4/04 Cache.ZO - Explained Joe Spahn 82/6/02 
boot HELP G. R. Ga1ble 80/2/05 CALL<o,•string•> PolyLetter 81/1 /02 
Bove ' s Theorem Murphy 88/6/06 CALL< 1> PolyLetter 81/1/02 
80VLllG.BS description PolyLetter 8214/06 CALLing Overlays frOll BASIC Chuck Th0111pson 82/3/08 
BOXllG.BS Progra• Description 8714/08 CALLS to syste11 frOll BASIC Don Moe 80/4/07 
Brooks' Lav Murphy 88/6/06 Canada Bill Jones' Motto Murphy 88/6/06 
BUG DIGITS Abstract Systetl5 B9/3/05 Cann's AxiOll Murphy 88/6/06 
BUG ED IT HELP Abstract Systees 89/5/09 CAlllOl.BS Progra• Description ., 87/4/07 
Bug in 16K Metlory boards Mark Sutherland 80/4/02 CASHFLOW Wanted Ralph Kenyon 86/6/02 
Bug in BASIC - Stop PolyLetter 8211/05 CASHfLOW.BS description 87 /2/09 
Bug in BASIC ASll Ralph Kenyon 8312101 Cassette use Chuck Thot1pson 87/S/O1 
Bug in BASIC COS Ralph Kenyon 83/3/01 CBUf Bob Bybee 81/1 /05 
Bug in BASIC llPUT Ralph Kenyon 83/1/03 CHAIGE.GO description Pol yLetter 82/4/06 
Bug in BASIC READ Ralph Kenyon 83/1/03 CHASE.BS Progra• Description 87/4/07 
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Chetp Printers Bob Bybee 86/4/03 CP/M Corner PolyLetter B215/03 
Checlbool Pro9ra1 Vanted Charles Mich 86/6/01 CP/M Corner PolyLetter B3/2103 
Checlboot syste11 for IBM Ralph Kenyon B9/l /07 CP/111 Corner Po I yLetter B3/3/04 
Chemistry pro9ra1 descriptions B7/2/0B CP/111 Corner Polyletter 83/4/03 
CHESS .GO descr iption Bob Bybee B 113/05 CP/111 Corner PolyLetter B3/5/04 
Chess .GO rix Polyletter B2/6/04 CP/111 Corner Russ •obbs B214/03 
Chip Setting Polyletter 84/2/03 CP/111 for the Poly Mirt Sutherland B0/4/01 
Christ11ss Tree Ralph Kenyon BB/6110 CP/M frOll Poly PolyMorphic Systet1S Bl/4/01 
Clarke's Third Lav Murphy 8B/6/06 CP/M is lov Available Bob Bybee 80/5/01 
CLEAi HELP Ralph Kenyon BB/3/09 CP/111 Progra1 Exch1nges Russ lobbs 8216/05 
CLEAi-TAiL.BS progrill B712/IO Crash Recover Ralph Kenyon BB/2105 
CI ein i ng boards Ji• Trahan 87/3/02 CRASH! Ralph Kenyon B7/4/05 
Cleaning Dist Drives Ralph Kenyon B6/6/02 Cross 1sselbler COlllents Ron Moffatt 8714/04 
Cleaning Edge Connector "Fingers• PolyLetter 84/2104 Cursor Control in Edit Ralph Kenyon 87/2102 
Cleaning Keyboard Keys Ralph Kenyon 86/6/02 DATA-EITRY.8S description PolyLetter B3/2106 
Cleaning NS drives PolyMorphic Systems Bl/4/03 DataDist, CopySelf pro9r11 ad Ralph Kenyon B 114/05 
CLEAAIEV.GO progra• description Chuck ThOllpson B1/6/04 Deadline-Dan's Demo Det10nstration Murphy 8B/6/06 
Clock in BASIC Dan DeForest 80/3/0B Deadline-Dan's De11e1n Murphy BB/6/06 
Clock Progra1 Modified SUI Black B0/4/04 Dealer Vritten Softvare PolyMorphic Systems Bl/4/07 
OOA Bob Bybee B1/1105 DEC 81 Dist of Month Listing Pol yletter B4/l/05 
OOD Bob Bybee 81/1105 DECIHEXAMAL Mite Shnford B0/5/04 
OOF Bob Bybee B1/l/05 DELETE HELP Ralph Kenyon BB/3/09 
OOF.AS Pro9ra1 Description B6/4/09 Det1ian's Observation Murphy BB/6/06 
oo• Bob Bybee 8111/05 Description of PGL-V-26 Ralph Kenyon BB/1/07 
OOP Bob Bybee B1/l/05 Description of PGL-V-27 Ralph Kenyon - BB/2106 
Cold K!yboard Bob Bybee B211/07 Description of PGL-V-2B Ralph Kenyon BB/3/06 
COlllind File Internals Bob Bybee 8111/05 Details frOll D1ll1s Chuck ThOllpSOn 81/3/04 
Ca.and f i I es Polyletter 84/ 1103 Device Driver Direct Access Ralph Kenyon 86/5/06 
COllland Printer HELP Abstract Syste95 8911/09 Diablo 620 Setup Chuck Th011pson 87/5/01 
~IO UIDELETE HELP Abstract Syste.s B9/6/09 Diablo Habits Michael Aquino B215/04 
Co..ent ing ESCAPE libraries in Edit Ralph Kenyon B9/4/03 Diagnostics Bob Bybee 84/3/03 
Ca..unicating at 9600 Baud PolyLetter B5/1/02 dial.GO prograa description Ralph Kenyon B9/3/09 
C~P-DISK.GO progra1 description Chuck ThOllpson B 116/05 Dictionary for the Poly ISS 81/5/03 
C<JWARE PROGRAM HELP Abstract Syste.s B9/4110 Digital Research Board Modification Joseph TOiiin 86/5/02 
COMPARE/fllO.BS Pro9ra1 Description 8715/08 Digital Research lnfor111tion Digital Research 8115/02 
COllparing BASIC LOAD ti11es John Vutentin B1/2/0B DIGITS Ralph Kenyon B9/3/03 
COipi ie 511111 C Pro9ra1s Aon Cain BB/4/05 DIGITS BUG Abstract Systems 89/3/05 
C()IPRESS.BS Progra1 Description B7/5/08 DIGITS HELP Abstract Syste1s 89/3/05 
C011puserve PolyLetter 8211102 DIGITS preservation pro9r11 Ralph Kenyon 89/3/04 
Confessions of a Past Editor Frank Stearns B6/5/03 Dio Read Error PR<llS Buglote 004 .0 Ralph Kenyon 86/V08 
Confidence Test failure Ralph Kenyon 8716110 DIRCOPY PROGRAM HELP Abstract Systet1s 89/6/09 
Confidence Test Plug Russ lobbs B6/6/07 Direct keyboard input for F~T Chuck Tha.pson B1/3/05 
Confidence Testing the PolyMorphic Bob Bybee B2/2/07 DISBO.GO description PolyLetter 83/4/04 
Connecting 2 B8-MS's Ralph Kenyon 89/1/01 Disable Aut0111tic Linefeed Bob Jones 8711104 
Conversation Vith Poly, A Bob Bybee B6/3/02 DisAsllb ad Ralph Kenyon B1/5/05 
Convert deciaal to HEX Mite Stanford B0/5/04 DisASllll.BS progr .. ad Ralph Kenyon 81/4/05 
Converting frOI SAVEF to SAVE Ralph Kenyon 86/6/03 DisASllll.BS Reviev Mart Sutherland 80/2103 
COPY C<*MAIO HELP Ralph Kenyon B714/08 Disk Directory Full Ralph Kenyon 89/3/03 
COPYLIME.BS : BASIC Progra• Al Lny B611/02 Dist Drive Cleaning Ralph Kenyon 86/6/02 
CopySelf DataDist progra• ad Ralph Kenyon B1/4/05 Disk Drive Speed Setting Ralph Kenyon 86/6/02 
COS bug Ralph Kenyon 8B/3/08 Dist Failure Modes PolyLetter 83/6/09 
cos Bug in BASIC Ralph Kenyon 83/3/07 Dist Holder, Mi9netic Nart Sutherland 80/2105 
COUil.GO progra• description Bob Bybee 81/4/05 Dist of Month APR-BO listing PolyGlot 89/2107 
Cover Your Keyboard Ralph Kenyon 8911/05 Dist of Month AUG-80 listing PolyGlot • B9/2/07 
CP/11 A I Levy 86/2102 Disk of Month DEC-B1 I isting PolyGlot 89/2107 
CP/M Al Levy B6/2/04 Disk of Month JAl-81 listing PolyGlot 8912101 
CP/11 Ralph Kenyon 86/6/02 Dist of Month JUL-Bl listing PolyGlot B9/2/07 
CP/111 Ralph Kenyon 8712/05 Dist of Month JUL-82 I isting PolyGlot 89/2107 
CP/111 Corner Bob Bybee 81/5/02 Dist of Month JUL-B3 listing PolyGlot 89/2/07 
CP.IM Corner Diet Jacobi 8211/07 Disk of Month July 83 listing PolyLetter 83/4/04 
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Disk of Month MAR-81 listing PolyGlot 89/2/07 Editorial Nark Sutherland 80/3/01 
Disk of Month MAR-82 listing PolyGlot 89/2/07 Editorial PolyLetter 85/1/01 
Disk of Month MAR-83 listing PolyGlot 89/2/07 Editorial Pol yletter 85/2/01 
Disk of Month Mirth 82 Listing Polyletter 82/2/05 Editorial PolyLetter 85/3/01 
Disk of Month MAV-81 listing PolyGlot 8912101 Editorial Pol yletter 85/6/01 
Disk of Month ltOV-84 listing PolyGlot 89/2/07 Editorial Ralph Kenyon 86/2101 
Disk of the 110nth APR 80 listing 80/2/06 Editorial Ralph Kenyon 86/3/01 
Disk of the 110nth AUG 80 listing 80/4/08 Editorial Ralph Kenyon 86/4/01 
Disk of the Month MAR 82 listing Pol yLetter 83/2/06 Editorial Ralph Kenyon 86/5/01 
Disk of the Month: APR-80 isling 86/3/07 Editorial Ralph Kenyon 86/6/01 
Disk of the Month: AUG-80 isting 86/3/07 Editorial Ralph Kenyon 88/1/01 
Disk of the Month: DEC-81 isling 86/3/07 Editorial Ralph Kenyon 88/2/01 
Disk of the Month: JAl-81 isting 86/3/07 Editorial Ra I ph Kenyon 88/3/01 
Disk of the Month: JUL-81 isling 86/3/07 Editorial Ralph Kenyon 88/4/01 
Disk of the Month: JUL-82 isting 86/3/07 Editorial Ralph Kenyon 88/5/01 
Disk of the Month: JUL-83 isling 86/3/07 Editorial Ralph Kenyon 88/6/01 
Disk of the Month : NAR-81 is ting 86/3/07 Editorial Ralph Kenyon 89/1/01 
Disk of the Month: MAR-82 isting 86/3/07 Editorial Ralph Kenyon 89/2101 
Disk of the Month: NAR-83 is ting 86/3/07 Editorial Ralph Kenyon 89/3/01 
Disk of the Month: NAY-81 isting 86/3/07 Editorial Ralph Kenyon 89/4/01 
Disk of the Month: IOV-84 is ting 86/3/07 Editorial Ralph Kenyon 89/5/01 
Disk-of-the-ti0nth JUL 81 Bob Bybee 81/4/05 Editorial Ralph Kenyon 89/6/01 
Disk-of-the-Month MAV-81 PolyLetter 8113/05 Eli•inating AutOllitic Linefeed J. H. Mdally 8212/02 
Disk-of-the-ti0nth llOV 81 Bob Bybee 8116/05 Emulator Evaluation R1lph Kenyon 89/5/08 
Diskettes Bob Bybee 83/3/07 Emulator for Poly on PC's Bob Bybee 89/5/01 -Display Time as Hours and Minutes Al Levy 8611/07 EIA8LE ~IO HELP Ra I ph Kenyon 87/1/07 
Doc1111entation for s.a11 C Ron Cain 88/4/05 Epsom RX80 Dr. Briuty 87/1/02 
Don Noe departs PolyLetter 8113/03 Eratic Nellory Chris Bagley 87/ 1 /02 
Don's Bag of Tricks Don Moe 88/3/04 Error messages for the NS Russ lobbs 8114/06 
Don't Clean Drive heads Don Moe B112102 Error processing in BASIC John Vukentin 8 I /2/03 
Donald Moe is Back Don Moe 88/3/04 ERROR.GO description Po I yLetter 83/4/04 
Donald Moe is Back - Again Don Moe B0/4/07 ESC-ControH PolyLetter 84/3/01 
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Editor's Chips PolyLetter 84/2/01 First Bug Ralph Kenyon 86/5105 
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Editorial Charles Steinhauser 86/1/01 FLIES.BS progra1 description Bob Bybee 81/4/05 
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8612/06 
86/4/07 
89/3/03 
86/2/06 
89/3/05 
80/4/04 
80/2105 
89/3/05 
89/5/09 
89/2/09 
89/2109 
86/5/06 
87/4/08 
88/3/09 
87/ 1 /07 
86/4/07 
86/4/08 
88/3/09 
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Commercial advertising rates are $50 for a 
full page , $25 for a half page, and $15 for 
a quarter page. Anything smaller is $3.00 
per column inch. A column is 3-3/4 inches 
wide by 10 inches tall. A full page is 
7-5/8 inches wide. Noncommerc ial ads by 
subscribers are free. 

Po lyMorph i c 8813 needs home. Make offer . 
Conway Spitler, P. O. Box 385, Fillmore, CA 
93016-0385 

Entire PolyMorphic System User Manual, 
System 88 User's Manual with Exec/96 
addendum, &. System 88 Operation Essentials 
On IBM disk. Al Levy, 516-293-8358 

FOR SALE: PolyMorphic System 8813, 64K , 
three ne"' double-sided drives CNot double 
density) <also reads &. '4ifrites single-sided 
disks>; high resolution PolyGraf ix video 
card <640x240> w/inverse video capability 
<compatible with all standard graphics 
programs>; Programmable Character Generator 
with software driver; 15" Sanyo monitor: 
GRI 777 keyboard; casset~ &. printer 
mini-cards; Integral Data Systems 
"Brig hterWri ter" printer. Enhanced system 
software. Excellent condition. Best 
offer. Ken Lowe, 5936 Zina Circle, West 
Valley City, UT 84120 <801> 969-7736. 
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FOR SALE: Poly 8810 box with power supply 
and mother board. $50 plus shipping. 
Charles A. Thompson, 2909 Rosedale Avenue, 
Da 11 as, Texas 75205-1532, <214>-368-8223. 

DISKS - M:l>EMS - PR<>itS - SOFTVARE - SPELL 
••• New Low Prices ••• 

1. MAXELL distettes: 5-1/4" 10 hird sector -- S10 per box. 
2. Used diskettes: 5-1/4" 10 h1rd sector -- $0.50 e1ch. 
3. Hayes Microeodet1 100 C300 baud S-100 internal 110dee> $20. 

(If you don't hive a 110det1 this is i cheap vay to 90.> 
4. HayesSys 110det1 softv1re Cfor the Micr0110det1 100> $10. 
5. Abstract Syste11S Exec CEnh1nce11ents 6 bugs corrected> $30. 
6. Abstract Systet1s PrOllS CEnhance11ents l bugs corrected> $35. 
7. PolyGlot Library Vol1111es : $6 each: 5 or 110re - $5 each. 
8. Hayes Sllirt110det1 12008 CIBll tOllpitible internal> $40 . 

Abstract Systees, etc., 191 Vllite 01ks Ro1d, 
Villiamstovn, MA 01267, Phone: C413> 458-3597 

<Send $1 .00 for a c011plete catalog--lfree vith any order I.> 
(Mite chect or 110ney order payable to Ralph Kenyon.> 

Bit Buoket 

Did you know that if you can SAVE a 
BASIC program as a text file in two 

PolyLetter 
1 91 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, HA 01267 
(413) 458-3597 

Address Correction Requested 

© Copyright 1989 by Ralph £ . Kenyon, Jr. 

Potyletter Editor and PuDlisner: Ratpn Kenyon. SUbscriptions: us $18.00 
yr , Canada $20.00 yr. , overseas s2s .oo yr., payaDte in us dollars to 
Ratpn Kenyon . Eaitoriat Contr ibut ions: Your contribut ions to this 
newsletter are altays we1co11e. Art icles, suggestions, for articles, or 
ques tions you•a like answerea are reaaily accepted. This is your 
newsletter; please ne1p support it. Non-co111ercial su1>scriDer ads are 
free of cnarge. Polyletter is not aff iliated t ith PolyMorpnic syste.s. 

different ways? "SAVE.NAME" saves the 
program as a text file. "SAVE:NAME" saves 
the program as a text file also, but 
inserts "RUN" after the program to make it 
start automatica I ly. 

In This Issue 

Edi tor i a I 1 
Letters • 1 
Managing TSR programs <part 2> 1 
BASIC Pointers 3 
Serial vs Parallel 3 
Announcements 4 
In the Pub I ic Domain - PGL-V-33 4 
PolyLetter: The first 10 Years 4 
Advertisements 9 
The Bit Bucket 10 

Corning Soon 

Conclusion of Managing TSR programs, 
Poly Meta, More: BASIC for Beginners, PC 
stuff, System Programmers Notes, Help, 
BugNotes, Pub I ic Doma i n Software, ~tc. 

More of PolyLetter: The first 10 years . 

FIRST NAIL 

E . Kenvon . Jr . EXP : 99#9 
Abstract Systems . etc . 184 
191 ~hite Oaks Road 
~illiamstown . MA 01267-2256 

Back volumes of PolylAtt~r < 198 0 th r u 198 9 > 
are available at reduced prices p11yable in 
US dollars to Ralph Kenyon. 1 - $15 , 
2 - $28, 3 - $40, 4 - $50, 5 - $59, 
6 - $67, 7 - $75; Canada add $3 shipping, 
Overseas add $10. Individual back issues 
are also available ($3.50, $4.00, $5.00L 
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Editorial 

All right, you guys and gals out there 
in Polyland -- I need help! Take 2 minutes 
and jot down on a scrap of paper what you 
would like to see in Polyletter. Do it 
NOW! Send it to me at 191 White Oaks Road, 
Wi 11 i amsto\!ln, MA 01267 . 

Letter a 

Dear Ralph, October 12, 1990 

A few months ago I bragged about being 
able to fix most Poly breakdowns. The 
secret of my success is the inventory of 
parts, boards, etc. \!lhich I have to back up 
the hard\!lare. Now, I am stumped by a 
problem with one of my three hard disks 
\!lhich Poly is unable to access. I \!lould 
appreciate any \!lisdom that you can offer! 

The problem occurred suddenly without 
\!larning. The HO had been running fine for 
a long time. fol lowing an edit mode entry, 
I got a front panel on a basic program. 
I've checked for loose connections on both 
boards, tried to interchange another board 
and HO unit \!lith the sick equipment -- all 
to no avail. 

Do you know someone who might be able to 
find and fix the problem? I could send 
just the board and HO unit or the \!lhole 
thing. 

Are there any other HO's which are 
compatible \!lith an 8813? I \!IOUld buy one 
or I \!IOUld buy an HO similar to mine. I 
would be glad to advertise for an 
operational HO, also functioning CPU 
boards, printer cards, and RAM boards 
retrofitted for HO operation. 

I am resisting conversion to a PC \!lhich 
may be stupid and stubborn; but I haven't 
got the time or stomach to undergo the 
trauma. You might say that my t\!lelve years 
of Poly experience is a miracle because on 

SEP/OCT 1990 

an scale of 1 to 10 my computer ability in 
comparison with you experts is about 1. 

My fax number is the same as that listed 
Cbelo\111 if you or anyone else \!lants to 
reach me 24 hours a day. I \!IOUld 
appreciate and compensate you for 
assistance. -- James Salinger, 2601 
Section Road, Cincinnati, OH 45222, Phone: 
513/531-3106 

(Jim, Bob Bybee has been manufacturing and 
selling secondary market HO units for the 
Poly . He may be able to provide repair 
service on Poly HO units as well. Other 
hard disks~ be compatible \!lith the 
Poly provided they have an S-100 host 
adapter card which does not require OMA . 
We would have to write the soft\!lare to 
interface such a hard disk to the Poly, 
though. Standard Poly boards are used in a 
system \!lhich can use a hard disk. The only 
Poly systems \!lhich need modified cards are 
either the T\!lin system or CP/M . Also, 
anyone \!llth your experience \!lith the Poly 
i s a lot more than a 1. We lost a 11 the 1 's 
years ago. Anybody hanging on this long 
has Qotta be much more than that! -- Ed.J 

AnnounoeZDenta 

PM 2.0 September 26, 1990 

1 've just comp I eted version 2 .0 of PM, 
the PolyMorphic Emulator program for IBM-PC 
compatibles. PM/2.0 includes two major 
enhancements \!lhich will speed up its 
operation. The main emulation loop has 
been improved through the use of some 
self-modifying code which allo-ws PM to 
process "emulated interrupts" in parallel 
with norm a I execution, instead of checking 
for interrupts using extra instruct i ons . 
This more closely emulates what a "real" 
8080 does, and gives a substa nt i a I speed 
improvement. 

The bottom line is: on CPU -i ntens i ve 
programs, PM no"' runs about 40% faster . 
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This assumes no disk activity, and -was 
measured on a 25 MHz 80386 system. <Slower 
systems, such as a PC or XT, will exhibit 
less improvement. They have a higher 
percentage of overhead time used by screen 
updating.> 

The 40% improvement is valid for all 
programs written in BASIC or assembly 
language. But wait.. . there's more! 
PM/2.0 also contains an emulation of the 
NORTH STAR FLOATING-POINT BOARD, which is 
supported by Poly BAS IC. Th is a I lows the 
emulator to pass floating-point number 
calculations back to the IBM-PC for 
processing, and it's much faster than 
letting BASIC do the work all by itself. 
How much faster? One benchmark ran at 
THREE TIMES its original speed! 

"But my programs don't do much 
floating-point math," you may say . Well, 
yes they do. Even a simple FOR/NEXT loop 
in BASIC does floating-point calculations 
when it adds 1 to the variable after each 
loop. In BASIC, all math is done to the 
numerical precision you specify in a DIGITS 
statement, or 8 digits by default. So, 
even programs that aren't real "number 
crunchers" can benefit. If your program 
does any transcendenta I functions Ii ke SIN, 
TAN, or EXP, it will really speed up, since 
BASIC evaluates these functions using a 
Taylor series, with lots of additions, 
subtractions, multiplications, and 
divisions. 

The North Star FPB emulation, like the 
original North Star board, will operate at 
6 to 14 digits of precision. BASIC's 
built-in floating-point routines can 
operate at up to 26 digits. PM/2.0 has a 
way to disable the FPB emulation if you 
need more than 14 digits. 

PM/2.0 is available now, and the price 
is sti 11 $75. If you've purchased a 
previous version of PM, you can upgrade for 
only 925. There's no need to return your 
original PM disk. Send your order toi Poly 
Peripherals, 5011 Brougham Court, Stone 
Mountain GA 30087, or ca II <404) 498-3556. 

PS: Our company recently acquired some 
25 MHz 80486 PC-compatibles. I tested 
PM/2.0 on one of these and found that it 
runs 3.6 times as fast as an authentic 
PolyMorphic 8813! Again, that's a CPU-only 
benchmark. Given that most programs do at 
least some disk 1/0, and PC disks are 

faster than Poly disks <especially with a 
disk cache running>, PM/2.0's overall 
performance on a '486 should be at least 
FOUR TIMES as fast as a Poly . <For the 
curious: Norton's SI on this '486 system 
showed it to be 40.5 times as fast as an 
origina I IBM-PC.) 

10 reer lader (put 2} 
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1111 Protr• TICKLER.BAS listi119 l1lplt Kenyon 88/5/15 Letter Cltules Mich 16/5/03 
Ideas frOll Russ lollbs PolyLetter 84/6/0t Letter aiu111 Mlcll 16/6/01 
IDS 'rinter Interface R1lplt lenyon 1112/04 Letter CllultS Mich 86/6/03 
IMAG - rt90ve sy1t .. dist Cltud TllC111P10n 8116/04 Letter Chris Bagley 8615/03 
IMAGE non syst .. dis&s Din Oefor11t 80/3/09 Letter Cltris Bigley 871t/02 
IMSAll loll Bybee 81/5/03 Letter Clttct Gross 8615/02 
lncre1slng IASIC precision Jolln lcGtv 1113/02 Letter Cltad Gross 8715/03 
IMex - t98t 'olyLetttr 12/t/04 Letter Ch1cl TllClllP&On 8712/04 
Index of 1118 llEL' A111tr1ct Sy1tees 1912/09 letter Clt11cl ThC111P1on 8715/01 
lndtx to PolyLetttr 1910 PolyLttttr lt/t/03 Letter Con1t1ntin P1vloff 86/6/02 
Index to '•lyletter 1912 Polyletter 13/t/02 letter D1n1 Gould 8714/04 
llDUSTllAL-Sl..,LATIOl.IS Protr• Dtscri,tion 1615/0t Letter Diet lrovn 87/3/0t 
lllT syst .. disk Cll1d Tlla11111on lt/6/04 Letter Dollg "enry 86/4/02 
11"'1 119 in IASIC l1lpll Kenyon 83/t/03 Letter Dou9 Schirrip1 85/2/01 
llPUT.IS pro9r .. description loll lylltt 81/4/05 Letter Dr. lriuty 87/t/02 
1,,,ut: A11t1111ly L1ngu191 - VIit Rltpa 111yon 8614/06 Letter Eul Gi lbrudtll 8712/03 
lnterviev vitb Don Moe lff Bybee 1112101 Letter Eul Gi lbrt1dth 8715/02 
Introduction to C Boll ly•ee 1813/0t Letter Eul Gilbruth 86/3/02 
lnffntory '°' Johnsen 17/2/0t Letter Eul Gi lbruth 89/t/01 
lnvefttory Av1il1llle hrcy Roy 16/5/0t Letter Eul Gi lbruth 89/3/01 
llVEITOH 'rotr• 1712107 Letter r. Mire de Piolence 81/t/01 
Inventory Sy1t .. Vented Travis Ii lier 86/3/05 Letter Frint Sturns 8714/02 
Is Tbere Any Hope For Poly Users Al Levy 1612/03 Letter fnnl Stearns 87/5/03 
Is Yoar Poly Covered? 'olyLetter 12/5/04 Letter Guy Ster I ing 8713/04 
JAi II Dist of Montll Listing Polyletter 84/t/06 Letter Glenn lcCCIM 8712105 
~UL 8t Dist of Montb Listing PolyLetter 14/t/05 Letter Glenn McCOltb 87/3/06 
JUL It D<ll di1cription loll lybee lt/4/05 Letter J1ct ff i II s 86/5/02 
J11I 12 Dist of Month listing Polyletter 8214/06 Letter J1Ms Purvis 86/5/0t 
JUL 12 Dist of MoRtb Li1tin9 PolyLetter 14/t/05 Letter J111ts Purvis 8616/03 
~UL 12 Dial of Month Listing PolyLetter 84/1/05 Letter Ji• Ryan 86/5/03 
~UL 83 Dist of Monta listi119 PolyLetter 13/4/04 Letter Ji• Sal innger 86/3/02 
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Letter ~i• Tr1llin 8614/01 Mlchine L1ngui9f Cills from BASIC 80/3/03 
Letter Ji• Trlllin 8713/01 Mlchine lingHtf Progr1•in9 lob Bybee 80/1/02 
Letter ~otln Mehl ly 1614/01 Mlchine l1nu1ge sorts Reviev Ken Villi• 80/3/09 
Letter John SIOin 87/2/04 Mlcintosh MichHI Aquino 8715/06 
Letter Jose lip1n1 87/2/01 Mlcro's Anyone R1lpll Kenyon 8516/04 
Letter JOSIJh T•n 8615/02 llACR0-85 Polyllorphic Systl!llS 81/5/02 
Letter Ken Love 89/4/01 Micros, Anyone? PolyLetter 8216/09 
Letter Kennetll Lowe 88/5/01 Mlgnetic Dist Nolder Mlrk SUtllerl1nd 80/2/05 
Letter Len Tlloasen 87/3/03 MAILER.AS Progr111 Description 86/4/09 
Letter Len Thoasen 1715/07 Mlilist, Using - P1rt 4 Al Levy 8611102 
Letter Mlrt de Piolenc 8713/05 lliinten1nce Mints BASIC Softv1re R1 I pb Kenyon 8615/08 
Letter MichHI Aquino 85/2/04 llAJOR-tell0fl-r110ER.BS Pro9r111 Description 86/5/09 
Letter MiCllHI Aquino 86/6104 llAKEREL lob Bybee 87/6/03 
Letter lichHI Aquino 87/5/06 lliteRel Rllph Kenyon 8716/04 
Letter Mich1el Schv1rtz 87/5/03 llip of Adventure Mize R1lph Kenyon 86/2107 
Letter Michell lipp111n 87/2/01 llAR 81 Dist of Month Listing PolyLetter 84/1/05 
Letter 10111 Shimel 87/2/02 MAR 82 Dist of Month Listing PolyLetter 84/1/05 
Letter Percy Roy 8615/01 MAR 83 Dist of Month listing PolyLetter 83/2/06 
Letter Percy Roy 88/5/01 MAR 83 Disk of Month listing PolyLetter 84/1/05 
Letter Rllplt Kenyon 85/4/02 llirch 82 Dist of Month Polyletter 82/2/05 
letter Richud Rodllin 87/3/03 llASTERMllD.BS description Polyletter 82/4/06 
Letter Richud V1gner 89/4/01 MAT PRllT lug in BASIC C03 Rllpll Kenyon 82/1/06 
letter Robert ~ollnson 86/5/03 MAT VRITE lug in BASIC C03 R1lph Kenyon 82/1/06 
Letter Robert Scllvutz 85/2/06 llAT VRITE rile Ch1nnel but Rllph Kenyon 82/1/06 
letter Robert Schvutz 87/2/01 MATCN-POllT R1lpb Kenyon 86/2/05 
letter Robert Schvutz 8712/02 MAY 81 Dist of Month listing Polyletter 84/1/05 
Letter Robert Schvutz B714/01 MAY-81-DCJt description Polyletter 81/3/05 
Letter Robert Stricklin 89/3/01 Mize Nip for Adventure Rllpll Kenyon 8612/07 
Letter Ron Moffitt 87/3/03 ll>IR.BS Pro9r .. Description 87/5/08 
letter Ron Moffitt 87/4/04 Medic11 Pro9r1111 Anyone? Jolin Sp1rti, M.D. 80/1/03 
Letter Ron lloffltt 1716103 Me91llytes ind Meg1llyte1 Boll Bybee 80/5/01 
Letter Russ lollbs 85/2/01 llellory bo1rd bag - 16K Mlrk Sutherl1nd 80/4/02 
Letter Run lollbs B6/4/0I llellory llin1g1111nt Techniques Bob Bybee 89/4/06 
Letter V1yne Devey 8714/04 llellory Resident progrl8S Bob Bybee 88/4/07 
Letter ror .. ttint in BASIC Bi 11 Sul I ivlll 81/5/07 llellory Resident Pro9r1111 Rllph Kenyon 88/5/05 
Letter to Poly RIIS lolllls 81/6/01 llellory-Resident Rilpll Kenyon 8716/01 
Li febOlt AllilMIOM CP/M Mlrk S.tllerl1nd 80/2/03 MElfTEST.AS - A llellory Test Pr09r111 Rllph Kenyon 8614/06 
LllE-FEED Ge111r1tion Byp111 R1lplt Kenyon 86/5/06 Merging lliiling lists vith ron11t Rilph Kenyon 82/2/06 
LllEAR.IS Protr .. Description 8715/08 Meski•n'& LIV Murphy 88/6/07 
LIST on I Clone Rllplt KtRyon 8616/09 licroline 80 printer PolyLetter 82/4/05 
Listing - APR-80 Disk of Month 80/2/06 licropolis Users Group PolyLetter 8211103 
Listing - AUG-80 Dist of llottll 80/4/08 .. DIR.GO description Polyletter 83/4/04 
listint of PGL-Y-26 Rllpll Kenyon 81/1/07 111100.AS Progr .. Description 86/4/09 
listing of PGl-Y-27 RllP' Kttyon 88/2/06 ll>D function in BASIC Rus lobbs 8114/04 
Listing of PGL-V-28 lllpll Kenyon 88/3/06 Mod• sof tvue R1lph Kenyon 8913/08 
Little Known Error Messitts lut S1t11erl.nd 80/3/07 ModelHit id Bob Bybee 81/5/05 
Little-ADA Id Rllpll Kenyon 81/5/05 ll>DEM-T.GO pro9r111 description R1lph Kenyon 89/3/08 
little-Adi description Rtlpll Kenyon 88/2/06 Modl9& Rllph Kenyon 89/3/05 
Little-Adi synt1x di19r1111 Rilpll Kenyon 88/2/07 Modtll!i 1nd C01111Unic1tions PolyLetter 83/5/04 
Lo1d Addresses 1nd St1rt Addresses PolyLetter 83/5/03 Modems ind Com11Unic1tions P1rt 2 Bob Bybee 83/6/05 
Loc11 Are1 let for Poly Boll Bybee 88/1/01 Modtll!i, More on Boll Bybee 89/4/07 
LOG/IOLOG HELP Cll1rles Tll011Pson 80/4/04 ModernizilllJ your Poly Bo11_1_ym -- 85/m4 --Logic r•i 1 i11 Bob lybee 89/1/04 Modernizing yo1r Poly loll lyHe 85/4/01 
l•1 80386 s-100 bo1rds Al Levy 8711105 lllOll-lAIOER.8S progrta description Bob Bybee 8116105 
Loot ind Feel L1vsuits Bob Todd 88/6/05 More About Adventure Ralph lenyon 85/5/08 
Loop.GO progr111 description PolyGlot 89/2/06 More C R1lph Kenyon 88/4/01 
Lost Poly Users Rllph Kenyon 86/4/09 More on cle1ning .S ~r i¥es Polyllorphic Systems 81/4/03 
Lost Poly Users Rilph Kenyon 86/5/09 More on Confidence 1nd IEITOP PolyLetter 82/3/04 
Lov Volt1ge prolll• PolyLetter 14/1/04 More on freezing the Screen Russ lobbs 81/6/03 
LRE611S.8S Pro9r111 Description 87/5/08 More on Micros PolyLetter 83/6/04 
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llore on llodms Bob Bybee 89/4/07 Oper1te Your Poly Rett0tely Bob Bybee 80/5/06 
llore on R<ll versions Polyletter 8212102 Oper1ting System Revisions Polyletter 82/1/03 
llore on Using ror111t frOll Exec Russ lobbs 82/5/04 Oper1ting Syste11 Revisions Polyletter 8213/03 
llHISE-COOE .BS Progrta Description 86/5/09 OREGOl.BS Pro9r11 Description 8714/07 
ll>VE Bob Bybee 81/1105 OS/VU Polyletter 81/4/06 
llove.GO pro9r11 description PolyGlot 89/2/06 Osborn's Liv Murphy 88/6/07 
lloving Subdirectories Ailph lenyon 8816/02 OTHELLO.BS Progr11 Description 8714/07 
llS llut Sutherl1nd 80/1/04 Other Guys R1lph kenyon 86/4/03 
MS Controler Ports 8u9Wote 007.0 R1lph lenyon 86/5/08 Other Guys Al I ph kenyon 86/6/09 
llS Drives - Cle1nin9 Polyllorphic Syste11S 81/4/03 OUT 0, OUT 0, DAmED SPOT lor1 Shimel 88/1/08 
IS Error 1ess19es Russ lobbs 81/4/06 OUT BUG - Buglote 24 Rllph Kenyon 88/1/09 
llS Unit Types Polyletter 8214/08 OUtput: Assettbly l1n9u1ge - WH1 R1lph Kenyon 86/4/06 
MSOOS Al Levy 8612102 PACK Bug R1lph Kenyon 83/1/03 
llsg CSyste1 Pro9r1111ers Guide> Rilph Kenyon 88/3/09 PACK bug - Exec/90 Po I yletter 81/6/03 
llurphy'S Coeputer LIV R1lph Kenyon 18/6/06 Pict Error: llO Abort: Buglote 009.0 R1lph Kenyon 86/6/07 
Murphy's rourth Liv llurphy 88/6/07 PACK HELP R1lph Kenyon 88/3/09 
Murphy's Liv of Ther110dyn111ics llurphy 88/6/07 PACK in COllllnd files Al Levy 8212102 
Murphy's l1vs of COlputers Polyletter 81/1/02 Pict Synt1x F1ilure Buglote 005.0 R1lph Kenyon 86/5/08 
lly r1vorite DOS progr .. s Al Levy 8912/01 PAGE gives TITLE R1lph Kenyon 80/3/09 
l11e Th1t Disk Polyletter 82/5/05 PAIEL.GO progr11 description PolyGlot 89/2106 
l11ing Progr111in9 Langu19es R1lph Kenyon 86/5/09 P1r1llel 8251 Sche111tic John Wutentin 87/6/07 
letvorking Bob Bybee 86/4/03 P1r1llel 8251 UART John Wu tent in 8716/06 
lev Oper1tin9 System Polyletter 81/4/06 Puity Rllph Kenyon B711/03 
lev Products frOll Poly Polyllorphic Syste15 81/6/01 PASCAL R1lph Kenyon 89/3/01 
lev R<JI for 88-MS Polyletter 83/6/03 P11e1 I Pu tu res Bob Bybee 84/2/02 
lev System R1lph Kenyon 86/4/04 Puctl Putures Polyletter 84/4/02 
lev Wordlllster Muk Sutherl1nd 80/4/01 Puc1l W1nted Percy Roy 86/5/01 
levs Polyletter 84/2/01 PAYROLL.BS Progr111 Description 87/5/08 
levs Pol yletter 84/3/01 PCALC Bob Bybee 86/4/03 
levs Polyletter 84/4/01 Pcld.OV Bob Bybee 88/4/09 
levs Polyletter 84/5/01 PCOPY.00 Polyletter 83/5/04 
levs Polyletter 84/6/01 PEEK<O> Polyletter 81/1/01 
levs frOI Polyllorphic Bob Bybee 82/1/01 PEEKW Polyletter B1/1/01 
levs frOll Polyllorphic Bob Bybee 83/1/01 PEEK<2> Polyletter 81/1/01 
levs frOI Polyllorphic Boll Bybee 8312/01 PEEl<3> l PEEK<4> Polyletter 81/1/01 
levs frOll Polyllorphic Bob Bybee B3/3/01 PEEKC5> Polyletter 81/1/01 
levs frOI Polyllorphic Polyletter 83/6/02 PEEIC9> Polyletter 81/1/01 
levs frOI Polyllorphic Syste11 Polyletter 85/3/01 PEEK-DlllP.BS Description Polyletter 81/2/0B 
levs frOI Polyllorphic Syste1& Polyletter 82/3/01 PEEKER.BS Progr11 Description 8715/08 
levs frOI Polyllorphic Syste1& Polyletter 82/4/01 Peer's LIV llurphy 8816101 
levs frOI Polyllorphic Syste1& Polyletter 82/5/01 People lob Bybee 88/6/08 
levs frOI Polyllorpllic Syste1& Polyletter 82/6/01 Perfect C1lc Bl II Dnis 83/4/05 
linety-linety Rule of Project Schedvles llurplly 8816/07 PEAlllTATIOIS.BS progr11 Bob Felts 81/4/06 
lixon's Theorem •rplly 8816/07 PGL-V-01 I isting PolyGlot 89/2/07 
lo 8 bits frOI the Seri1I Port Polyletter 84/2/05 PGL-V-02 I istint PolyGlot B9/2/07 --- ~CPIJI for Polyllorphlc lllrt Suther I tnll 8011/01 PGL-V-03 I isting PolyGlot 89/2/07 
loltn's Pl1cebo Muphy 88/6/07 PGL-V-04 listing PolyGlot 89/2/07 
Ion-system IMAGE Din Deforest B0/3/09 PGL-V-05 listing PolyGlot 89/2107 
lotes froa Poly Polyletter 81/5/01 PGL-V-06 listing PolyGlot 89/2/07 
IOV 81 D<il description Bob Bybee 81/6/05 PGL-V-0? listint PolyGlot 8912/07 
llllBER-COIVERSIOl.BS Progr11 Description 86/5/09 PGL-V-OB listing PolyGlot 89/2/08 
O'Toole's C011entary on Murphy's Liv Murphy 88/6/07 PGL-Y-09 I isting PolyGlot 8912/08 
Odds 1nd Ends frOI Atl1nt1 Bob Bybee 8614/03 PGL-V-10 listing 87/1/08 
Olid1t1 192 Printer Etrl Gi lbrHdth 8712107 PGL-Y-10 I isting PolyGlot 89/2/08 
01 ERROR Polyletter 82/3/05 PGL-V-11 listing 8711/08 
OI ERROR Bug Polyletter 8312/07 PGL-V-11 listing PolyGlot 89/2/08 
01 ESCAPE Polyletter 82/3/05 PGL-V-12 listing 8711/08 
On the FORTH day of . •. Rilph Kenyon 81/5/07 PGL-V-12 listing PolyGlot 89/2/08 
One D1y in the life of IAlSI Poly Rllph Kenyon 89/6/01 PGL-V-13 listing 8711108 
OOPS! SYSTEM DISK OUT Bob Bybee 80/4/06 PGL-V-13 listing PolyGlot 8912/08 
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PGl-V-14 listing 1711/08 PolyGlot Libriry Volume 01 Listi119 86/2107 
PGL-V-14 listi"' PolyGlot 89/2108 PolyGlot Libr1ry Volume 02 Listi"' 16/2/07 
PGl-Y-15 listint 8711/08 PolyGlot Libr1ry Vol111e 03 Listlltf 86/2/07 
PGL-Y-15 I ist ing PolyGlot 89/2108 PolyGlot Libr1ry Vol11111 04 Listint 16/2/07 
PGL-Y-16 Li st i n9 8711/08 Poly61ot Libr1ry VOIUlle 05 Li1tin9 86/2/07 
PGL·V-16 isting PolyGlot 89/2/08 PolyGlot libriry Vollllt 06 listi119 86/2/07 
PGL-V-17 istint 87/2/07 PolyGlot Libriry Vol11111 07 Listing 86/4/08 
PGl-V-17 isting PolyGlot 89/2/08 PolyGlot libr1ry Vol111t 08 Listing 86/4/09 
PGL·Y-18 isting 87/2/08 PolyGlot Users Group Rilpb lenyon 83/4/02 
PGL-V-11 isti119 PolyGlot 19/2/08 PolyLetter Bick Issue Prices 1713/06 
PGL·V-19 isting 1712/08 PolyLetter Hardvlre Rilpb Kenyon 86/4/01 
PGL·V-19 isting PolyGlot 8912/08 Polyletter b1s Tilt Sbari119 lkrk Sutherland 80/3/01 
PGL·Y-20 isting 1712/01 PolyLetter Printing R1lpll Kenyon 86/4/01 
PGL·Y-20 istint Poly61ot 1912/0I PolyLetter Subscriber Address List Charles Steinhauser 86/1/04 
PGL·Y-21 isting 1712/08 PolyLetter Subscriber List Polyletter 83/ 1108 
PGL-Y-21 isting Poly61ot 89/2/08 PolyLetter under lev ltin1ge1ent Frut Sturns 83/6/01 
PGL-Y-22 isting 87/2108 PolyLetter Vis its Polylorpllic Muk Suther I and 80/3/04 
PGL-V-22 i1ti119 Poly61ot 19/2108 Polylost R1lplt lenyon 86/4/09 
PGL·V-23 istint 1714/07 PolyLost Ralpll ltnyon 86/5/09 
PGL-V-23 isting Poly61ot 89/2/08 Polyllorphic Syst111S lob Bybee 86/3/02 
PGL-V-24 Listing 8715/08 PolyMorphlc Sy1t1111 Ralph Kenyon 86/2105 
PGL-V-24 I isting PolyGlot 19/2/08 PolyMorphic Sy1t1111 R1lpb Kenyon 86/3/01 
PGL-V-25 Listint 87/6/08 Polylorphic Syst1111 Moves PolyLetter 8116/01 
P6l·V·25 listing PolyGlot 89/2109 Polylorpbic Users Gro1111 8011/02 
PGL-V-26 listing PolyGlot 19/2/09 Polyllor,hic Visit's 8eor9ii lkrt 5utherl1nd 80/1/05 
PGL·V-26 Listint Rllph lenyon 18/1/07 PolyTalt - User lequests 80/2/05 
PGL-V-27 listing PolyGlot 8912/09 Port •o• Seri1I Cirf Up9r1de lal'h lenyon 85/4/04 
PGL·Y-27 listing hlpb lenyon 8112106 Portability PolyLetter 82/6/07 
PGL-Y-21 I isting PolyGlot 1912/09 POUICE.IS Protr .. Del(ription 8714/07 
PGL-V-21 I isting R1lph Kenyon 81/3/06 pr ... GO ,rotr .. description PolyGlot 89/2106 
PGL·V-29 description - FORTH PolyGlot 8911/09 Pr191ey R1lpll lenyon 8716/01 
PGL·V-29 listing PolyGtot 19/2109 Pretty Little Polylomial Harold c. Kinne 80/4/03 
PGL-V-30 Discription PolyGlot 19/2/05 Prices of PolyLttter l1ct lsstte 87/3/06 
PGL-V-31 description <Spel I.GO> Abstract SystettS 8914/tO Pri1itive 1/0 in 1111 1105 Rltpll lenyon 8916/03 
Pbilosoplly of ll>llE <1t10ry> R1lph Kenyon 88/4/01 PRllT AT Lon Allict 80/3/07 
PllE Bob 8yMe 88/1/01 PlllT lug In BASIC C03 using MAT R1lpll ltnyon 82/1/06 
Plotter: Trouble Using John llcll 11 y 8614/01 Print-to-1-file pro9r .. 1d lltpll Kenyon 8114/05 
Plug for Printer Interface Test Russ lobbs 86/6/07 Printer COlllllnd HELP Abstract SystellS 8911/09 
Piil.GO progr11 description lob lybH 89/5/04 Printer Driver 142 Patty lytn <PM> 8112/03 
PO«E O,X PolyLetter 8111101 Printer driver iyp&ss CQct Ttt-.son 8113105 
POKE 6,X l POIE 7,X PolyLetter 1111/02 Printer lnterf1ce Confidence Test hH llffltS 8616107 
Poly -- Four Ye1rs Liter Fnnt Steuns 1215/08 Pr inter POIEI IH tyMe 8015/03 
Poly Closing! hlpll Kenyon 18/6101 Printer ''ooler 1d ... lyHe 8115105 
Poly Dictionary ISS 8115/03 Prlnter/30 Rllpll lenyon 8711/03 
Poly Dist Drive Upgr1de Ch1rles Steinhauser 8416/03 Printers C1111, ... lyHe 86/4/0 
Poly E1111l1tor lob lyltee 19/5/01 Printi119 Polyletttr l1lptu•yon-~ '614"1 
Poly Elut1tor ev1lu1tion t1lpll Kenyon 89/5108 Prnt.OV description atct ~ 81/3/01 
Poly Gr1pbics len love 85/1101 Proc1s1i119 BASIC Errors Joltn Vutentin 8112/03 
Poly Merger c1lled off PolyLetter 8113101 Pro9r .. Altort.GO dtscription PotyGlot 8912106 
Poly ProltleM Bolt lyltee 87/1101 Pr09r .. ACCUIATE·OIVIOEl.IS Description 8615/09 
Poly Users l ist PolyLetter 89/1/02 Protr .. AITIL.IS descript iOA lob lybte 8116105 
Poly Users on the Source PolyLetter 8112/02 Pr09r11 IACICa..>11.85 descr iption ... '"" 81/6/ 05 
Poly Users on the Source Polyletter 12/S/03 Pr09r .. IACIUP.GO description Cbuca T•son 81/6/04 
Poly Users on the Source Po lyLetter 8312102 Pr09r11 IASES.GO description PolyLetter 83/2/06 
Poly Ut ility IA 1984 PolyLetter 1411101 Pro9r11 8ASIC-USER-FUICTIOl·TAIS.IS Description 86/5/09 
Poly's lest lept Secret hit' lenyon 1716/01 Progr11 IASIC-USER·FUICTIOIS.IS Description 8615/09 
Poly, A Convers1tion Vith lolt lylttt 16/3102 Pro9r19 IATTLESfltP.IS descri,tion Bolt 8yMe 8113/05 
Poly, Kistoric1I Stetcll of R1tP' lenyon 16/3/01 Pr09r11 llORNYTlll-1.IS Dtscri,tion 8615/09 
Poly-88 Users Grout1 PolyLetter 1115/02 Progr11 810flNYTHll-2.IS Description 86/5109 
Poly-81 Users Group Roger Levis 8112/05 Prograa llOllNYTlll.IS description Bolt 8yltee 81/3/05 
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Pro9r .. IOlll.lllG.IS description PolyLetter 82/4/06 Pro9r111 Select.GO 1d Rilph Kenyon 81/4/05 
Pro9r111 CHAl&E.60 description PolyLetter 8214/06 Progr111 Select.GO description PolyGlot 8912/06 
Pr09r1a CHESS.GO description lob Bybee 81/3/05 Pro9r111 SETIEV.60 description Chcl Tba.pson 81/6/04 
PROGRAM CLEAi HELP Rilph Kenyon 88/3/09 Pro9r11 Sex-Appe11.as description lob Bybee 81/6/05 
Pro9r11 CLEARIEV.00 description Q11d Tll011110n 8116104 Pro9r111 SLOT.IS description lob Bybee 81/6/05 
Progr11 Cll)f .AS Description 8614/09 Pr09r11 Sii.GO description Rilph Kenyon 8913/08 
Pro9r11 CCllP-DISK.00 description Cllud Th.,Hn 8116/05 Pro9r11 SllffALL.90 description PolyLetter 83/2/06 
Pll06RAll CCllPARE HELP ~strict Systtll5 19/4/tO Pr09r11 SOIT-IUIBLE.IS Description 8615/09 
Pro9r11 COUIT.GO description lob lybff 81/4/05 Pro9r11 SORT-HEAP.BS Description 8615/09 
Pro9r111 DATA-EITRY.BS description PolyLetttr 13/2/06 Pr09r111 Spice.AS Description 86/4/09 
Pro9r111 dill.GO description Ralph lenyon 19/3/09 Progr .. SPACE.AS Description 86/4/09 
PROGRAM DIRCOPY HELP ~strict Sy1ttll5 ""'" Pr09r111 STAR-LAIES.85 Description 86/5/09 
Pro9r11 DIS80.60 description Polytetter 13/4/04 Pr09r11 St1ll9it.60 R1lph Kenyon 88/1/02 
Progr11 DisA~.IS id 111,- lenyon 8114/05 Progr11 SUl-RISE/SUl-SET.8S Description 86/5/09 
Pr09r1a DX.GO description PolyLetter 82/4/06 Progr .. SYSTEM-SORT-PRiil.BS Description 8615/09 
Pro9r111 edit description R1tpll lenyon 18/5117 Progr .. TABIER.BS Description PolyLetter 81/2/08 
Progril ERllOl.90 description PolyLetter 83/4/04 Pro9r11 TAPE-LOAD.AS Description 86/4/09 
Pro9r11 fllll.90 description PolyLetter 82/4/06 Pr09r11 TELETYPE-CODE.IS Description 8615/09 
Pr09r11 FLIES.IS description Bob Bybee 8114/05 Pro9r11 TE .. llAL-fC.AS Description 86/4/09 
Pr09r111 FITlllER.IS Description PolyLetter 81/2108 Pr09r11 TEXT-TAAi.iS description PolyLetter 82/4/06 
Progr1a FPL.GO description PolyLetter 8214/06 Pr09r11 TIClLER.BS listint R1lpll Kenyon 8815/03 
Progr111 GllOlls description 111,- Kenyon H/5/06 PROGRAM to fold Strings in BASIC Mirl Sutherland 80/3/03 
Pro9r11 NAllCllAl.IS description loll lyHt 8113/05 Pro9r11 Top of Mellory Is .lolln Varlentin 80/2/0S 
Progril MAYES.AS Description 16/4/09 Pr19r11 Tr1n.OV Dtlcrlption PolyLetter 81/2/08 
Pr09r11 HELP.GO description PolyGlot 19/2/06 Pro9r11 Tve1t .AS Descripti0t 86/4/09 
Pro9r11 NOISE-RACE.IS Description H/5/09 Pr09r11 VOL.GO description PolyGlot 8912107 
Protr .. llDUSTRIAL-SlllJLATIOl.IS Description H/5/09 Pro9r11 YSelect.00 1d R1lpll lenyon 81/4/05 
Progr .. llPUT.IS fescription loll Bybee 8114/05 Progr11 VSelect.GO description PolyGlot 8912/07 
Protr .. LEJl)IADE-STAIO.IS Description 86/5/09 PROGRAM VI it HELP R1lph Kenyon 88/3/09 
Protr• Loop.90 dHcriptiOI PolyGlot 89/2106 Pro9r11 V1it.AS Description 86/4/09 
Pr09r11 llAILER.AS Description H/4/09 PllOGIAll-LOAD.AS Progr111 Description 86/4/09 
Progr .. llA.M>ll ... llOl-f llOER.8S Description 86/5/09 Pr09r111ttrs Guide Rilph Kenyon 86/4/06 
Progrta llASTEllllllO.IS description PolyLetter 82/4/06 Progr111ing L1ngu19es: l11ing R1lph Kenyon 86/5/09 
Pro9r1a .. DIR.GO descri,tion PolyLetter 13/4/t4 PROGIMIS: HELP Rllph Kenyon 8612/06 
Pro9r .. llttOO.AS Description H/4/09 PIKJIS Dio Reid Error lu9lote 004.0 R1lph Kenyon 86/4/08 
Progr .. 91lOEM-T.90 description 111,- lenyo11 89/3/tl Protect P1rt of Your screen teuk Sutllerl1nd 80/1/01 
Progr .. lllOl-LAIOER.IS description lob lyMe 11/6/05 Pub! ic DOM in l1lph Kenyon 16/4/08 
Progr11 91>1SE-COOE.IS Description 16/5/ff Pub! ic DOM in Ralph Kenyon 86/5/09 
Pr09r1a Mon.GO description PolyOlot 19/2/06 Put ESC Into 1 Text file Al Levy 86/1/02 
Pro9r1a lllllER-COIVEASIOl.8S Descri,tiOI 8615/09 Puttint ESC Into 1 Text file Ralph Kenyon 86/3/03 
Progr11 PAIEL.GO description PotyGlot 89/2106 Qsrt.OV infor111tion Ralph Kenyon 1715/03 
Protr .. PEEl-IMll'.IS Description PolyLetter 81/2/0I Quiel leference Card 87/2/10 
Protr .. Pill.GO descriptio• ltll lpH 19/5/04 Quicksort id Ralph Kenyon 81/5/05 
Pro9r• pr ... GO fescriptiOft PolyGlot 19/2106 Radio Sll1ct DWP 230 Printer Rilpll Kenyon 87/5/03 
Pr09r .. Print-to-1-file 1d l1lpll lenyon 8114/05 ROE.AS Progr111 Description 86/4/09 
Pro9r1a PIO&llAll-LOAD.AS Descriptioa 16/4109 READ 819 in BASIC R1lph Kenyon 13/1/03 
Progr11 ROE.AS Description 86/4/09 READ.GO pr09r1a description Boll Bybee 81/4/05 
Pro9ra READ.GO description lob lyHe 81/4/05 Reider's Responses George Monti I Ion 86/6/09 
Progr .. Rebuild.GO 1d Aalpll lenyon 81/4/05 Reider's Responses ,a.,, QoodMn 8616/09 
PROGRAM Redirect screen to Printer Ink Sltlltrltnd I0/3/02 R11d1rs Requests 8716/09 
PROGIAll REIERR.IS lore Sllimel 80/4/07 Re1dtrs' Responses Ralph Kenyon 8713/09 
Pro9r .. Replace.GO 1d Rilpll Kenyon 11/4/05 REBEL.IS Pro9r~ Description 87/4/08 
Pro9r11 ReSt1rt.GO description PolyOlot 89/2/06 Relluild.90 progr111d Ralph Kenyon 81/4/05 
Pro9r .. Restore.90 description PolyGlot 19/2/06 Recov1rin9 fr1111 Edit disaster Cllucl Tha.pson 8113/04 
Pro r11 SCAl.GO description PolyLetter 83/2/06 Redirect screen to Printer .. rk Sutherland 80/3/02 
Pro9r11 SCOPY.00 description Cllud Th0111son 81/6/05 RE EITEi not I 11 ovtd nov! Rilph Kenyon 88/6/05 
Pro9r11 SCREEl-PROTECTED-OOl>.IS Otscription 86/5/09 REEITAY 11dt easy Ralph Kenyon 81/6/09 
Pro9rl8 SOIR.90 description PolyLetter 82/4/06 Reloc1t1ble files l1lph Kenyon 8916/04 
Pr09r11 Se1rch.OO dtscription PolyGlot 19/2106 lt11tte syst .. 1d loll Bybee 81/5/0S 
Progr .. SEAVAl.8S Description 16/5/19 ICJIS/LllES/OUT.IS Pro9r11 Description 87/5/08 
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REI• lut R1lpll lenyon 83/1/03 SLOT.IS protrta descr iption lob Bybee 81/6/05 
RE.,_ "ELP Rilpll Kenyon 1812/09 Sii.GO progr111 •escription Rilpll lenyon 89/3/08 
RE.,. vith •a• but lu91tte 002.0 Rilph Kenyon 86/3/06 511111 Print vitll 1 Di1lllo •iclltel Aq41ino 8616104 
REIERR.IS PROGRAM lor• Slli-1 10/4/07 S.11-C 8711/08 
Repl1ce.GO progr1m 1• Rllpll lenyon 81/4/05 511111-C Doc..e1t1tion Ron Clin 81/4/05 
Report on tlle llD/18 PolyLetter 83/5/03 Sllith Coroao TP-1 Printer Polyletter 82/4/05 
Reports on Exec/96 PolyLetter 83/3/01 Sllolt Test Rll,ai lenyon 87/3/07 
Res1le Y1lue of 1 Poly in 1984 Russ loblls 86/3/04 SMfu £qu1tions lurplly 8816/07 
AesHt Cllips R1lph lenyon 86/6/01 SllFfALL.90 description PolyLetter 83/2/06 
AeSt1rt.GO pr09r1a •escription PolyGlot 8912/06 Softvue loots Polyletter 84/5/04 
Restore.GO pro9r1• descr iption PolyGlot 8912/06 Softv1re PIClllfS AY1 il1ble PolyLetter 82/ 1/02 
REVERSE.IS - A BASIC Gille R1lpll lenyon 86/3/05 Sof tvue Sllop IN lyllee 81/5/05 
Reviev of Anchor Si9n1lm1n llo•e• PolyLetter 8512/03 Softvue Sllop Polyletter 11/2/04 
Reviev of DisAsllb.BS •ut Sutllerl1nd 80/2/03 Softv1re Source; Buying Poly's Bob Bybee 86/3/02 
Aeviev of the Toshib1 P1351 Printer John J. V1rkentin 84/4/03 SOllT TIP Bob Bybee 80/5/13 
Reviev of tvo Sorts Ken Villi• 80/3/09 SORT-BUBBLE .IS Pro9r111 Description 86/5/09 
Revisions to tlle Oper1ting Syst111 Pol yLetter 8211/03 SORT-HEAP.IS Progr111 Description 86/5/09 
Rhodes' Coroll1ry to Moire's Liv fllurplly 8816/07 SOllT.00 llut correction Allstr1ct SysttllS 89/4/09 
Al• for 8085 lob lybee 10/5/02 SORT.90 infor91tion R1lpll K111yon 8715/03 
Robert £. Lee's Truce fllurplly 88/6/07 SOllT.00 Pro9r111 description RilP' lenyon 8714/01 
Rllt 81 Bug Rilpll Kenyon 8311/03 Sorting fut Iii II Sull iY1n 81/3/06 
AlJt Versions PolyLetter 82/1/03 Sorts in Mlclllne 11n9u1ge leviev Ken Villi• 80/3/09 
RPl-CALCULATOfl.IS Progr1• Description 87/5/08 Source Polytlsers PolyLetter 8211/02 
AS-232 c1llle connections R1lpll Kenyon 8712106 Spice.AS Pr09r .. Description 86/4/09 
S-100 loud lint lob lyllee 86/4/03 SPACE.AS Protrlll Description 86/4/09 
S-100 1101rds in tlle Poly loll lyllet 81/5/03 Speed Settin9 on Disl Drives R1lpll Kenyon 86/6/02 
S-100 Extern1I Device Controller Robert ~ollnson 16/5/03 Speedup keybo1rds fnnt St11rns 81/4/04 
SA-400 •ini-Disl Drive P1rt 2 Fr1nl St11rns 83/2/07 Spell.GO pro9r1a description Rilpll lenyon 8713/01 
Slttinger's Liv fllurplly 8816/07 Spell/IAlSJ COlllll!nts Frink Steuns 8715/04 
SAYEF A1lpll lenyon 8616/03 Spell/IAlSI C01111tnt1 R1lplt lenyon 8715/05 
SAVEP l1lpll Kenyon 86/6/03 Spelling Cllecler in Public Dolllin Abstract SystttlS 89/4/ 10 
SCAl.GO •escription PolyLetter 83/2/06 SPELL 3.0 COlllll!nts fnnl Steuns 8714/02 
SCOPY.GO protr .. descr iption Cllucl Tll011pson 81/6/05 SPELL 3.0 COlllll!nts fnnl St11rns 8715/04 
Screen L1yout for• •ut Sutllerland I0/2/04 SPELL 3.0 COlllll!nts Rilpll lenyon 8714/03 
Screen Protection llrl S1tllerl1nd 80/1/01 SPELL 3.0 COlllll!nts Rllpll Kenyon 8715/05 
Screen redirected to Printer llrl SuOerl1nd I0/3/02 Spooler vorks vitll Exec/93 loll lyllee 81/4/03 
SCl££1-PROTECTED-D£11>.IS Progr111 Description 8615/09 Sq11ez i 119 IAS IC Fn1l Steuns 81/2/09 
SOii .GO description PolyLetter 1214/06 ~11ezi119 Spice in BASIC PolyLetter 82/4/08 
Se1rcll.GO pr09r111 description PolyGlot 19/2106 STAl-LAl£S.ts Pr09r .. Description 86/5/09 
SEAVAR.IS Progr111 Description 16/5/09 STAllS.IS Protr .. Description 8714/07 
Select.GO progr111 1d Rllpll Kenyon 81/4/05 St1rt Addresses Lo1d Addresses 1nd PolyLetter 83/5/03 
Select.GO progrl9 description Poly81ot 89/2/06 STAllT/STOP BASIC displ1y PolyLetter 81/3/03 
SEP 84 Dist of Month description PolyLetter 84/5/06 St1tic Electricity on s· DSDO Cll1d Tll-.son 82/3/05 
Seri1I Dtvice Driver R1lpll lttyOI 18/1/03 Stereol09ic1I 1n1lysis Dr. lriuty 8711/02 
Service for Drives ISR 19/6/01 Stereol09y Pr09r111 descr ipt ion 8712/0I 
SETIEV loll lyllfe 86/4/03 Stickillf leys Rilpll lenyon 8711/07 
SETIEV.GO pr09r1a description C1111d Tll011pson 11/6/04 STOCIS4t.16 Protr111 Description 8715/08 
Setti119 Disk Drive Speed R1lpll lenyon 8616/02 STOP 8119 la IASIC Polyletter 8211/05 
Setup; Hov To Use Cll1rles Steinh1user 86/1/03 Stopping Scrolli119 displ1ys 1111 1t•bs 81/5/06 
Sex-Appe1l.IS progr111 descr ipti on Bob lyllee 1116/05 Strip ll1nts: IASIC f1nction a.u I es ThOllpSOn 86/1/06 
SlllV'S Principle fllurplly 1116/07 SU•IT R1lpb lenyon 8716/02 
Sllu9ud SA-400 Fnnt St11rns 13/1105 S.•it .90 lllpfl lenyon 8811 /02 
Si dev1ys Scrolling by Ed it lllpll Kenyon 87/2/02 Sullscr iller Address l ist; Polyletter Ct11rles Steinh1user 86 /1/04 
s1• for 1085 Boll lyllee 80/5/02 SUI-RISE/SUI-SET.IS Progr111 Description 86/5/09 
Sii b11g R1lpll Kenyon 88/3/08 SUIVAl.IS Pro9r19 Description 87H/07 -------Sii lug in BASIC R1lpll Kenyon 8JJ3/07 S.per Pi lot n• Sc1111y 1114102 
Slo Input bug R1lpll Kenyon 83/3/07 Super Zip <for leybo1rds> fnlt Stt fTIS 1114/04 
Sio.PS lu9lote 17.0 Abstr1ct SysttllS 19/1/09 SUPE.U.IS 8712/08 
Sio.PS Progr1m listing Rilpll Kenyot 81111 /05 Sarvey for11 PolyLetter 8612/0I 
Stip Lines: BASIC Function Cll1rles Tll011pson 86/1/06 Survey Vin11tn Rllpll Kenyon 8613/08 
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S.1ptnst file progr .. <TICKLEa.IS> 
Syquest 1191 Fixed 
Sy1te11 Ellll1nce111nts Exec/93 
Syste11 enll1nc111ents Exec/94 
Sy1t .. Pro9r1111er1 Guide 
Syste11 Pr09r1111er1 Guide <Mst> 

hlptl Kenyon 
PolyLetter 
PotyLetter 
Don Mot 
Ratpll lt11yon 
hf P' lenyon 

Advertising 

11/5/02 
1316/02 
lt/t/Ot 
11/2/0t 
1614/06 
1113/09 

Commerc i a l advert i sing rates are $50 for a 
full page, $25 for a half page, and 915 for 
a Quarter page . Anything smaller is $3.00 
per column inch . A column is 3-3/4 inches 
wide by 10 inches tall . A full page is 
7-5/8 inches w i de . Noncommercial ads by 
subscribers are free. 

PolyMorphic 8813 needs home . Make offer . 
Conway Spitler, P. O. Box 385, Fillmore, CA 
93016-0385 

Poly 8813 , 3 dr i ves, 64K, 2 printer ports, 
with a set of spare boards, 1 spare drive, 
2 AJ-832 daisy-wheel letter quality 
printers, all documentation, etc . Any 
reasonable offer <must take all>, Doug 
Schirripa, 716 - 724-5023 <days> or 
716-657-7437 <eveni ng>. 

Entire PotyMorphic System User Manual, 
System 88 User's Manual with Exec/96 
addendum, & System 88 Operation Essentials 
On IBM d i sk . Al Levy, 516-293-8358 

FOR SALE: PolyMorph i c System 8813, 64K, 
three new double-sided drives lNot double 
density] <also reads & writes single-sided 
disks>: high resolution PotyGrafix video 
card <640x240) w/ Inverse video ca pab i I ity 
<compatible '#ith all standard graphics 
programs>: Programmable Character Generator 
with software driver: 15" Sanyo monitor: 
GRI 777 keyboard: cassette & printer 
mini-cards: Integral Data Systems 
" BrighterWriter" printer . Enhanced system 
software. Excel lent condition . Best 
offer. Ken Lowe, 5936 Zina Circle, West 
Valley City, UT 84120 <801> 969-7?36 . 

FOR SALE: Poly 8810 box with power supply 
and mother board . $50 plus shipping . 
Charles A. Thompson, 2909 Rosedale Avenue, 
Da II as, Texas 75205-1532 , <214)-368-8223. 

DISKS - MX>EMS - PAO.es - SOFTillARE - SPELL 
••• New Low Prices ••• 

t. MAXELL diskett1s1 5-1/4" to hard sector -- 910 per Mix . 
2. Ustd diskettes: 5-1/4" to bird sector -- t0.50 e1cll. 
3. lllye1 •icr0110de11 too <300 b11d s-too intern11 I04tll> t20 . 

(ff you don't ~Vt I IOd .. tflil ii I clleap VIY to 10.) 
4. M1y11Sy1 110dt9 softvtre <for the •icrOllOd .. 100> ttO. 
5. Abstr1ct Syste111 Exec <Enllanc191nt1 I ~ts corrected> t30. 
6. Abstract Sy1te111 Pr0111 <Enb111ee11ents I bu91 corrected> $35. 
7. PolyGlot l ibr1ry Volumes : t• e1ch; 5 or 10re - $5 e1ch . 
I. M1yes Slllrtll0de11 t2001 <IMI COlllJltible intern1I> S40 . 

Abstr1ct Systems, etc . , 19t Vhite Otts Ro1d , 
Villi191tOVR, MA 01267, Pllone: (4t3> 458-3597 

<Send tt .00 for 1 COlllJlete c1t1109--lfree vith 1ny order! .> 
<Mite check or 11e>ney order p1y1bl1 to R1lph Kenyon.> 

Servioe 

Poly HD-18 controller cards, wh i ch was 
manufactured by Xebec , can be replaced or 
serviced by a subsidiary of Xebec, 
Omni shore, who is sti II in bus i ness at 1700 
Forest Way, Carson City, NV 89706, Phone: 
<?02) 883-8885. 

Percy Roy reports that his Keyboard I ll 
is failing. The problems he descr i bes 
sound like a key switch is wear i ng out . 
Keyboard Ill has individual switches fo r 
each key. Does anyone out there in 
PolyLand have a defunct Keyboard Ill that 
we could take apart for spare parts? 

Environzaent Corner 

I've begun a new campa i gn to f i ght j unk 
mall. I send it back to them i n the i r own 
postage paid envelope . I Include every 
scrap of junk they sent me, i n clu d i ng the 
outer envelope . This way t h e y n ot only 
have to dispose of it , they h ave to p ay the 
return postage . I also send ba c k th e junk 
which comes with my various b ills . I f we 
all did this we would all probabl y get a 
tot less junk ma i I . 

have also made up a s t icker whi c h 
says: 

These envelopes with eel l ophane 
or glassine windows cannot be 
recycled. Stop using them! 

I attach the sticker to a ny offen d i ng 
envelopes in not only junk ma i I, but on a ny 
bills I pay. 
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Bug Note 

Abstract Systems BugNote 019.0 May 5, 1983 

Edit 3.3 C6/10/81> has a bug in the exit 
routine. ESC CTRL-0 RETURN closes the 
output file. If the output file has been 
closed and there is more data to be read in 
from the input file than will fit in 
memory, edit blows up on a normal exit 
sequence <ESC CTRL-E>. Most of the time, 
my system reboots, but it has sometimes 
locked up. Only pushing the LOAD button 
works. 

To a VO id this problem, use ESC CTRL-X 
RETURN to exit when no output file is 
desired. 

Bit Buoket 

Poly's WordMaster program FORMAT .GO 
inserts an extra space after periods, 
exclamation points, question marks, and 
other end of sentence punctuation. It 
checks the next to the last character for 
cases involving quotations, parenthesis, 
etc. One side effect of this is that 

Poly Letter 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamsto•n, llA 01267 
(413) 458-3597 

Address Correction R~uested 

FORMAT will insert an extra space after 
abbreviations like Mr., Ms., Or., etc. To 
prevent this extra space from being 
inserted, use the lpointJ command in place 
of the period. In the above line I have 
"MrlpointJ, Mslpointl, OrlpointJ, etc." 

In This Iaaue 

Editorial 
Letters • 1 
Announcements PM 2. O. 1 
Polyletter: The first 10 Years 2 
Advertisements 9 
Service - Hard Disk Controller 9 
Envirorment Corner 
BugNote 19 - Exiting Edit 
The Bit Bucket 

Corzling Soon 

9 
10 
10 

Poly Meta, More: BASIC for Beginners, PC 
stuff, System Programmers Notes, Help, 
BugNotes, Pub I ic Domain Software, etc. 
More of Polyletter: The first 10 years. 
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191 White nGks Ro?d 
Wi lliamst o\ n , MA 01267-2256 

@Copyright 1990 by Ralph E. Kenyon, Jr. 
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questions you'd like answered are readily accepted. This is your 
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Back volumes of Poly Letter < 198 O th r u 1 9 8 9 > 
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Overseas add $10. Individual back issue s 
are also available C$3.50, $4.00, $5.00 >. 
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Editorial 

Our numbers have continued to dwindle. 
We are now down to 28 subscribers. I do, 
however, kno'"' of some Poly users who have 
no interest in PolyLetter. Their Poly's 
serves them quietly and without the benefit 
of our sharing. 

When I assumed the helm in 1986 we were 
at slightly over 90 subscribers. I managed 
to build it up to over 100 for a while, but 
the last 5 years has seen a slow but steady 
decline. Because we are now an exclusive 
club of die-hards, we ought to communicate 
more. A few of us talk occasionally, but 
many are never heard from. Let's hear from 
the "s I lent majority". What wou Id you Ii ke 
to see in PolyLetter? Take a bit of time 
and share your story with us. Send us 
I etters: you don't HAVE to ta I k about your 
Poly. 

Announoeznent• 

Stanwood Associates, Inc., of Chicago 
submitted a revie'<it copy of SIMPLY 
INGENIOUSTM "The World's Simplest 
Database. 

The program certainly lives up to it's 
name. Stanwood chose to name the main 
program •N.COM". It keeps a data file 
called notes.fit. Typing "N" and ENTER 
brings up the a screen with two simple 
instructions. Typing one or two words will 
cause Simply Ingenious to search through 
its database and display all records 
containing those words. Typing three or 
more words causes Simply Ingenious to tack 
on the date and time and store the text 
typed unti I ENTER is struck twice in a row. 
Each entry has the date and time of its 
creation. The main data file is stored in 
DOS TEXT format, so may be edited with any 
word processor which handles ASCII files. 
In the search and display mode records may 
be erased. Erasure procedes by menu 
selection and confirmattion. During the 
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actual erasure process, Simply Ingenious 
creates a notes.bak file; this prevents 
accidental data loss. Simply Ingenious is 
so simple to use its documentain fits on 
one two-sided sheet of paper, and even that 
is unnecessary. It boasts that most users 
are fully qualified in less than one 
minute! 

An optional dialer is included; this 
allows one to dial using a modem direct 
from within the program. Also provided was 
a program to interface to d-Base Ill & 
d-Base IV files. 

The program reta i Is for $49.95 and runs 
on DOS compatible computers. For further 
info contact: Stanwood Associates, Inc., 
303 East Ohio Street, Chicago, IL 60611, 
<312> 828-9734 1-800-752-7982. 

Letters 

Dear Ralph, December 14, 1990 

I've recently been asked to repair a 
couple of Poly hard disk drives. Not the 
ones I built, but the "real" 88/DS hard 
drive boxes that Poly used to sell. It's 
been interesting. As all good PolyLetter 
readers know, I bu i It and so Id hard drives 
to Poly users for several years, much to 
PolyMorphic's chagrin. But I had never 
seen one of thei'r- units, face to face, 
until recently. It's a nice box. Looks 
just like the old 8810 chassis, but with 
different cutouts on the front. And 
inside, it looks just about like the ones I 
used to build... even uses the same Xebec 
disk controller board. 

This e><perience gave me two reasons to 
'<itrite to Polyletter this month. First is 
the article about SASl/SCSI interfacing, 
'<ithich is included below. But it also gave 
me a great idea: '<ithy not do away with the 
externa I box, with its Xebec control I er and 
power supply, and just put a small 
SCSI-interface drive right inside an 8813 
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chassis? It can take the place of one 
5.25" floppy drive, using the same power 
supply connections. Imagine your 8813 with 
two floppies and a hard drive, all in one 
box! <Or three floppies, if you want to 
replace two of them with half-height 
drives.> 

Today, SCSI drives can be had with as 
little as 20 MB of storage, or as much as 
100 MB or more. Poly owners may >want to 
consider this option if they have a hard 
drive that goes down, or if they just want 
to add more storage to an existing Poly 
system. 

As they say on That's Incredible, "don't 
try this at home." This kind of change 
would require new software, since the Poly 
device drivers wouldn't know how to work 
with today's SCSI drives. Plus, the Poly 
host adapter card requires a minor change 
to keep it from damaging the new SCSI 
drives. 

You may recall that PolyMorphic got 
quite upset at me for selling hard drives 
in the past. They felt I was in 
competition with them, and I agreed not to 
compete in that area any more. But now 
that Poly is officially out of business, I 
feel comfortable in declaring myself "back 
into" the hard drive business. If I can be 
of assistance to any of your readers, 
please have them contact me. -- Bob Bybee, 
Stone Mountain, Georgia. 

CBob, >why did you ever agree not to compete 
with Poly? Comp et it ion is the I ife-b lood 
of American business. Having a good, 
quality product at competetive prices 
benefits us all. Without competition, a 
company can price itself out of the market, 
as Poly appears to have done <among other 
problems>. Please enlighten us; share your 
reasons for not competing with Poly. Bob 
can be reached at 404/498-3556 or Poly 
Peripherals, 5011 Brougham Court, Stone 
Mountain, GA 30087. Ed.J 

Dear Ralph, December 29, 1990 

am still struggling to make to HO's 
opera tiona I. Bob Bybee was unsuccessfu I in 
his attempt. 

I would like to advertise in Polyletter 
to buy an HD compatible with Poly. 

Omnishore has control boards and makes 

HD units, but they are unable to read the 
Poly system disk. They need specs on the 
HD unit -- specifically how many cylinders, 
sectors/cyl. and bytes/sector -- in order 
to supply the workable hardware. I have 
asked Bob Bybee for his input and would 
appreciate same from anyone else. Perhaps 
Parsei could help, but I do not h~ve his 
current phone number or address? 

My four HO's have fourd different hard 
drives, NEC, TULIN Corp., QUANTUM, and 
RODIME. I ca I led Quantum who no longer 
make the model Q530 nor could they tell me 
who might have it. 

So if you or anyone else can help, I 
would be grateful. Best wishes for the New 
Year, -- Jim Trahan, 2601 Section Road, 
Cincinnati, OH 45222, Phone: <513> 
531-3106. 

(Jim -- I seem to remember, among the 
documentation on disk that I got from Poly, 
that there were some modifications or 
jumpers to be set on the Xebec contro Iler 
for operation on the Poly. As far as the 
hardware goes, I do know that the 
controller is set up for 256 byte sectors, 
32 sectors per track using jumper W3. 
Unfortunately, I am presently unable to 
locate the Poly documentation. I wi 11 keep 
my eyes open for it. 

What I might suggest is that you send 
your defunct controller to OmniShore and 
ask that they set up the replacement 
controller with the same modifications 
and/or jumpers as was on your old one. 

In regard to the number of cylinders, 
heads, etc., that depends upon the drive. 
Poly's WCU program needs this information 
to properly format..-1:he drive. Many 
different drives are all compatible >with 
Poly's Volume Manager driver software. I 
have some information needed to answer 
WCU's questions. These number are in 
DECIMAL and would need to be converted to 
HEX for the Poly WCU program. Here are the 
specs for some models of the drives you 
list: 

Drive Size Hd Cyl RW WP 
NEC 5126 21 4 615 615 128 
NEC 5146 44 8 615 615 128 
Q520 18 4 512 256 256 
Q530 27 6 512 256 256 
Q540 36 8 512 256 256 
TL226 22 4 640 999 300 

' 
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Tl240 33 6 640 
R0201 6 2 320 
R0201E 11 2 640 
R0202 11 4 320 
R0202E 22 4 640 
R0203 16 6 320 
R0203E 33 6 640 
R0204 22 8 320 
R0204E 44 8 640 
R0252 10 4 306 
R0351 5 2 306 
R0352 10 4 306 

Cap = Capacity in megabytes 
Hd = NLmber of heads 
RW = Reduced Write Cylinder 

999 300 
132 0 
132 0 
132 0 
132 0 
132 0 
132 0 
132 0 
132 0 
80 80 
80 80 
80 80 

WP = Write Precompensation Cylinder 

Page 

The parking cylinder should be larger 
than the total number by a number of 
tracks. I don't know what's best, but you 
could just add 10 or 20 to the list. The 
drive wi 11 try to step out how much you 
say, but will stop at its physical limit. 

have the specs on numerous other 
drives, but my list is not complete. Any 
drive which uses the ST506/ST412 interface 
should work. I am using an IBMWD25 in 
mine. Any full height or half height drive 
which supports MFM format should work 
provided it uses the ST506/ST412 interface. 
If you have any particular drive you'd like 
info on, I'd be happy to look it up in my 
I ist of 183 drives. 

OmniShore won't be able to format a 
drive for you. You 'ffi 11 need to do that 
using Poty's WCU.GO. Oh, they may be able 
to format it to Poly's specifications, but 
WCU.GO \rlants to \rlrite the parameters on the 
drive for Driver.DD to access, and I don't 
know if the checksum for that data \rlill be 
computed in the same way. -- Ed.J 

Wltat's Soa1q lbo.f SCSI'/ 
by Bob Bybee 

Hard disk storage has come a long way 
since the early 1980's. When I first 
started \rlorking \rlith hard drives, the 
"state of the art" was a 10 megabyte drive 
\rlith 8-inch platters, that weighed about 40 
pounds and cost over $1000 . Plus, you 
needed a fancy disk controller to talk to 
it. The controller itself cost $700. No 
wonder "'e "pioneers" paid an arm and a leg 
for our first hard drives! 

The $700 disk control fer I'm referring 
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to was a very complex, high-speed piece of 
electronics. It had to be, 'cause it had 
to keep up with a fast hard drive that was 
slinging about 5 mi 11 ion bits per second at 
it. Our I itt le computers weren't nearly 
capable of keeping up with that kind of 
data, so the contro 11 er was kind enough to 
sit between us and that nasty, fire-
breathing disk drive . Here's h 0 w the 
computer, the contro II er and the drive al I 
fit together. 

computer 

contro 11 er 

hard drive 

Fine with us! We didn't want to have 
our poor little 8080 processor dealing \rlith 
that hard drive directly any...,ay . Bad 
enough that our CPU has to keep up "'ith 
tracks, cylinders, sectors and bytes on our 
floppy disks. We "'ere happy to let this 
other contro Iler hand le the deta i Is as far 
as talking to the hard disk. 

The controller simplified our vie"' of 
the hard disk. Instead of seeing it as 
tracks, sectors, and so on, \rle could no"' 
think of the drive as just a series of 
"logical blocks." , ln fact, that's just ho\rl 
Dio, the Poly ROM entry point for disk 1/0, 
\rlanted to see things any\rlay. So this 
controller was a perfect match for Dio. 

There \rlas a defined protocol, or 
language, for talking to this controller. 
You sent it a "command block" of 6 bytes, 
which specified things like: 
- Which drive? There cou Id be sever a I, but 
often there was only one hard drive 
attached to the controller. Some of the 
controllers even let you add floppies or 
tape drives, though Poly never used that 
feature. 
- What to do? Typically it \rlould be a 
read, write, or format command. 
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- Where to start? This was a block number, 
from 0 to the maximum number of blocks 
available on the drive. 
- How many blocks to do? Another number . 

If you've ever written a program on the 
Poly that calls Dio, these items should 
look fami Ii ar. The parameters you pass to 
Dio are exactly these four items, passed in 
the A, B, C, and HL registers. <Dio also 
requ i res the memory address in OE.> 

This command protocol, along with the 
electr i cal interface specification for the 
controller, was developed by Shugart for 
use on their hard drives. Remember 
Shugart? They put some of the first 5.25" 
floppies in our Polys. Since they wrote 
this specification, they got to name it, 
and they called i t the Shugart Associates 
Standard Interface, or SASI. Other vendors 
hopped on the bandwagon, and soon there 
were a dozen SASl-compatible drives and 
controllers available. 

Well, anyth i ng th i s good has to get 
screwed up by a committee. The vendors 
decided to get together with the American 
National Standards Institute <ANSI> and 
cast this specification in concrete . The 
SASI spec was developed mainly for hard 
drives, but they could see that it might 
come in handy for other devices, like tape 
drives, optical read-only or write-once 
drives, or even printers . So they added . 
And they extended . And they renamed . The 
old SASI standard became the new, improved, 
committee-ized Small Computer Systems 
Interface, or SCSI. Most people pronouce 
it "scuzzy." 

Actually, SCSI came out fairly well, 
compared to most committee outputs. It 
'Works, it has some nice enhancements over 
SASI, and it even retains compatibility 
'With SASI in most areas . One problem with 
SASI 'Was that d i fferent equipment, from 
different vendors, handled certain things 
in vendor-dependent ways. Disk errors, for 
example . So, you either had to stick with 
one vendor's method of doing things, and 
not buy drives/controllers from other 
vendors, or you had to make your software 
very smart, or sh i p different versions of 
software depending on whose disk controller 
you bought this month. Not fun. SCSI did 
away with most of those problems. But it 
i s also different enough from SASI, that 
your old SASI hardware and software won't 
"plug in and play" with SCSI equipment. 

So what's so great about SCSI? In 
addition to the s i mple command protocol, 
SCSI has a simple electrical protocol for 
connect i ng the computer to the controller . 
It sends 8 bits <one byte> at a time . The 
controller always asks for what it wants 
next, wh i ch keeps th i ngs simple for the CPU 
side . And the method of moving e~ch byte 
across the interface is short and sweet: 

1. The contro Iler says REQUEST . want a 
transfer. 
2. The CPU reads a byte, or wr i tes a byte, 
depending on wh i ch direction the data i s 
flowing for that transfer. 
3 . The CPU says ACKNOWLEDGE. I'm done w i th 
your request. Next byte! 

This is so simple, it takes only two 
wires: one for the request signal and one 
for the ack. There are also 8 data lines , 
plus a couple of extra control signals that 
are used only during the start and end of 
the transfer, and there's an optional 
parity b i t to check on data accuracy . In 
total, SCSI requ i res about 18 wires plus 
ground wires. 

With an interface this simple, you'd 
expect it to be high-speed . And it is. 
SCSI specifies that you can move 1 megabyte 
per second . Most disk drives can't keep up 
with that rate, so the limiting factor is 
the drive, not the SCSI interface. There 
are optional features in the SCSI spec that 
can push the data rate up to 4 MB/second, 
but those aren't used in most applications . 

lmbedded SCSI 

The "old way" was to have your CPU talk 
to a host adapter board in your computer . 
The host adapter talked to the SCSI 
controller, and the SCSI controller talked 
to the drive. What if the SCSI controller 
were bui It into the hard drive? Now they 
are. It's hard to even find a separate 
SCSI contro Iler anymore. <Xebec went out 
of business.> To put a SCSI drive into an 
IBM-PC, all you need is a "host adapter" 
card that goes into an IBM card slot, a 
drive, and some software <usu a I ly provided 
with the host adapter>. 

Do all PCs use SCSI drives? No . Why 
not? Early PC software was written 
especially for a different type of 
controller, so there's an historical bias 
against SCSI in the PC market . But this 
other controller can only handle drives up 
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to a certain capacity, whereas SCSI drives 
can be built '#ith virtually unlimited 
capacity. There's one available no'# with 
over a GIGAbyte on it. 

Non-PC systems, such as UNIX 
workstations, don't have this historical 
bias. They also tend to have a larger 
appetite for disk space than MS-DOS based 
machines, so it's common to see SCSI drives 
in larger computers. 

Smart Drives 

One nice feature about SCSI is that the 
drives are very smart. If the drive media 
has any "bad blocks," these are detected 
and marked when the drive is formatted, so 
the drive always appears defect-free once 
it's installed. Some SCSI drives even 
detect bad blocks which "grow" during 
normal operation as the drive ages, and 
re-map these blocks too, so it's very rare 
for a disk error to occur on a modern SCSI 
drive. 

But my favorite SCSI feature is the one 
called "inquiry." Soft'#are in the host 
computer can ask the drive for its capacity 
<number of blocks), its organization in 
tracks, sectors, and heads, the name of its 
manufacturer and the drive model number, 
and probably other information that nobody 
would ever care to kno'#. So the host 
software never needs to be configured for a 
particular drive; it can be made self
configuring, so it can work with drives of 
all sizes. 

Other Interfaces 

I'll wind up this article '#ith a quick 
overview of the other types of disk 
interfaces commonly available today. Each 
of these uses a different type of 
controller and/or host adapter, and the 
software for each one is different. 
Compatibi I ity is but a dream. 

ST-506. Seagate Technology created this 
for their early 5.25" hard drives. ST-412 
is a similar interface. The controller 
card is quite complex since the drive 
doesn't have much "smarts" on it. Probably 
more than 90% of all PCs have ST-506 
controller cards and drives. 

ESDI: Enhanced Small Disk Interface. 
Used for large, fast drives, usually even 
larger and faster than SCSI. Commonly used 

in workstations and file servers. But 
again, the controller is complex and the 
drives aren't very smart. 

IDE: Integrated Drive Electronics. This 
is one of the newer standards for drive 
interfacing. As the name implies, this one 
puts most of the disk-controller smarts 
into the drive, rather than into the host 
computer, so the interface card in the 
computer becomes quite simple and cheap. 
Found in many new AT-type systems. 

IPI and IPl-2: Intelligent Peripheral 
Interface . This one is fairly rare, but it 
provides a "smart" interface like SCSI. 

SCSl-2: A new enhanced version of SCSI. 
Has 16-bit transfers for more speed, and a 
number of other new features. 

£Editor's note. Just to keep apples and 
oranges separate, Shugart Associates System 
Interface <SASI> describes the way the 
computer must communicate with the 
controler. The host adaptor makes this 
physically possible. Poly's host adaptor 
is just a set of glorified parallel status 
and data ports connecting the S-100 bus to 
the right sized cable. The Shugart 
Technology ST506 interface specification 
describes the electrical and timing 
interface to the drive. It's actually 
quite similar to the interface between the 
Poly's disk controler and the SA-400 
drives, but with a few more control lines 
and requiring faster and more precise 
timing. Poly's double density controllers 
are "inteligent" controllers and perform 
many of the functions that SASI or SCSI 
controllers do for hard drives. As Bob 
mentioned, SCSI "drives" are really drives 
with the controller built in, and the SCSI 
interface specification is different from 
the SASI.. ,. --

Poly's Winchester Controller Utility 
program, WCU.GO, detects bad sectors when 
the drive is formatted, and the device 
driver code in Driver.DD performs the same 
service during the normal course of 
operating the drive. Poly's Volume Manager 
software maintains a 32 sector poo I Cone 
track> on any hard drive for replacements 
for bad sectors; these sectors are 
automatically allocated as replacements for 
bad sectors discovered during operation -
"on the fly". Poly users will normally not 
see any hard disk errors; the automatic 
a I location process reassigns sectors from 
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the pool as the bad sectors are detected. 
The device driver code rewrites the device 
conf igura ti on block to record the location 
of bad sectors as they accumulate. When 
you use WCU to park the hard disk, it will 
report the number of bad sectors that have 
accumulated to date. If that number is 
"20" C32 decimal>, then the pool is used 
up . 

Bob mentioned that "Some SCSI drives 
even detect bad blocks which 'grow' during 
normal operation as the drive ages, and 
re-map these blocks ••• " This is a case of 
putting not only the controller on the 
drive, but some of the supporting device 
driver software as well. 

The "inquiry" feature Bob spoke of is 
only ava i I ab le because the data is written 
on the drive during it's initial formating . 
Po ly's WCU program writes whatever you tel I 
it as the drive configuration when the 
drive is formatted . That usually includes 
the formatting information and the 
manufacture. Of course, that information 
must be available when it comes time to 
configure the drive <"partition" in pc 
parlanc>. Poly's CONFIGURE.GO program 
"enquires" of the drive its tracks and 
configuration by reading it from the drive. 
-- Ed.J 

Edit.GO 

One of the things that Edit.GO does when 
you exit is to "erase" each of the block 
markers you may have put into the file but 
didn't take time to delete. However, 
sometime in the many versions Poly 
produced, this got to be a slow process. 
Poly took steps to speed the process up, 
but that resulted in another anomaly. When 
Edit "erases" a block marker, it just 
converts it into an ascii null COO>. but 
leaves it in the file. Edit gets rid of 
these during the load process when starting 
to EDit the file again. It removes any 
nulls. This works fine most of the time, 
but lately, I have been capturing the 
output of format.GO in a file and hand 
editing a few characters . Unfortunately, 
when a graphics character contains nulls, 
Edit strips them out too. Cl found this 
out when I created the Copywrite symbol 
using graphics.> 

Genealogy 

Lately, I have become Interested in 

geneology issues. At a family reuinion one 
cousin suggested that I put all the 
relatives <personal data, not persons> on 
my computer . I began by just collecting 
names and addresses, but I soon added 
relationship data to keep track of who was 
related to whom and how . I began creating 
a program to browse through the data base 
using relationship links. 

Some geneology information pertains to 
one person -- name , address, telephone 
number, etc. Some geneology data pertains 
to two persons -- who gave birth to whom 
and when, who married whom and when, who 
widdowed whom and when, etc . After much 
consideration I settled on two source files 
of data and three compiled files . 

I put one-person information in a file 
called "FAMILY-NAMES.TX" . This file has 
the person's name, nick-name, address, 
phone number, and sex. I put two-person 
information in a file called 
"FAMILY-EVENTS.TX" . This file has the 
names of the two persons, the date, and a 
code letter for the event. I have codes 
for the following events. B - gives birth 
to, A - adopts by mother, a - adopts by 
father, F - fathers, L - lives with, M -
marries, S - separates, D - divorce, W - is 
widowed by, and Z - is survived by. 

Both the FAMILY-NAMES and FAMILY-EVENTS 
files are hand edited files but have 
particular columns for the data. But, 
since BASIC runs very slow on var i able 
length record files, I have programs which 
compile both these files into fixed length 
record files . COMPILE-NAMES simply makes a 
fixed length data file with the names from 
FAMILY-NAMES.TX. COMPILE-EVENTS is, 
however, somewhat more complicated . It 
reads the names into, _4n array and sorts 
them. Each name in the EVENTS file is 
looked up <with a binary search>: the NAMES 
file record number is used in the EVENTS.OT 
file rather than the actual name text . 

have a third program, COMPILE-VECTORS, 
which creats a data file with links from a 
person to certain other relatives. The 
links for a person include mother, father, 
spouse, o Ider s i b I i n g , younger s i b I in g. and 
youngest child. By compiling this data in 
a file it is possible to move around the 
data base very quickly. I use Don Moe's 
Form.av program to dispaly a person's data 
and a linked event on one screen. By 
pressing various keys, I can skip, in the 
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blink of a disk access, to any one of the 
relations linked in the vector file. 
Compiling the .TX files into the .OT files 
takes a bit of time; but once compilation 
is complete, access to the relations is 
quite fast. 

The final program allows printing a 
couple of kinds of reports. One is the 
geneology data for a person. This printout 
is basically a data collection and 
verification form that lists all data on 
one person -- including all relations. A 
second report is a family tree of the 
descendents of a selected person. My 
original idea was to present my 86 year old 
materna I grandmother with a complete I ist 
of all her descendents and their spouses. 
But it mushroomed into something bigger. 

Family trees are usually presented 
horizontally. Computers don't like 
horizontal trees. To make my computer 
happy, I turned the tree on its side. The 
ancestors of a person get printed first -
the branches of the tree. The descendents 
of the person get printed second -- the 
roots of the tree. Right now the system 
can handle up to 6 generations. 

The task has presented some interesting 
BASIC programming problems. For example, 
printing a Ii st of a person's descendents 
required thinking about how to arrange the 
I ist and how to program the computer to 
follow the design. On a horizontal tree, a 
couple's children are lined up, side by 
side, under the coup le. A person's spouse 
is linked to one side. Here's what it 
looks like: 

Turning this on its side in such a way that 
there is space to write a person's name to 
the right of the box requires shifting 
things around a bit . Instead of putting 
the children Just to the right of the 
parents, I move them down. But, I also 
a I ways put a spouse below the blood family 
member. Vertical lines link parents with 

children. Parents are on the left, 
children on the right . 

Mother 

Father 

Chi Id 

Spouse 

Chi Id 

Chi Id 

Spouse 

!O 1Hr IDtler (pert 3} 

Systee Revisions PolyLetter 82/1/03 
SYSTDl-SOllT-PRllT.15 Progr11 Description 86/5/09 
Sz1p.GO pr09r111 use lob Bybee 81/6/06 
T-TEST.8S Pro9r11 Description 17/5/01 
TAl8ER.IS Description PolyLetter 81/2/01 
Table-Driven Pro9r1111 lob Bybee 84/2/02 
Tate Heart Dear PolyOvner Al Levy 85/2/04 
TAPE-LOAD.AS Pro9r11 Description 86/4/09 
TELETYPE-CODE.IS Pr09r11 Description 86/5/09 
Ter1in11 programs - PGl-V-12 87/1/08 
TE .. llAL-FC.AS Protr11 Description 86/4/09 
TEXT-TAAi.iS description PolyLetter 82/4/06 
The "System• Dist PolyLetter 82/5/06 
The lird HIS I Ille PolyLetter 84/4/01 
The C. A. T•Olpson llethod Charles Th01pson 80/5/02 
The Central Processing Unit <CPU> lob Bybee 14/6/02 
The Essence of V1porVe1r Ch1rle1 Steinhauser 87/4/06 
The first Bug Ralph Kenyon 86/5/05 
The List One's Liv of Pro9r11 Generations Murphy 81/6/07 
The lev Sy1te11 R1lph Kenyon 86/4/04 
The Other BASIC R1lph Kenyon 88/2/09 
The Other BASIC R1lph Kenyon 88/3/07 
The Other Guys R1lph Kenyon 86/4/03 
The Other Guys Ralph Kenyon 86/6/09 
The Other G11y1 <1 •> RI I ph Kenyon 87/3/01 
The Progr111111rs Cllcul1tor lob Bybee 10/3/02 
The Rescue PolyLetter 14/1/04 
The St1ct Polyletter 12/6/02 
The Str1i9bt Vire R1lph Kenyon 87/2/06 
The Top of llellory 11. .. . .ltltn Vtrttfttin 10/2/05 
ne Ulti•t• Protr11 IH lyMt I0/1/06 
Tbor11u'1 Theories of Adlpt1tion Mlrphy 11/6/07 
Tl 820 Printer lnt1rf1ce lob Bybee 10/5/06 
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TICILEl.IS 
Ti• Clock 
Ti• Displ1y 11 Hours 1nd Minutes 
Ti• Sh1ri119 for PolyLetter 
TlllEl<llB.IS Pro9r11 Description 
TITLE on PAGE CGlllnd 
Tod1y.AS source code 
Tr1n.OV Description 
Trouble Usin9 1 Plotter 
True Circle -- User profile 
TSR Pro9rm 
TSR pro9r1111 for the Poly 
Tve1t.AS Pro9r11 Description 
Tvin System 
Tvo Poly TSR protrllS. 
Tvo's cOlpltMnt 
TYPE Bu9 
TYPE on I Clone 
Typesetting vith your Poly 
UCSD PASCAL 
Ulff>ELETE ~IO HELP 
Under the Double lntegr11 
UISAYEP <put 1> 
UISAYEP <put 2> 
UISAYEP <put 3) 
UISAYEP <put 0 
Up9r1di119 1n 1110 to Tvo Drives 
User Defined functions in BASIC 
User Defined functions: BASIC 
User Input Pro9r11 Reviev 
User profile - True Circle 
User Report on Stu1rt Voods 
Users Address List 
Users Group for Polytlorphic 
Usin9 Exec frOI BASIC 
Usin9 FOllllAT frOI Exec 
Usin9 for11t frOI Exec; More 
Usin9 FTP II I ter1in1I 
Usin9 lllilist - P1rt 4 
Usin9 Super Zip 
Usin9 Tvo Printers frOI BASIC 
Usin9 Vordltlster II Vithout VPS 
Usin9 Your Ill Color Monitor 
Yirtu1I Universe Oper1tint System 
VOL.GO pro9r11 description 
Yol1111 M11119er Expl1ined 
YSelect.GO pro9r .. 1d 
YSelect.GO pr09r .. description 
V1it HELP 
V1it StltH 
V1it.AS Protr11 Description 
V1nted: CASMFLOll 
V1nted: Chectlloot Pro9r .. 
V1nted: fin1nci1I Pr09r1111 
V1nted1 Inventory Syste11 
V1nted: PHCll 
V1r1 St1rtin9 <IOlll Shelter> 
Veinberg's Coroll1ry 
Ve i nberg' s Liv 
VHO - Asselllly L1ntu1ge Input 

Ralpll lenyon 
DIR Deforest 
Al Levy 
lllrt S11therl1nd 

Relph lenyon 
1t1lph lenyon 
PolyLetter 
John Mchl ly 
R1lph lenyon 
lob lybtt 
R1lph lenyon 

Rllpll lenyon 
Ralph lenyon 
R1lph lenyon 
Ralph lenyon 
Rllpll lenyon 
PolyLetter 
Relph lenyon 
Abstr1ct Sy1te111 
Herold c. linne 
Relph Kenyon 
Rllph lenyon 
Rllph lenyon 
R1lph lenyon 
PolyLetter 
Cll1rles Tll111pson 
Ch1rle1 Tho.,son 
lllrt Sutherl1nd 
Relph Kenyon 
lllrt S11therl1nd 
PolyLetter 

loll Bybee 
Russ l•"s 
RUH lolllll 
PolyLetter 
Al Levy 
loll lybet 
Chuck Tllollpson 
PolyLetter 
Don HlyvoH 
PolyLetter 
PolyGlot 
Jolin Vu tent in 
Rllpll Kenyon 
Polyttot 
Ill"' KtnyOI 
Rllph Kenyot 

R1tph Kenyoa 
Cllules lllch 
J .. s SI I i nttr 
Trnis Ii lier 
Percy Roy 
lllrt Sutllerl1nd 
llurphy 
Murphy 
Rllph Kenyon 
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81/5/02 
I0/3/0B 
16/1/07 
80/3/01 
B714/07 
B0/3/09 
81/1/07 
8112/0B 
8614/01 
89/4/03 
81/4/07 
88/5/05 
86/4/09 
8711/02 
81/5/05 
81/3/08 
83/1103 
86/4/03 
84/6/01 
89/3/01 
89/6/09 
80/4/03 
88/2/06 
88/3/07 
88/4/09 
81/5/02 
83/4/05 
82/1/08 
16/1/06 
80/1/05 
89/4/03 
80/2/02 
89/1102 
80/1/02 
80/5/04 
82/4/09 
8215/04 
83/5/02 
86/1/02 
81/6/06 
13/4/09 
1213/07 
11/2/01 
81/4/06 
89/2/07 
13/1/04 
81/4/05 
19/2/17 
11/3/ot 
19/3/t3 
16/4/09 
86/6/02 
86/6/01 
16/4/09 
86/3/05 
H/5/01 
80/3/06 
81/6/08 
1116/08 

. 86/4/06 

VIII - Assflllly L1n9u1ge Output 
Vll1t Do You S1y to 1 De1d Poly? 
Vb1t Do You S1y to 1 De1d Poly? 
V111t else don't ve need? 
Vll1t to do vith 1 lev Disk 
Vlt1t's Copyri9ht1ble Anyv1y 
Vlt1t's in 1 ROI 
V111t's lev 1t Polytlorphic 
Vito leeds Yllgr, AnyV1y 
Vlly 1 Polyletter 
Vtty lft ll0/ 18 
Vhy does it cost so 1111ch? 
Vtty Reviev Ill softv1re 
Vindovs for the Poly 
Winners: Survey 
Vood's AxiOI 
Vooden Keyboard 
Vordltaster 11 

Rilpll lenyon 
Polyletter 
PolyLetter 
Polyletter 
Al Levy 
Rllpll lenyon 
Boll Bybee 
Boll Bybee 
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lllrt Sutllerl1nd 
PolyLetter 
loll Byllee 
R1lph lenyon 

R1lph lenyon 
llurplly 

lllrt Sutherl1nd 

8614/06 
84/2/03 
14/3/01 
82/3/04 
87/4/09 
89/2/02 
84/3/05 

• 83/4/01 
B213/04 
10/1/01 
83/2105 
83/4/01 
19/1/01 
87/2/01 
86/3/08 
8816/08 
87/5/09 
80/4/05 

Vordltlster II 1nd leyllo1rds R1lph Kenyon 86/3/05 
Vordlllster II hint Peter J1ctson 81/4/03 
Vordltlster II Index C111rles Th01pson 81/2/06 
Vordlllster Released lllrk Sutherl1nd 80/4/01 
Vordltlster Tricks PolyLetter 84/4/02 
Vorlllole Driver Description R1lpll Kenyon B6/5/06 
VlllTE But in BASIC R1lph lenyon 83/1/03 
VlllTE lu9 in BASIC C03 using llt\T R1lpb lenyon 12/1/06 
Yes or lo BASIC function JoR1th1n Volfret 81/3/06 
Your visll is Poly's COlllllllnd <file> PolyLetter 84/1/03 
YPS-42.IS pro9r .. description 87/2/01 
Z-10 Cross 1ssellller c011111nt1 Ron Moffitt 17/4/04 
ZIO Cross Asstl9ter 87/1/01 
ZAP HELP R1lp• lenyon 81/3/09 
Zits! 111p• Kenyon 86/6/01 
ZY11Ur9y•1 First Liv of Evolvint Syste11 Oyn .. ics Marplly 88/6/08 
lcpi nl Clluck Th01p1on 83/4/09 
llpi nl Cll1ct Tilo.,son 83/4/09 
lnxt ••• I Chuck T•Olpson 81/3/04 
lt1bs nl Cll1ct ThOlpSOn 83/4/09 

Advertising 

Commercial advertising rates are $50 for a 
full page, $25 for a h~~~ page, and $15 for 
a quarter page. Anything smaller is $3.00 
per column inch. A column is 3-3/4 inches 
wide by 10 inches tall. A full page is 
7-5/8 inches wide. Noncommercial ads by 
subscribers are free. 

Po lyMorph ic 8813 needs home. Make offer. 
Conway Spitter, P. O. Box 385, Fillmore, CA 
93016-0385 

WANTED TO BUY: Poly Hard Disk. -- James 
Trahan, 2601 Section Road, Cincinnati, OH 
45222, Phone: <513> 531-3106. 
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Poly 8813, 3 drives, 64K, 2 printer ports, 
'#ith a set of spare boards, 1 spare drive, 
2 AJ-832 daisy-'#heel letter quality 
printers, all documentation, etc. Any 
reasonable offer <must take all>, Doug 
Schirripa, 716-724-5023 <days> or 
716-657-7437 <evening>. 

Entire PolyMorphic System User Manual, 
System 88 User's Manual with Exec/96 
addendum, & System 88 Operation Essentials 
On IBM disk. Al Levy, 516-293-8358 

FOR SALE: PolyMorphic System 8813, 64K, 
three new double-sided drives CNot double 
densityl <also reads & writes single-sided 
disks>; high resolution PolyGrafix video 
card C640x240> w/inverse video capability 
<compatible with all standard graphics 
programs>; Programmable Character Generator 
with software driver; 15" Sanyo monitor; 
GRI 777 keyboard; cassette & printer 
mini-cards: Integral Data Systems 
"Br i ghterWr iter" printer. Enhanced system 
software . Excel lent condition. Best 
offer . Ken Lowe, 5936 Zina Circle, West 
Valley City, UT 84120 (801) 969-7736. 

FOR SALE: Poly 8810 box '#ith po'#er supply 
and mother board. $50 plus shipping. 
Charles A. Thompson, 2909 Rosedale Avenue, 
Dallas, Texas 75205-1532, <214)-368-8223. 

DISKS - llO>EM8 - PACM - SOFlVARE - SPELL 
••• Nev Low Price• ••• 

1. MAXELL diskettes: 5-1/4" 10 h1rd 1ector -- StO per Mix. 
2. Used diskettes: 5-t/4' 10 h1rd sector -- SO.SO e1cb. 
3. H1yes Micromod .. 100 <JOO b1ud S-100 internal 9IHI,.> S20. 

Clf you don't hive 1 9IHI,. this is 1 che1p VIY to to.> 
4. H1yesSys llOd,. softv1re <for tbe MicrOllOd,. 100> ttO. 
5. Abstr1ct Syst ... Exec CEnll1nc111ent1 l bu11 corrected> S30. 
6. Abstr1ct Systt91 Pr11111 CEnll1nc ... nt1 l b111 corrected> S35. 
7. PolyGlot Libr1ry Vol11911i S6 e1cb: 5 or 111tre - SS e1~. 
8. H1yes Slllrt110d,. 1200B <Ill COllPltible inttrn1I> S40. 

Abstr1ct Systt91, etc., 191 Vllite Oils Ro1d, 
Villi1111tovn, ~ 01267, Phone: <413> 451-3597 

<Send S1.00 for 1 C011Plete c1t1101--lfree vitll 1ny orderJ.> 
<Mlle check or 110ney order p1y1ble to R1lpb lenyon.> 

Anal lader - Uto 

Abstr1ct Sy1te111 Exec infor91tion R1lpll Kenyon 
B1sic Pointer R1lpll lenyon 
BASIC SAVE, 1nd SAVE; - Bit Bucket R1lpll lenyon 

90/2/07 
90/4103 
90/4/10 

Benchmlrls for the Poly Ellul1tor 
Bu9lote 14 - Sio loses ch1r1cters 
Celloph1ne - Enviro11111nt Corner 
COIP-DISK 
DIRCOPY.GO oper1tion 
Directory C1111111nds 
Disk Mlinten1nce C1111111nds 
Double col111111 printin9 
Edit 1nd •A• - The Bit Bucket 
Edit .GO - Er1sin9 block 91rters 
Editor iii 
Editor iii 
Editori1I 
Editori1I 
Editori1I 
Editor iii 
Ev1lu1tin9 Benchmlrts 
File H1ndlin9 C1111111nds 
For Be9inners 
Geneoloty 
HELP mlMIO TYPE 
HELP mlMID UIDELETE 
Horse Sense - Bit Bucket 
I tll ics 
Keybo1rd Processint C1111111nd1 
Letter 
Letter 
Letter 
Letter 
Letter 
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Letter 
Letter 
Letter to Qu1ter Olts 
Mln1tint TSR protr191 - p1rt 2 
Mln19in9 TSR progr1111 on the Poly 
MICR<lllODl-100 
Mod .. Progr• 
Octobit - Poem - Bit Bucket 
PACI-CRASH 
PC outline reviev 
PGL-V-33 - 10 ye1r index to Pl 
PM lug - Poly Ellul1tor lug 
Poly Ellul1tor t.3 Announc~n!_ 
Poly E .. 11tor 2.0 Announc ... nt 
Poly PllCJIS - 1nd h1rdV1re versions 
PolyLetter's 1st 10 Yrs. P1rt t. 
Polyletter's 1st 10 Yrs. P1rt 2. 
PolyLetter'1 tit 10 Yrs. P1rt 3. 
Pri•itive Di1pl1y1 
Printer Control C01191nds 
Printer ShUillf 
Progr .. Control C01191nds 
Recycling 
Seri1I vs P1r1llel 
Service: Xebec, Keybo1rd need 
S illP I y I llflROH 

11 ist.00 
Syst,. Functionint COlllllnds 
The Other Guys PLOT - LOCATE 
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Vol1111e llin191r Oper1tion R1lpll Kenyon 
Vlllt Scuzzy IM•t SCSI? lo• Bybee 
Vordlllster 'unctu1tion - lit buclet R1lpll Kenyon 

Bit Buaket 

90/2105 
9016/03 
90/5/tO 

When Edit saves an ESCape definition 
library, it uses the carrot character as a 
control character prefix. "'C is ESC; "'A is 
CTRL-A. . But, in order to get an actual 
carrot character, one must double it. .. .......... 
becomes ""'". The one place this doesn't 
"'ork quite properly is "'hen you try to 
attach an escape sequence to ""'" itse If. 
Edit "'on't save such definitions correctly. 
To fix this, you should EDit TXdef.ED and 
insert an extra ""'" after the definition. 
Before: "'C•"TEST"'C; after: "C•""'TEST"'C. 

According to a recent ABC News feature 
item, "Grunts" call Combat Boots "LPC's" 
<Leather Personnel Carriers>. 

PolyLetter 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, lfA 01267 
(413) 458-3597 

Address Correction Requested 

In This Issue 

Editorial 
Announcements - Simply lngenous 1 
letters • 1 
What Scuzzy about SCSI? 3 
Edit.GO - Block markers 6 
Geneology • • 6 
Polyletter: The first 10 Years 7 
Advertisements 8 
Annual Index - 1990 9 
The Bit Bucket • 10 

Corning Soon 

Poly Meta, More: BASIC for Beginners, PC 
stuff, System Programmers Notes, Help, 
BugNotes, Pub I ic Domain Software, etc. 

CLASS MAIL 

E . Kenyon, Jr . EXP : 99#9 
Abstract Systems , etc . 184 
191 White Oaks Road 

Williamstown , MA 01267-2256 

@ Copyright 1990 by Ralpb E. Kenyon, Jr. 

Polyt.etter Editor and PuDlisher: Ralph 1enyon. SuDscriptions: us tte.oo 
yr. , canua s20.oo yr., overseas S25 .00 yr., payaDle in us dollars to 
Ralph lenyon. Editorial contriDutions: Your contriDutlons to this 
newsletter are a11ays welcome. Articles, suggestions, for articles, or 
quest ions you'd like answered are readi 1y accepted. This is your 
newsletter; please help support it. 11on-co1ercial suDscriDer aos are 
free of charge. Potyletter is not affiliated 1ith POtyMorphic Syste1s. 

Back volumes of Pol1Lelfer < 198 0 th r u 198 9 > 
are available at reduced prices payable in 
US dollars to Ralph Kenyon. 1 - $15, 
2 - $28, 3 - $40, 4 - $50, 5 - $59, 
6 - $67, 7 - $75; Canada add $3 shipping, 
Overseas add $10. Individual back issues 
are also available ($3.50, $4.00, $5.00>. 
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